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ABSTRACT 

Owner-operators are business owners that began grass-roots efforts to satisfy a 

need for potential customers i.e. develop a solution for a problem in which customers are 

willing to pay the owner-operator instead of doing it themselves. The problem and 

solution may be thought of in terms of a singularity for the customer, however this is not 

the case. A dichotomy exists where both the owner-operator and the customer have 

problems and desire solutions based on their individual self-interests. The owner-

operators’ problems are manifested in motivations and aspirations and their solutions are 

displayed as satisfaction. 

The list of existing motivations and aspirations is too numerable to manage along 

with the amount of potential solutions. For the pilot study, an attempt was made to 

categorize the motivations into more manageable groups to ascertain any potential 

relation with success. The pilot study did not lead to any conclusive results concerning 

the relationship between motivation and success. However, the pilot study did reveal an 

associating element between motivation and success i.e. a relation between the problem 

and solution. That connection was strategy. Strategy was the aid that allowed the 

gratification to occur. The decision of the owner-operator to choose either a differentiated 

strategy or cost leadership (low-cost) strategy (Porter, 1980) allowed them to use a more 

common element where the distinctive nature of the motivations and aspirations was 

downplayed. 

The import of this relationship comes into existence depending on how interested 

various governing and business support bodies are in developing policies whose purpose 

is to create and/or aid new and existing business ventures (Hamilton, 1987). 
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A continuous review of motivations, aspirations and their relationship with 

strategy is warranted as older studies become dated, not to history, but due to the fact that 

economies are in constant flux and as economies change (Hamilton, 1987), so do 

strategies, motivations, and aspirations. 

The pilot study focused on success as the resulting construct. During the analysis 

stage of the pilot study, it was noted that success among various entrepreneurs was 

difficult to compare and measure across individuals and industries. The result was to shift 

the construct from success to satisfaction, as it would allow for a simpler definition and 

better comparisons across entrepreneurs.  

The question that this dissertation attempts to answer is: What role does 

motivation and aspiration play in informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting 

satisfaction? 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A Pilot Study was conducted to address the question, “What role does motivation 

play in owner-operated small business firm success?” The exploration delved into 

relationship between motivation and owner-operator success and the study was 

conceptualized and conducted. A series of interviews with owner-operators was 

completed examining their motivations, as measured by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, 

and their relationship with success. The results proved inconclusive—while a relationship 

was not established, motivation was determined to play some role in success. 

Additionally, the measurements of success used in the study, Triple-Bottom Line 

vs. Profitability, also proved inconclusive with respect to success. Results started to take 

shape when generic business strategies were introduced with motivations. The owner-

operators who satisfied higher needs from Maslow’s Hierarchy tended toward a 

differentiated strategy, and those who satisfied lower needs tended towards a low-cost 

strategy. This groundwork, coupled with the change to satisfaction as the construct, 

guided us to the next question, “What role does motivation and aspiration play in 

informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting satisfaction?” 
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CHAPTER 2 

PILOT STUDY - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOTIVATION AND OWNER 
OPERATED SMALL BUSINESS FIRM SUCCESS 

 

“Visions and motivation are brought into the venture by the entrepreneur personally.” 

Bengt Johannisson (1988, p.84) 

 

“In any case, the decision to search for opportunities is an enterprising decision requiring 

entrepreneurial intuition and imagination and must precede the ‘economic’ decision to go 

ahead with the examination of opportunities for expansion.” Edith Penrose (2009, p. 31) 

 
 

Abstract 

An old adage states that ‘the surest way to get rich is to find a need and fill it’. 

Despite the singular form of ‘need’, there is a dichotomy to be observed. Both the 

potential consumer and the entrepreneur have needs that must be satisfied. The objective 

of this paper is to better understand several understudied components of the motivation 

literature: the motivation of the entrepreneur to satisfy their need(s), the role that 

motivation plays in relation to owner-operated small business firm success, the 

relationship that generic competitive strategies has with motivation, and how 

measurement success criteria, Triple Bottom Line vs. Profitability interact with 

motivation.  

In a 2012 survey, the Small Business Administration (SBA) noted that 50.9% of 

small business owners were between the ages of 50 and 88, with another 33.2% of small 

business that were owned by people aged 35-49 (Lichtenstein, 2014). The SBA, also 
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noted, that 52% of small businesses were home based (SBA Office of Advocacy, 2014). 

Why are people starting these small businesses? Did they retire and still need a reason to 

get out of bed in the morning? Did they grow weary of corporate America or get laid off? 

Did a couple decide they need a second income, but one that fits around the family’s 

schedule? Or could a new venture mirror the Anita Rod story of how she founded The 

Body Shop after she and her husband sold their hotel in Brighton, UK, so he could take 

two years and travel by horse from Buenos Aires to New York City (Bartlett, Elderkin, 

McQuade, 1991). The research question is, what role does motivation play in owner-

operated small business firm success? Since different motivations can quickly equal the 

number of small business owners, pre-decided buckets of motivational categories will be 

more beneficial for measurement and research purposes. In 1943, the American 

psychologist Abraham Harold Maslow categorized a Hierarchy of Needs (HON) 

(Maslow, 1943). His five categories of needs will be used as the basis for the coding of 

owner-operated small business motivations. His five categories will be reduced to two 

buckets: higher level and lower level.  

 

Introduction 

In her book The Theory of the Growth of the Firm, Edith Penrose documents how 

“Enterprise, or ‘entrepreneurship’ as it is sometimes called, is a slippery concept, not easy 

to work into formal economic analysis, because it is so closely associated with the 

temperament or personal qualities of individuals” (2009, p. 30). It is the temperament or 

motivation that needs illuminating in order to answer the question of why entrepreneurs 

are starting small businesses.  
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According to most estimates, around 500,000 to 650,000 new businesses are 

started each year, and just as many shut their doors permanently (Figure 1). Why do so 

many people venture into a territory where failure has a higher rate than success? What is 

the overarching motivation that drives new ventures? This author echoes the same 

question that Carsrud and Brannback asked, “Have we learned anything at all about 

entrepreneurs?” (2011).  

 
 
 
Anecdotally, we all know of various people that have started their own businesses. 

They range from the stay at home mom who teaches music lessons for “bread and milk” 

money, to the ‘C’ suite executive that climbed to the top and is now asking himself 

“What’s next?”, and everything in between. There are other scenarios too numerous to 

mention, but they all have a raison d’être that is motivating them to ‘fill a need’. Edith 

Penrose also stated,  

Small Business Facts
Advocacy: the voice of small business in governmentwww.sba.gov/advocacy

Office of Advocacy

Do economic or industry factors affect business survival? 

Survival rates improve for a given 
business as it ages. 

About two-thirds of businesses with employees 
survive at least 2 years and about half survive at 
least 5 years. As one would expect, after the first 
few relatively volatile years, survival rates flatten 
out. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Business 
Employment Dynamics.)

Survival paths have not changed 
much over the years. 

A negative economy has little effect on a given 
business’s survival. Businesses started in expand-
ing economies in 1995 and 2005, those started just 
before the downturn in 2000, and those started just 
after the downturn had almost identical survival 
paths (Chart 1).  Although the economy is not seen 
as an obvious factor in business survival, it may be 
that businesses able to weather a downturn nev-
ertheless feel the crippling effects down the road. 
(Source: BLS, Business Employment Dynamics.)

Survival rates are similar across  
industries. 

For employer businesses, survival rates as busi-
nesses age followed similar patterns for manu-
facturing, retail trade, food services & hotels, and 
construction. The fact that the food services indus-
try shows no greater propensity to fail runs counter 
to the myth that restaurants are a relatively risky 
business. It is also surprising that the real estate 
crash seems not to have affected the construction 
industry at about year five or six. (Source: BLS, 
Business Employment Dynamics.)
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Establishments by Birth Year 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Business Employment Dynamics. 
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But as soon as such factors as the ‘temperament’ of the entrepreneur-the 
strictly personal characteristics affecting his judgment-are admitted into 
the picture it makes little difference whether we assume that he is in search 
of profits or has a multiplicity of motives for action; in both cases 
economics must give way to psychology. All we can do is to note that 
there are apparently far-reaching differences in entrepreneurial ambitions 
and to enquire into their significance for the process of growth of firms. 
(2009, p. 162)  

Kenneth R. Andrews added to this when he wrote, “We should admit that the 

personal desires, aspirations, and needs of the senior managers of a company do play an 

influential role in the determination of strategy” and “must acknowledge at this point that 

there is no way to divorce the decision determining the most sensible economic strategy 

for a company from the personal values of those who make the choice. (1987, p. 57, p. 

53) 

It is not just the motivation for starting a small business firm that is in question, 

but also what determines success. Peter Witt stated, “A general problem of all objective 

measures for start-up success is that they depend on the founders’ intentions and 

aspirations” (2004, p. 398). These intentions and aspirations can be difficult to pin down. 

Although firms want to make a profit, profits may not comprise the entirety of a firm’s 

entrepreneurial ambition (Penrose, 2009). Here again, motivation plays a significant role. 

This pilot study aims to answer the call from previous studies to ascertain if there is a 

relation between motivation and owner-operated small business firm success.  

Edith Penrose also stated,  

It is reasonable to assume that the people making decisions on behalf of a 
firm are acting in the light of some purpose, yet it is notoriously difficult 
to discover the true purposes of anyone. On the other hand, purposive 
behavior cannot be understood if one does not know what the purpose is. 
Therefore if the economist is to understand the behavior of the firms he 
must make some assumption about why they do what they do. (2009, p. 
23)  
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Why should we make assumptions when we can potentially discover the ‘true purposes’ 

of owner-operated small businesses? The addition of psychological knowledge would 

improve upon the existing economic knowledge of antecedents to firm success.  

The relationship comprehension between psychology and success would be 

valuable for current and would be entrepreneurs to ensure that their business strategy 

properly matches their motivations to allow for the greatest success possible. The 

understanding would aid in the start-up decision-making process for new ventures to help 

the potential owner-operator to determine whether or not the company starts on a path to 

success.  

 

Literature Review 

The literature review will consist of a discussion of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

(HON) and its five basic categories. It will also discuss past research around the construct 

of Maslow’s HON, the construct of entrepreneurial success, the Resource-Based View, 

and the role of networks in firm start-ups. It will end with a discussion on Generic 

Competitive Strategies and the concept of the Triple Bottom Line. This will aid in the 

shaping of this paper’s propositions and show that further research is needed to 

understand motivation as a precursor for owner-operated small business firm success. 

 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

Abraham Maslow’s HON (Maslow, 1943) is a developmental psychology theory 

of human motivation positing that individuals have five physiological and psychological 
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categories of needs. Maslow identified these needs as: physiological, safety, love, esteem, 

and self-actualization (Maslow, 1943). These stages can be described as: 

• Biological and Physiological needs: air, food, drink, shelter, warmth, sex, 

sleep 

• Safety needs: protection from elements, security, order, law, stability, freedom 

from fear 

• Love and Belongingness needs: friendship, intimacy, trust and acceptance, 

receiving and giving affection and love, being part of a group (family, friends, 

work) 

• Esteem needs: achievement, master, independence, status, dominance, 

prestige, self-respect, respect from others 

• Self-Actualization needs: realizing personal potential, self-fulfillment, seeking 

personal growth and peak experiences (McLeod, 2006 rev 2017) 

Critically, Maslow arranged these various needs and motivations into a unique 

hierarchy of five stages of prepotency. When one need is satisfied, a new (higher) need 

emerges and so on. That is to say, the appearance of one need usually rests on the prior 

satisfaction of another, more pre-potent need. A person’s behavior is organized only by 

unsatisfied needs. If one’s needs are unsatisfied, then the physiological need dominates 

and the other needs become non-existent or at least pushed into the background. A need, 

once satisfied, is not a motivator for the next higher need to be satisfied. Once satisfied 

the need ceases to play an active role in a person’s behavior (Maslow, 1943). 

Furthermore, Maslow based his work, A Theory of Human Motivation (Maslow, 

1943), on a proposition that the wholeness of the organism must be one of the 
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cornerstones of motivation theory and that no need or drive can be treated as if it were 

isolated or discrete. Every drive is related to the state of satisfaction or dissatisfaction of 

other drives (Maslow, 1943). With this in mind, Maslow recognized that for some people 

one need might be more important than another: that desire for an ice cream cone could 

fit into multiple needs depending on the root of the desire, there could be multiple-needs 

driving a behavior simultaneously, there could be a reversal of the hierarchy as situations 

change, and someone could even become a martyr for a higher purpose and give 

everything up in its name (Maslow, 1943). 

One question that comes to mind is whether or not a need must be 100% fulfilled 

before a person may move on to the next higher level. Maslow answered this by stating 

that the order and fulfillment are not maxed out before moving on to another stage. 

Maslow wrote, “For instance, if I may assign arbitrary figures for the sake of illustration, 

it is as if the average citizen is satisfied perhaps 85 percent in his physiological needs, 70 

percent in his safety needs, 50 percent in his love needs, 40 percent in his self-esteem 

needs, and 10 percent in his self-actualization needs.” (Maslow, 1943) 

Where does this leave us? If it is a hierarchy, but people may jump around the 

order and do not have to max out the categories, how are these needs applicable? In a 

well-publicized study from 2011, researchers from the University of Illinois examined the 

association between need fulfillment and subjective well-being (SWB) across 123 

countries and found that many of the needs Maslow described appeared to be universal, 

but the order in which one meets these needs had little impact on their satisfaction with 

life. In other words, higher-level needs like autonomy, social support, and feeling 

respected were still important despite the fact that lower-level needs were unfulfilled. The 
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five basic needs are considered to be universally valid, but it is the linear succession (one 

need being pre-potent over the next) that is considered the main problem. (Winter, 2015). 

These findings validate the HON categories, which this paper intends to use as 

drivers of entrepreneurial success, and allow for picking and choosing of an unsatisfied 

need(s) vs. climbing the ladder of the HON. 

After Maslow updated the work in 1954, others have attempted to discover a 

corollary relationship between Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and levels of success in 

various disciplines or professions. The studies focused on the needs, not on the linear 

progression of the hierarchy. One such study looked at students’ fulfillment of needs and 

their success in a nursing program (Freitas & Leonard, 2011), while another studied the 

HON and incentives to learn (Wu, 2012). Still another examined how student needs can 

be addressed at various levels in online courses, with an attempt to go from basic needs to 

the ultimate goal of self-actualization (Milheim, 2012). Taking a human resources 

approach, a study targeted employee motivation to work in non-governmental 

organizations (NGO) following a tsunami in 2004 in Sri Lanka (Pulasinghage, 2010).  

Most other studies concerning Maslow’s HON fall in line with the previously 

mentioned studies. This research, although beneficial, does not quite correlate with the 

intention of this paper. The area that concerns this paper is the relationship between 

Maslow’s HON and business success, namely entrepreneurial success.  However, in 

1995, Carland, Carland, and Carland conducted a study that has a closer correlation to 

this paper. It examined the “behavioral differences among entrepreneurs…in the light of 

Maslow's hierarchy of needs.” It concluded that those who displayed higher 

entrepreneurial drive viewed their businesses as vehicles for achieving self-esteem and 
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self-actualization while those that displayed lower entrepreneurial drive viewed their 

firms as vehicles for providing basic financial needs. (Carland, Carland, & Carland, 

1995). In their paper, the authors called for sustained future research, which this paper 

hopes to contribute. 

 

Entrepreneurial Success 

To compensate for a lack of studies examining Maslow’s hierarchy and 

entrepreneurial success, the construct of entrepreneurial success was reviewed. 

Entrepreneurial success has been studied and researched from multiple angles. The list of 

antecedents considered is quite extensive. The research examines cognitive abilities 

(GarCía, 2012), experience and intentions (Hopp & Sonderegger, 2015), action 

orientation, hope, and goal commitment (Przepiorka, 2016), emotions (passion, 

frustration, sympathy, and empathy) (Ruskin, Seymour and Webster, 2016), and more. 

These antecedents appear related to an unfulfilled need that could be categorized into 

Maslow’s HON. Allowing for broader terms may paint a clearer picture that is not lost in 

the details and create a more practical model.   

If we equate entrepreneurial success to entrepreneurial performance, we can 

expand our construct and find more antecedents that could be sorted into one of Maslow’s 

HON. One paper found that the entrepreneurial motivations of favorable conditions 

(psychological, demographic, and needs that describe the optimal entrepreneur), 

sociological motivations, financial motivations, and commercial motivations had 

relationships with entrepreneurial performance (Chedli, 2016), while another study 

examined Need for Achievement (Collins, Hanges, & Locke 2004). In a similar vein, 
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with entrepreneurial motivations as an antecedent, it was hypothesized that risk taking, 

tolerance for ambiguity, locus of control, self-efficacy, goal setting, independence, drive, 

and egoistic passion have some impact on entrepreneurial opportunities (Shane, Locke, & 

Collins, 2003). Again, the similarities with HON are fairly easy to correlate.  

The consequences reviewed for entrepreneurial success were just as interesting in 

terms of Maslow’s hierarchy. Many of the measurements of the consequences relate well 

with HON, while some even mention the HON directly. The list included: job 

satisfaction, money, independence, freedom (Alstete, 2008), financial success, 

independence, recognition, roles, innovation, and self-realization (Carter et al., 2001), 

financial needs and self-actualization (Carland, Carland, & Carland, 1995), perceived 

success and venture growth (GarCía, 2012), and life satisfaction (Przepiorka, 2016). 

The literature concerning entrepreneurial success has identified clear links 

between entrepreneurial success and Maslow’s HON; however, this author concurs with 

Carland, Carland, and Carland (1995) who stated, “If the findings of this study are 

sustained by future research, they have the potential to lead to the establishment of a 

model of entrepreneurship which effectively links the role of individual initiative to the 

process of venture creation, management and growth.” This author believes that the role 

of individual initiative is driven out of a motivation to satisfy a need, a need that could be 

categorized into Maslow’s HON. 
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Resource-Based View 

The Resource-Based View complements the current research to determine 

entrepreneurial success. It adds another dimension for success, however it must still be 

linked to psychological drivers for owner-operator firm creation. 

In his book The Nature of the Firm, H. R. Coase looked at economic theory and 

the relation between resources and price mechanism. He set out to bridge an apparent gap 

between resources allocated by the price mechanism and the fact that this allocation is 

dependent on the entrepreneur. He went on to find that, “A firm… consists of the system 

of relationships which comes into existence when the direction of resources is dependent 

on an entrepreneur” (Coase, 1937, p. 393). These relationships have been built upon by 

many others. Edith Penrose added that “a firm is more than an administrative unit; it is 

also a collection of productive resources the disposal of which between different uses and 

over time is determined by administrative decision.” Moreover, she wrote, “…its general 

purpose is to organize the use of its ‘own’ resources together with other resources 

acquired from outside the firm for the production and sale of good and services at a 

profit.” She very succinctly summed up, “A firm is basically a collection of resources” 

(Penrose, 2009, p. 21, p. 68). 

As strategy became a discipline supplementing economic theory, a comparison 

was made in the analysis between the resource side and the product side. An attempt was 

made to develop “simple economic tools for analysing a firm's resource position…” 

Wernerfelt’s was designed to “throw a different light on strategic options” (Wernerfelt, 

1984, p. 171, p. 179-180). 
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Later, Kenneth R. Andrews stated in his book, The Concept of Corporate 

Strategy, “The principle subactivities of strategy formulation as a logical activity include 

identifying opportunities and threats in the company’s environment and attaching some 

estimate or risk to the discernible alternatives. Before a choice can be made, the 

company’s strengths and weaknesses should be appraised together with the resources 

available.” He later identified four components of strategy and listed resources as part of 

the second component (Andrews, 1987, p. 18). 

Robert Grant added, “The case for making the resources and capabilities of the 

firm the foundation for its long-term strategy rests upon two premises: first, internal 

resources and capabilities provide the basic direction for a firm’s strategy, second, 

resources and capabilities are the primary source of profit for the firm.” Further, he wrote 

that “the key to a resource-based approach to strategy formulation is understanding the 

relationships between resources, capabilities, competitive advantage, and profitability…” 

(Grant, 1991, p. 116). 

As strategy became more synonymous with competitive advantage, understanding 

sources of competitive advantage became a major area of research in strategic 

management. A framework based on resources being evaluated on their value, rareness, 

imitability, and substitutability was developed (Barney, 1991). Another paper researched 

the underlying economics of the resource-based view of competitive advantage and 

created a new parsimonious model of resources and firm performance where four 

conditions must be met. They are: superior resources (heterogeneity within an industry), 

ex post limits to competition, imperfect resource mobility, and ex ante limits to 

competition (Peteraf, 1993). 
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In an attempt to connect psychology to the resource-based view, a narrow study 

was conducted between resource-based theory and entrepreneurship. This study was 

extended to include cognitive theory, which is a psychological approach that attempts to 

explain human behavior by understanding thought processes (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001). 

As was the case in Economic Theory, there is a piece missing in the Resource-Based 

View, that of psychology and motivation behind how and why resources are used. 

Alvarez and Busenitz (2001) started down this path with their work in cognitive theory, a 

gap remains that must be addressed. 

 

Network Theory 

The role of networks and their relationship with new firm start-ups have received 

a lot of attention and research. One such study that took place in Indiana found a relation 

between new firm start-up and informal networks of the entrepreneur (Birley, 1985). 

Another study determined that the key to entrepreneurial success lied in one’s ability to 

develop and maintain a personal network (Johannisson, 1988). This work and the work of 

others was later substantiated as the Network Success Hypothesis, and it was proven to 

increase the probability of survival and growth of newly founded businesses (Brüderl & 

Preisendörfer, 1998). Later, Peter Witt (2004) suggested a new model for start-up success 

that built upon existing models and research to create new propositions to fill in some 

existing gaps. 

Several studies have been conducted around various discussed antecedents for 

firm success, small business firm success, and/or entrepreneurial success. Again, the 
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missing piece appears to be the understanding of the motivation behind owner-operated 

firm success. 

 

Generic Competitive Strategies 

Along with motivation and its’ relationship to success, another relationship is 

worth consideration. That of the role of motivation with business strategy. In order to 

define business strategy for this paper an understanding of generic business strategies 

must be obtained. 

In an early work, Michael E. Porter coined several terms that he later codified into 

generic competitive strategies in his book Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing 

Industries and Competitors. The terms ‘low cost’ and ‘differentiated’ were used to 

establish two different ideas or paths that a company could follow to achieve above-

average profitability. Moreover, he discussed how a company needed to be a low-cost 

producer in its industry or that its product needed unique features. He essentially equated 

unique with being differentiated (Porter, 1979). The three that he identified were: overall 

cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. Low cost was defined as charging a lower cost 

for products or services compared to competitors, differentiation was defined as creating 

something that was unique industry wide, and focus was defined as concentrating on a 

particular market segment or product (Porter, 1980). 

In a later book, Porter broke out the third generic competitive strategy, focus, into 

two parts, Cost Focus and Differentiated Focus (Porter, 1985). These definitions formed 

the basis for the definitions of business strategies in this body of work. 
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Triple Bottom Line 

How success is measured can create its’ own relationship with success. One type 

of measurement may lead to greater success than another. Historically, accounting 

profitability has been a predominant form of success measurement. In the late 1990s, a 

new measurement—the Triple Bottom Line—was developed. This term is credited to 

John Elkington’s 1990 book, Cannibals With Forks. Although economic measurements 

for firm success have been around for millennia, growing concern for the environment 

took place during the 1960s. During the 1970s environmentalism started to become 

mainstream but fell out of favor by the 1980s (Menon & Menon, 1997; Gray, 2001). 

Eventually, the trend came back around at the end of the 1990’s. At the same time one 

element that had not been of anyone’s focus was starting to become a trend. The new 

element was that of social justice (Elkington, 1999).  

The Triple Bottom Line as defined by Elkington was composed of three elements: 

Economic, Ecological, and Social. The economic bottom line, or the profit figure, was the 

earnings figure in the earnings-per-share statement, which is part of standard accounting 

practice. The ecological bottom line represented the “critical natural capital” and 

renewable, replaceable, or substitutable natural capital. Finally, social capital was 

comprised of human capital, in the form of public health, skills and education. However, 

social capital also had to embrace wider measures of a society’s health and wealth-

creation potential. Elkington felt that, “companies that do not implement the Triple 

Bottom Line face extinction” (Elkington, 1999) and it was echoed, “From a practitioner 

perspective, especially if present conditions continue, a firm’s enviropreneurship may 

well determine whether it thrives or becomes an “endangered species” (Menon & Menon, 
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1997). Other supporters of the Triple Bottom Line discovered that social responsibility 

leads to better firm performance (Menon & Menon, 1997), and that a relationship 

between entrepreneurialism and environmentalism (ecological) had been identified 

(Dixon & Clifford, 2007).  

One gap that exists between entrepreneurial success, economic theory, resource-

based view, and network theory is motivation, a psychological based antecedent. It has 

been noted by many authors as something that needs to be understood, however, very 

little has looked at the relationship between motivation, particularly Maslow’s HONs, and 

owner-operator firm success. Other gaps include the relationship between business 

strategy and motivation and the relationship of success measurement, is one form better 

than another for owner-operator. Understanding these gaps may well determine the 

success or failure of many owner-operator small businesses.  

 

Conceptual Model and Propositions 

Instead of looking at entrepreneurial drive as a vehicle for achieving needs 

(Carland, Carland, & Carland, 1995), the reverse will be considered: the motivation 

creates the initiative, which in turn causes the venture creation where a relationship can 

be established with owner-operated small business firm success (Figure 2). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Owner-operated 
small business firm 

success 
Motivation 

Figure 2. Pilot Study Conceptual Model.  
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This author will also follow the suggestion by Shane, Locke, and Collins (2003) 

that researchers define the motives that they think are important and focus on more 

precise measures of them. 

In this study, motivation will be assessed to determine if there is a relationship 

with owner-operated small business firm success. Motivation will be measured and 

categorized into higher level needs (Love, Esteem, Self-Actualization) vs. lower level 

needs (Physiological, Safety) as developed by Maslow. As Maslow’s HONs will be used 

as a categorical tool, the levels will not be considered rigid and perfectly sequential. It 

follows from Maslow that classifications of motivations must be based upon goals (firm 

success) rather than upon instigating drives or motived behavior and that motivation 

theory is not synonymous with behavior theory (Maslow, 1943). 

Traditionally, the reasons for starting a firm (the entrepreneurial goal) have been 

considered economic (Carsrud & Brannback, 2011), which would relate closely to what 

Carsrud and Brannback (2011) term Necessity Entrepreneurs, who are more concerned 

with avoiding failure, which could mean starvation. Starvation is a lack of fulfillment of 

the base physiological needs, so do the entrepreneurs create business ventures in order to 

eat and put a roof over their head? Research has continued along these thoughts, however 

others have studied that being an entrepreneur is an end itself. “Whereas most 

entrepreneurial research assumes the entrepreneur is motivated by external rewards such 

as money, power, status, etc. (an economic view of human motivation), one is left with 

the reality that some people engage in entrepreneurial activities as an end in themselves” 

(Carsrud & Brannback, 2011). What is this “end”?  
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In order to address the gap that concerns the lack of information on motivation 

and its relationship with owner-operator firm success and following the admonishment of 

many authors to conduct new or further research into motivation and its implications the 

first proposition will attempt to close this gap. Closing the gap between motivation and 

firm success will aid owner-operators so that their firm creation will be for the proper 

motivation that leads to success rather than failure and answers the question, which 

motivation, higher or lower, leads to success? This is the first proposition: 

Proposition 1: Owner-operated firms motivated by higher needs will be more 

successful than those that are motivated by lower needs. 

The second gap questions whether a success measurement can create its’ own 

relationship with success. The creator of the Triple Bottom Line believes that failure to 

use this new form of success measurement will lead to firm extinction (Elkington, 1999). 

With the second proposition, the intent is to validate or counter this claim. If validated, 

the owner-operator will be armed with one more tool for success to stave off firm failure. 

Thus, the question to be addressed through the second proposition is: does one type of 

measurement actually lead to greater success than another?  

Proposition 2: Owner-operated firms who measure success via a triple bottom line 

(Social, Economical, Ecological) will be more successful than those that measure 

success via accounting profitability. 

Firms need a strategy in order to be successful. Firm success is not only 

predicated upon choosing the appropriate strategy for the product, but also upon ensuring 

that the strategy matches the corresponding motivations, whether driven by higher or 

lower needs. The importance for proper business strategy and motivation alignment 
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would allow for the greatest success possible. It could be an indicator of whether or not 

new ventures start on the path for success or the path for failure. A mismatch between 

business strategy and motivation could yield conflicting results. Success in one area and 

failure in another would probably result in overall business failure over time. The 

question to be addressed with propositions three and four is whether or not a relationship 

exists between motivation needs and business strategies. 

Proposition 3: Firms motivated by higher needs will use a differentiated strategy. 

Proposition 4: Firms motivated by lower needs will use a low-cost strategy. 

 

Data and Analysis 

Methodology for Data Collection and Data Analysis 

The research methodology is Grounded Theory. This methodology was chosen to 

develop new concepts based upon empirical data, as Grounded Theory allows for a 

continuous collection and analysis of data designed for understanding motivation, success 

measurements, business strategy, and its relationship with context, process, and 

organization of owner-operator small businesses. The primary mode of data collection 

was through a semi-structured interview process, whereby Grounded Theory, also, 

provided a format for the coding of the data. 

The first step in the process was to develop a set of interview questions that could 

be piloted. Two owner-operators were selected for the pilot to ensure the validity of the 

questions and scope. Neither sets of the data collected were used in the research process 

as Internal Review Board (IRB) authorization had not been approved (Appendixes A & 

B) 
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The initial draft of questions was excessively large and following numerous 

discussions, the final draft for the pilot only contained one question, ‘Please tell me your 

story?’ The interviews were conducted, and the results examined. In both cases, their 

stories covered most of what was desired for this research opportunity. However, it was 

noted that clarifying questions were needed from the interviewer. One respondent replied 

that, “God had put this opportunity in front of me,” so a follow-on question of “Why do 

you think God gave you this opportunity?” was required to achieve the true level of 

motivation. Both interviews started out with the motivation to satisfy lower needs, but 

once achieved, moved on to other motivations that resembled those of higher level needs. 

The insights attained from the pilot study led to the development of the final interview 

questions that were submitted to the IRB and subsequently approved, allowing for the 

collection of acceptable data (Appendixes C through F).  

For the purposes of this study, a goal was set to attain 20 interviews, then conduct 

analysis, and then draw some initial conclusions. Snowball Sampling was used to attain 

the 20 interviews. Initially, only owner-operated companies still in operation were to be 

used. However, during the appointment set up one company was in operation, but by the 

time of the interview, the business was no longer in operation. The data gathered was still 

applicable to this study and it was included. An admission of bias was intended as owner-

operated failures were not to be considered as part of this study. 

Snowball sampling was chosen as the method to conduct the interviews. It was 

chosen due to simplicity and the need for a small sample size of 20. The majority of the 

interview pool came from small businesses around the Manchester and New London, CT 

areas. The sample initially started out with acquaintances and spread to owners who 
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conducted business with the first set of interviewees. Also, the local SCORE (Senior Core 

of Retired Executives) consulting group recommended a few of the interviewees. This 

initial group contained different types of owner-operated businesses. Those types were: 

“milk and bread” money owners, direct marketing owners, primary “bread” winners, 

retiree started businesses, and businesses started by someone either fired or who quit the 

corporate world to start their venture. The interviews also collected demographic data for 

the owner-operators, determinants for success, business industry, motivation for the 

business venture, previous work history, initial business strategy, changes in strategy (if 

any), and existing business strategy. (Table One) 

 

Measurement Definitions Used for Coding 

Following the conclusion of the interviews, the data was subsequently coded 

utilizing the definitions below: 

Maslow’s HONs in various discussions is divided into higher needs and lower 

needs. One example lists higher-level needs as autonomy, social support, and feeling 

respected, with the remainder being referred to as lower-level needs (Winter, 2015). Due 

to a certain amount of variability in the difference between higher-level and lower-level 

needs definitions, for the purpose of this study, they will be defined as:  

• Higher Needs, the needs that involve Love, Esteem, and Self-Actualization 

• Lower Needs, the needs that involve Physiological and Safety 

The definitions used for profitability and the Triple Bottom Line are influenced 

directly from the work of Elkington (Elkington, 1999). 
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• Triple Bottom Line: Business success criteria includes other measurements 

besides profitability to include Social and Ecological concerns along with 

Economical.   

• Profitability: Business is focusing solely on monetary success to attain 

profitability where revenues are greater than costs. 

The definitions used for two generic business strategies are taken directly from 

Porter (Porter, 1980).  

• Low-Cost Strategy: Generic business strategy where the main focus is to price 

the service or product below all of their competitors.  

• Differentiated Strategy: Generic business strategy that is not a Low-Cost 

Strategy. It included pricing strategies that were in the middle or higher than 

most of their competition and included some other dimension to their strategy 

i.e. service or quality that separated them from the low-cost competition. 

Using the definitions above, the data was placed into buckets of higher level 

needs vs. lower level needs against success to address the first proposition (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Needs-Success Relationship Model. 

  

 Success Not Success 
Higher Needs   

Lower Needs  
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Data from the interviews was next coded and placed into buckets for success 

measurements of accounting Profitability (Business just profitable, revenues > costs) vs. 

Triple Bottom Line (Social, Ecological, Economical) against success to address the 

second proposition (Figure 4).  

 
 Success Not Success 

Triple Bottom 
Line 

 
 

 
 

Profitability  
 

 

Figure 4. Accounting-Success Relationship Model. 
 

Finally, data was coded and placed into buckets for higher needs/lower needs against 

differentiated/low-cost strategy to address the third and fourth propositions (Figure 5).  

 
 Differentiated Low Cost 

Higher Needs 
 

  

Lower Needs 
 

  

Figure 5. Needs-Strategy Relationship Model. 
 

Analysis was conducted following the coding. The intent of the coding into two-

by-two matrices was to enable the opportunity to graph responses for ease of analysis.  

 
Results 

Proposition 1: Owner-operated firms motivated by higher needs will be more 
successful than those that are motivated by lower needs. 

 
The first proposition was not supported. The initial thought was that during the 

interviews that there would be some measurement that could ascertain the level of 

success. In the end, every business was successful, save the one which wasn’t a complete 
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failure, and there was not a clear indicator to compare the level of success between the 

different business ventures. The business owners who were focused on lower level needs 

did not appear to be more or less successful than those that were focused on higher level 

needs (Figure 6).  

 

 
Figure 6. Needs-Success Relationship Data. 

 
Proposition 2: Owner-operated firms who measure success via a Triple 

Bottom Line (Social, Economical, Ecological) will be more successful than 
those that measure success via accounting Profitability. 

 
The second proposition was also not supported (Figure 7).  

  

 
Figure 7. Accounting-Success Relationship Data. 
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The first two propositions ended up more similar than initially anticipated. During the 

analysis portion it was discovered that lower level needs were essentially equivalent to 

focusing on Profitability and higher needs were measured along the same lines as the 

Triple Bottom Line (Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8. Accounting-Needs Relationship Data 

 
 
Proposition 3: Firms motivated by higher needs will use a differentiated 

strategy, where services will be priced higher than their competition. 
 

The third proposition was supported. Seven of the twenty businesses (35%) had 

initial differentiation strategy and a motivation focused on higher needs. However, twelve 

of the twenty businesses (60%) were currently using a differentiation strategy and 

focusing on higher needs. Over time, the initial seven did not change their focus or 

strategy, but five other companies did. Those highlighted are women owned (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Needs-Strategy Relationship Data, Focus Higher Needs. 

It was interesting to note that two businesses had a focus on higher needs and a 

low-cost strategy. One, ‘P’ would be interesting to follow-up in a few years as she was 

engaged to be married and needs/motivations will probably change over time and the 

other, “EL”, had been in business for a number of years and had been successful with 

their low-cost strategy and the time for a strategy change was potentially too far past, 

despite the change in focus on needs.  Also, the company ‘PJ’ stayed focused on lower 

needs despite a desire to have a more differentiated strategy. Historically, the desire to 

provide extra services for a low-cost does not equate for a recipe for success. 

One other result that was found to be of note was the fact that seven of the twenty 

businesses were owned by females and that all seven ended up focusing on higher needs 

for their motivation towards measuring success. Six of the seven started out with higher 

needs and the seventh eventually transitioned.  

Proposition 4: Firms motivated by lower needs will use a low-cost strategy, 
where services will be priced lower than their competition. 

 
The fourth proposition was supported. The five companies (highlighted in yellow) 

that were focused on lower needs used a low-cost business strategy from initial 
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conception to current business practices. Two companies, PJ and EL, started off Low-

Cost and Lower Needs, but PJ migrated as its’ focuses changed (Figure 10).  

 

 
Figure 10. Needs-Strategy Relationship Data, Focus Lower Needs. 

 

Other Insights – Demographic Data (Table 1) 

There appeared to be no link between being born in the U.S. vs. outside of the 

U.S. and success, however, there were only three owners that were born outside of the 

U.S., so this sample may not be indicative of the population. Marital status and 

dependents yielded about the same results as birth country, again, only three were not in 

the ‘married’ category, so the sample may not be indicative of the population. 

Additionally, education level (ranging from high school diploma, to ‘some college’ to 

bachelor’s degrees to higher degrees) did not yield any distinction between motivation 

levels or business strategies. Education level was spread across lower needs vs. higher 

needs and differentiation vs. low-cost strategies. 

One limitation of the data set was a lack of ethnic minority owners. Only two 

considered themselves Black/African American and the remainder White/Caucasian. 

Furthermore, only about a third of the data set was female.  
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Conclusions 

According to the Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy, about two-

thirds of businesses with employees survive at least 2 years and about half survive at least 

5 years. As one would expect, after the first few relatively volatile years, survival rates 

flatten out, see Figure 1 (SBA Small Business Facts 2012). The trends do not appear to 

show a significant difference between businesses started in 1995, 2000, 2005, or 2010. In 

a comparison across industries, there appears to be only small differences in failure rates, 

but the curves appear to follow the same trend (Figure 11). Gaining understanding of the 

relationship between motivation and owner-operator small business success would 

benefit the owner, any employees, and the economy/society as a whole.  

 

 
 
 
One other purpose this research set out to fill was that of a gap of understanding 

of what drives owner-operated small business success. Economic Theory, Network 

Small Business Facts
Advocacy: the voice of small business in governmentwww.sba.gov/advocacy

Office of Advocacy

Do economic or industry factors affect business survival? 

Survival rates improve for a given 
business as it ages. 

About two-thirds of businesses with employees 
survive at least 2 years and about half survive at 
least 5 years. As one would expect, after the first 
few relatively volatile years, survival rates flatten 
out. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Business 
Employment Dynamics.)

Survival paths have not changed 
much over the years. 

A negative economy has little effect on a given 
business’s survival. Businesses started in expand-
ing economies in 1995 and 2005, those started just 
before the downturn in 2000, and those started just 
after the downturn had almost identical survival 
paths (Chart 1).  Although the economy is not seen 
as an obvious factor in business survival, it may be 
that businesses able to weather a downturn nev-
ertheless feel the crippling effects down the road. 
(Source: BLS, Business Employment Dynamics.)

Survival rates are similar across  
industries. 

For employer businesses, survival rates as busi-
nesses age followed similar patterns for manu-
facturing, retail trade, food services & hotels, and 
construction. The fact that the food services indus-
try shows no greater propensity to fail runs counter 
to the myth that restaurants are a relatively risky 
business. It is also surprising that the real estate 
crash seems not to have affected the construction 
industry at about year five or six. (Source: BLS, 
Business Employment Dynamics.)
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Theory, and Resource-Based Theory have all looked at success from their respective 

angles. Researchers in these theories have acknowledged that psychology plays an 

important role in success, but that it is difficult to measure and at times assumptions need 

to be made in order to conduct research in these areas.  

Although Propositions 1 & 2 were not supported, the results appear to be more 

inconclusive rather than definitive. The bias towards businesses still in operation did not 

enable a good comparison between failure and success and the lack of disparity between 

the definitions of Higher Needs and Triple Bottom Line and the definitions between 

Lower Needs and Profitability created an unpredicted correlation that effected the results. 

Furthermore, the interview questions failed to distinguish between success and better 

success. This lack of support for Propositions 1 & 2 does not diminish the potential for 

research contribution. Psychological factors for firm success still need to be addressed 

and this research has proven that a large amount of owner-operated businesses have other 

considerations than just being profitable or having above-average profitability. One 

owner in particular commented on the joy it brought her to give away one t-shirt to 

someone that was having a rough time, and this was not an exception. Finding the 

psychological link would help to improve upon current failure trends and allow for 

greater success rates. Future contribution would be to reduce or eliminate assumptions so 

that psychology may be better understood as a driver of success and potentially create an 

interdisciplinary link between psychology and business strategy, which could lead to 

other models and even greater success rates of small business ventures. 

In contrast, Propositions 3 & 4 were supported, and relationships were identified 

between the Differentiated generic business strategy and satisfying Higher Needs, and 
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between the Low-Cost generic business strategy and satisfying Lower Needs. The 

relationship comprehension is valuable for current and would be entrepreneurs to ensure 

that their business strategy properly matches their motivations to allow for the greatest 

success possible. The comprehension would aid in the start-up decision-making process 

for new ventures to help the potential owner-operator to determine whether or not the 

company starts on a path to success. A mismatch between business strategy and 

motivation could yield conflicting results. Success in one area and failure in another 

would probably result in overall business failure over time. 

The question concerning whether or not owner-operators experience changes in 

their motivation and/or success measurements was confirmed. Eight companies (40%) 

experienced a change during the tenure of the owner-operator. 

The surprise contribution was that all seven-female owner-operators were focused 

on higher needs and a differentiated strategy. Despite profitability being important to their 

success, it was not necessarily the primary driver for business creation as they desired 

something more to determine what constituted success. This contribution would benefit 

potential and current female owner-operators to ensure that their overall success and 

happiness has a greater chance if they use a Differentiated business strategy instead of a 

Low-Cost strategy.  

One last contribution is that there may be limits to the applicability of past 

research. In Porter’s works (1979, 1980, 1985) everything is compared to the industry 

and the achievement of above-average profitability. In all of the interviews conducted 

everyone had goals that they established for success. They appeared more in competition 

with themselves than anyone else and were out to satisfy their own self-interests. No one 
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mentioned their goals in comparison to the industry. Carl Sagan once said in an interview, 

“Common sense works fine for the universe we’re used to, for time scales of decades, for 

a space between a tenth of a millimeter and a few thousand kilometers, and for speeds 

much less than the speed of light. Once we leave those domains of human experience, 

there’s no reason to expect the laws of nature to continue to obey our expectations, since 

our expectations are dependent on a limited set of experiences.” (Sagan, 1980) Are some 

businesses so small that they are ‘smaller than a tenth of a millimeter’ and play by a 

different set of rules. Are they really out to achieve ‘above-average’ profitability or are 

they happy and content with something less as long as their needs are satisfied? 

 

Future Research 

As with any research, as more questions get answered, more questions are 

conceived. The next design will look to address the shortcomings discovered in the 

research for Propositions 1 and 2. Motivation and its relation to success is still worthy of 

more exploration. A planned survey to gain a larger sample size and potentially ascertain 

differences in levels of success will be designed to better explore motivation’s 

relationship with success. 

 The survey will be used to gain a larger ethnic minority and female operator-

owned sample to compensate for previously mentioned short comings. A larger sample 

will also allow for a deeper understanding of the relationship between business strategy 

and motivation.  

The last objective of the survey research is to expound on our experiences. Are 

owner-operator small businesses really concerned with above-average profitability? Are 
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the paradigms for small businesses that different from larger firms? A greater 

understanding of the relationship between strategy and motivation may create a different 

set of rules, ones that can better predict success over failure to allow for better decision 

making in creating new ventures or maintaining existing small businesses. 
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Table 1 – Pilot Study Demographic Data 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ROLE OF MOTIVATION AND ASPIRATION IN INFORMING 

ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY AND SUPPORTING SATISFACTION 

 
Abstract 

Owner-operators are business owners that began grass-roots efforts to satisfy a 

need for potential customers i.e. develop a solution for a problem in which customers are 

willing to pay the owner-operator vs. do-it-themselves. The problem and solution may be 

thought of in terms of a singularity for the customer, however this is not the case. A 

dichotomy exists where both the owner-operator and the customer have problems and 

desire solutions based on their individual self-interests. The owner-operators’ problems 

are manifested in motivations and aspirations and their solutions are displayed as 

satisfaction. 

The list of existing motivations and aspirations is too numerable to manage along 

with the amount of potential solutions. For the pilot study, an attempt was made to bucket 

the motivations into more manageable categories to ascertain any potential relation with 

success. The pilot study did not lead to any conclusive results concerning the relationship 

between motivation and success. However, the pilot study did reveal an associating 

element between motivation and success i.e. a relation between the problem and solution. 

That connection was strategy. Strategy was the aid that allowed the gratification to occur. 

The decision of the owner-operator to choose either a differentiated strategy or cost 

leadership (low-cost) strategy (Porter, 1980) allowed them to use a more common 

element where the distinctive nature of the motivations and aspirations was downplayed. 

The import of this relationship comes into existence depending on how interested 

various governing and business support bodies are in developing policies whose purpose 
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is to create and/or aid new and existing business ventures (Hamilton, 1987). 

A continuous review of motivations, aspirations and their relationship with 

strategy is warranted as older studies become dated, not to history, but due to the fact that 

economies are in constant flux and as economies change (Hamilton, 1987), so do 

strategies, motivations, and aspirations. 

The pilot study focused on success as the resulting construct. During the analysis 

stage of the pilot study, it was noted that success among various entrepreneurs was 

difficult to compare and measure across individuals and industries. The result was to shift 

the construct from success to satisfaction, as it would allow for a simpler definition and 

better comparisons across entrepreneurs.  

The question that this dissertation attempts to answer is: What role does 

motivation and aspiration play in informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting 

satisfaction?  
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Introduction 

The previous study attempted to address the question, “What role does motivation 

play in owner-operated small business firm success?” The exploration delved into 

relationship between motivation and owner-operator success and a pilot study was 

conceptualized and conducted. A series of interviews with owner-operators was 

completed examining their motivations, as measured by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, 

and their relationship with success. The results proved inconclusive—while a relationship 

was not established, motivation was determined to play some role in success. 

Additionally, the measurements of success used in the study, Triple-Bottom Line vs. 

Profitability, also proved inconclusive with respect to success. Results started to take 

shape when generic business strategies were introduced with motivations. The owner-

operators who satisfied higher needs from Maslow’s Hierarchy tended toward a 

differentiated strategy, and those who satisfied lower needs tended towards a low-cost 

strategy. This groundwork, coupled with the change to satisfaction as the construct, 

guided us to the next question, “What role does motivation and aspiration play in 

informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting satisfaction?” 

A more detailed discussion of the Pilot Study will help to bring to light the 

transition from motivation and its’ role with success to motivation and aspirations role in 

informing entrepreneurial strategies and supporting satisfaction.  
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Pilot Study 

Pilot Study Research Question 

The pilot study research question was, “What role does motivation play in owner-

operated small business firm success?” As the literature review for entrepreneurial 

motivations and success came into focus, it was quickly realized that there were 

numerous potential motivations of owner-operators. The scope was quickly deemed too 

large and a narrowing was necessary. It was decided that a possible determination of 

buckets of motivational categories could be selected for measurement and research 

purposes to narrow the scope for better focus. In 1943, the American psychologist 

Abraham Harold Maslow classified five categories of needs into a hierarchy (Maslow, 

1943). The Hierarchy of Needs (HON) was selected as pre-determined buckets and even 

further reduced to two buckets, higher and lower needs. The relationships between (a) 

higher and lower needs and (2) success were investigated. Subsequently, the relationship 

that generic competitive strategies (Porter, 1980) had with motivation and how 

measurement success criteria, Triple Bottom Line vs. Profitability, interacted with 

motivation were considered. 

 

Pilot Significance 

The implication of the pilot research question was to provide a better 

understanding of the gap between psychology (motivation) and success. The aim was to 

build upon existing motivation and strategy success knowledge and was anticipated to aid 

would-be entrepreneurs to ensure that their business strategy properly matched their 

motivations and allowed for the greatest success possible. This is critical, as most 
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estimates state that around 500,000 to 650,000 new businesses are started each year and 

just as many shut their doors permanently. (Figure 12) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Pilot Research Gap 

This gap between psychology (motivation) and success was mentioned by a few 

renowned authors. Edith Penrose acknowledged many times in her book, The Theory of 

the Growth of the Firm, questions and/or comments concerning motivation: 

“Enterprise, or ‘entrepreneurship’ as it is sometimes called, is a slippery 

concept, not easy to work into formal economic analysis, because it is so 

closely associated with the temperament or personal qualities of 

individuals.” (2009, p. 30) 

But as soon as such factors as the ‘temperament’ of the entrepreneur-the 

strictly personal characteristics affecting his judgment-are admitted into 

the picture it makes little difference whether we assume that he is in 

search of profits or has a multiplicity of motives for action; in both cases 

Small Business Facts
Advocacy: the voice of small business in governmentwww.sba.gov/advocacy

Office of Advocacy

Do economic or industry factors affect business survival? 

Survival rates improve for a given 
business as it ages. 

About two-thirds of businesses with employees 
survive at least 2 years and about half survive at 
least 5 years. As one would expect, after the first 
few relatively volatile years, survival rates flatten 
out. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Business 
Employment Dynamics.)

Survival paths have not changed 
much over the years. 

A negative economy has little effect on a given 
business’s survival. Businesses started in expand-
ing economies in 1995 and 2005, those started just 
before the downturn in 2000, and those started just 
after the downturn had almost identical survival 
paths (Chart 1).  Although the economy is not seen 
as an obvious factor in business survival, it may be 
that businesses able to weather a downturn nev-
ertheless feel the crippling effects down the road. 
(Source: BLS, Business Employment Dynamics.)

Survival rates are similar across  
industries. 

For employer businesses, survival rates as busi-
nesses age followed similar patterns for manu-
facturing, retail trade, food services & hotels, and 
construction. The fact that the food services indus-
try shows no greater propensity to fail runs counter 
to the myth that restaurants are a relatively risky 
business. It is also surprising that the real estate 
crash seems not to have affected the construction 
industry at about year five or six. (Source: BLS, 
Business Employment Dynamics.)
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Establishments by Birth Year 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Business Employment Dynamics. 
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economics must give way to psychology. All we can do is to note that 

there are apparently far-reaching differences in entrepreneurial ambitions 

and to enquire into their significance for the process of growth of firms. 

(2009, p.162) 

It is reasonable to assume that the people making decisions on behalf of a 

firm are acting in the light of some purpose, yet it is notoriously difficult 

to discover the true purposes of anyone. On the other hand, purposive 

behavior cannot be understood if one does not know what the purpose is. 

Therefore if the economist is to understand the behavior of the firms he 

must make some assumption about why they do what they do. (2009, p. 

23) 

The assumptions are that firms want to make a profit, however for a lot of 

firms, profits are not the entirety of entrepreneurial ambition. (Penrose, 

2009) 

Kenneth R. Andrews added, “We should admit that the personal desires, 

aspirations, and needs of the senior managers of a company do play an influential role in 

the determination of strategy.” and that “We must acknowledge at this point that there is 

no way to divorce the decision determining the most sensible economic strategy for a 

company from the personal values of those who make the choice.” (1987, p. 57, p. 53) 

Also, it is not just the motivation for starting a small business firm that is 

questioned, but also, what determines success. Peter Witt (2004) stated, “A general 

problem of all objective measures for start-up success is that they depend on the 

founders’ intentions and aspirations” (p. 398). 

We see that motivation plays a significant role and yet is not fully understood. 

Assumptions are made, however, if the ‘true purposes’ of owner-operated small 

businesses can be discovered we would not have to assume anything. The addition of 

psychological knowledge was expected to improve upon the existing economic 

knowledge of antecedents to firm success. 
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Pilot Study Design 

Twenty interviews were conducted via Snowball Sampling and coded using 

Grounded Theory as the research method. Responses were bucketed into two-by-two 

matrices comparing Needs (Higher vs. Lower) vs. Success, Success Measurement (Triple 

Bottom Line vs. Profitability) vs. Success, and Needs (Higher vs. Lower) vs. Strategy 

(Low-Cost vs. Differentiation). 

 

Pilot Study Results 

No relations were found between Needs and Success and between Success 

Measurements and Success. The initial belief was that during the interviews there would 

be some measurement that could ascertain the level of success. In the end, every business 

was successful, save the one which wasn’t a complete failure, and there was not a clear 

indicator to compare the level of success between the different business ventures. The 

business owners who were focused on lower level needs did not appear to be more or less 

successful than those that were focused on higher level needs. 

The discovery of a relation between Needs and Strategy provided for an 

unexpected surprise. Following the lack of results from the previous two comparisons, it 

was guessed that this relation would follow suit. During the coding of the data, seven of 

the twenty businesses (35%) had higher needs as their initial motivation and an initial 

strategy that was differentiation. It was noted that five other owner-operators over time 

changed their initial strategy to a differentiation model. Of the 20 owner-operators, 60% 

had higher needs as their motivations and employed a differentiation generic strategy. 

Also, on the other side of the matrix, five other companies initially were focused on 
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lower needs and used a low-cost strategy and over time maintained their initial 

motivations and strategy.  

Demographic data was analyzed for the 20 owner-operators. Nothing of note was 

discovered for various traits relating to race, country of birth, marital status, dependents, 

and education level. These items were spread across lower needs vs. higher needs and 

differentiation vs. low-cost strategies. This may be a factor of the small sample size, 

rather than a lack of a relationship between individual characteristics and motivation and 

success. 

The one demographic that resulted in an item of note was that in the end, all seven 

of the women owned businesses were focused on higher needs as their motivation and 

applied a differentiation generic business strategy. 

 

Lessons Learned  

Methodology 

The first relations tested in the pilot study culminated in being more similar than 

initially anticipated. During the analysis section it was discovered that lower level needs 

were essentially equivalent to focusing on profitability and higher needs were measured 

along the same lines as a Triple Bottom Line. These results appeared to be more 

inconclusive rather than definitive. The bias towards businesses still in operation did not 

allow for a proper comparison between failure and success and the lack of disparity 

between the definitions of higher needs and the Triple Bottom Line and the definitions 

between lower needs and profitability created an unpredicted correlation that effected the 

results. The correlation did not confirm nor discount psychological factors for firm 
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success which implies that this relationship is still in need of further examination. The 

pilot study did find in this sample that owner-operators do have other considerations than 

achieving above-average profitability or at the very least, just being profitable. The 

importance of consideration for potential correlations due to operational definitions will 

need to be addressed to ensure a repeat does not transpire. 

 

Foundation for Subsequent Research 

The primary lesson learned evolved from the initial results that appeared as 

generic business strategies were introduced with motivations. A relationship began to 

take shape between owner-operators who were satisfying higher needs with a 

differentiated strategy and those who were attempting to satisfy lower needs with a low-

cost strategy. This glimpse of a relationship has shown that more research is required to 

determine the extent of the relationship whether it is the tip of the iceberg or just an 

anomaly related to the sample. 

The second lesson learned was that women potentially go into business for 

reasons other than “making money”. The fact that all seven women used a more 

differentiated strategy as opposed to a low-cost strategy is something requiring further 

investigation. 

The third was that success among various entrepreneurs was difficult to compare 

and measure across individuals and industries. The decision to shift from success to 

satisfaction was made in order to improve subsequent research.  
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Subsequent Research 

The succeeding design will aim to answer the question concerning the role that 

motivation and aspiration play in informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting 

satisfaction. This ensuing exploration hopes to gain a deeper understanding to be an aid 

for governing and business support bodies for entrepreneurial endeavors. 

A second consideration that may, also, play itself out is whether or not the 

majority of women entrepreneurs measure satisfaction from non-profit-based 

motivations. Understanding this relationship between motivation and aspiration in 

informing women entrepreneurs concerning strategy and their satisfaction may be a 

particular aid to those governing and business support groups that focus solely on women 

entrepreneurs. 

 

Literature Review 

When solving a difficult problem, not unlike a large picture puzzle, parts must be 

broken out to provide discrete analysis that is not overwhelming and fits within the 

capacity of those involved. The task is not complete once a solution for each individual 

part has been developed. The final step is to fit the individual parts together for a holistic 

solution to the original problem. In other words, put the parts of the puzzle together to 

create the desired picture. 

The literature review will consist of breaking down various parts of the holistic 

concept model into more manageable pieces that can be re-assembled to form the new 

concept model and aid in the creation of the propositions for this body of work. The 
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elements that will be discussed as part of the literature review will be Aspirations, 

Motivations, Strategy, and Satisfaction.    

 

Entrepreneurial Aspirations 

Aspirations appear to be very similar if not synonymous with motivations. One 

study asked two questions: (1) what motivates individuals to start a business? and (2) 

what aspirations do they have for the business? The first appeared more concerned with 

the ‘why’ while the second seemed concerned as to how their success would be judged 

(Hamilton, 1987). Aspirations would be the gratification of the motivation, which if not 

synonymous would link them together.  

A few other works appeared to support this link. A look at women entrepreneurs 

found that women owned businesses did not grow the same as businesses owned by men. 

It was hypothesized that women don’t aspire for large businesses because they are 

motivated by non-financial reasons to start their businesses and it was found that 50% of 

women had goals below $500K, where 40% of men had goals over $1M. Men started 

businesses “to make money”, while women started businesses because they “always 

wanted to run my own business” (Blatt, 1994). A later study supported these findings 

when it looked at women entrepreneurs in Germany and found that they started 

businesses as an avenue to escape organizational employment and had a strong desire for 

self-fulfillment over financial success (Pascher et al., 2013). It is not difficult to see that 

aspiration and motivation have some form of connection. 

Research examining business owners who are part of an ethnic minority group 

found a diverse list of aspirations and how the differences were affected by stage of life, 
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nature of the business, how it was managed, ethnicity, culture, and class (Basu, 2004). 

One study found that interest in entrepreneurial careers was associated with emotional 

support and a need for positive stimulation from other people (Decker et al., 2011). In 

Finland, a study looked at young adult’s entrepreneurial aspirations and found that the 

aspirations were impacted by extrinsic rewards, autonomy, and security (Lechnera et al., 

2018). These aspirations resemble motivations, but they focus on the end goal of what 

they are trying to accomplish. 

This discussion on aspirations could lead one to ask the question, if aspirations are 

how goals are established, why is this not a consequence as opposed to an antecedent? 

The viewpoint here is that the aspirations are an antecedent as the intended goal i.e. the 

imagined picture, where actual accomplishment is the depiction. Thus, entrepreneurial 

aspirations will be defined as the initial goals established at the time of entrepreneurial 

creation. 

A more holistic view of the picture will look to show that motivations and 

aspirations do work together, if not used almost interchangeably. A closer look at 

motivations will afford the opportunity to view the similarities. 

 

Entrepreneurial Motivations 

It would be very difficult to discuss motivations without mentioning the work of 

Abraham Maslow. His work has not been without its share of skeptics, however, there are 

less controversial concepts that can be applied here at face value. It is very difficult to 

separate the lives of owner-operators into personal and professional. These two parts are 

intertwined into one whole. Maslow believed that an individual was motivated as a 
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whole, not just one separate part and that when discussing human needs we are 

conversing about the essence of human lives (Maslow, 1987). In this case, the motivation 

of the personal aspects of an owner-operator is also, the motivation of the professional. 

Maslow, also, noted that we are best motivated when attempting to attain that which we 

lack. Usually, it is more than one motivation at work. Sadly, he recognized that 

satisfaction is short lived as the gratification of one motivation uncovers another 

(Maslow, 1987). 

While Maslow viewed the human as the sum of the parts and desired to study 

people and their motivations in this way (Maslow, 1987), others looked to break down 

the parts into more manageable pieces. One study found commercial opportunity, 

independence, and wealth creation as primary motivations (Hamilton, 1987). A year later 

another study linked “to achieve a personal sense of accomplishment” as a motivating 

factor to start a business (Blais et al., 1988) and yet another re-confirmed six motivations: 

Need for approval, Perceived Instrumentality of Wealth, Communitarianism, Need for 

Personal Development, Need for Independence, and Need for Escape as entrepreneurial 

motivations which the authors noted were very similar to Friberg’s theory on 

motivational incentives (Scheinberg & MacMillan, 1988). In Canada, one study found 

their entrepreneurs were motivated by a need for independence and control of their 

destiny. It, also, found that the importance varied by business (Blais et al., 1989).  

Maslow’s work dated back into the 1950s and the work by Hamilton, Blais, 

Scheinberg, and MacMillan go back to the 1980s, but more recent examinations has only 

supported previous work. The motivations themselves have not appeared to have 

changed. In 2002, it was found that women entrepreneurs want to balance work and 
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family, while men seek wealth creation and advancement (DeMartino & Barbato, 2002). 

Another study exploring women entrepreneurs found that the ‘desire to be one’s own 

boss’ was the top motivator, followed by making money, and looking for new challenges 

(Badulescu 2010). The next inquiry examined female university youth in Saudi Arabia. It 

found little difference from previous studies. Women’s motivation was out of necessity, 

where men was for financial success. (Almobaireek & Manolova, 2013) 

Kirkwood and Walton (2009) looked at ecopreneurs and found that their only 

difference from other entrepreneurs was their green values. They were still motivated by 

money, passion, independence, and gaps in the market, and other motivators have existed 

for decades. Others found that social motivations are as important as economic 

motivations (Vik & McElwee, 2011) and even academics have found that financial 

motivations for outside work has become less important (Hayter, 2015). The argument 

here is motivations themselves have changed very little over the course of decades of 

research. In some instances the numerical precedence of one motivation over another has 

swapped, yet there have been very few additions to the list. 

Entrepreneurial Motivation will be defined as the initial needs or shortcomings 

that the entrepreneur is looking to fulfill. In other words, what aspect of their life is 

missing that they desire to satisfy? 

 

Entrepreneurial Strategy 

A few major theories that have been considered as impacting entrepreneurial 

strategy are the Resource-Based View, Network Theory, and Generic Competitive 
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Strategies. These components will be discussed to add their view and relate them the 

conceptual model and propositions. 

The Resource-Based View, at the very least, compliments the research conducted 

to determine entrepreneurial success. It adds another dimension for success yet must still 

be linked to motivations i.e. a psychological connection. 

When R. H. Coase wrote his work The Nature of the Firm, he looked at economic 

theory and the relation between resources and price mechanism. He set out to bridge an 

apparent gap between resources allocated by the price mechanism and that the allocation 

is dependent on the entrepreneur. He went on to find that, “A firm, therefore, consists of 

the system of relationships which comes into existence when the direction of resources is 

dependent on an entrepreneur” (Coase, 1937, p. 393). 

This foundation of relationships and resources has been built upon by many 

others. Edith Penrose added to the discussion on resources when she wrote, “Thus, a firm 

is more than an administrative unit; it is also a collection of productive resources the 

disposal of which between different uses and over time is determined by administrative 

decision.” She added that for the firm, “…its general purpose is to organize the use of its 

‘own’ resources together with other resources acquired from outside the firm for the 

production and sale of good and services at a profit;” She very succinctly summed up, “A 

firm is basically a collection of resources.” (Penrose, 2009, p.21, p.68)  

As strategy became a discipline to add to economic theory, a comparison was 

made in the analysis between the resource side vs. the product side. An attempt was made 

to develop “some simple economic tools for analysing a firm's resource position…” This 
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study was designed to “throw a different light on strategic options.” (Wernerfelt, 1984, p. 

171, p. 179-180) 

Later, Kenneth R. Andrews stated in his book, The Concept of Corporate 

Strategy, “The principle subactivities of strategy formulation as a logical activity include 

identifying opportunities and threats in the company’s environment and attaching some 

estimate or risk to the discernible alternatives. Before a choice can be made, the 

company’s strengths and weaknesses should be appraised together with the resources 

available.” He later identified four components of strategy and listed resources as part of 

the second component. (Andrews, 1987, p. 18) 

Robert Grant added, “The case for making the resources and capabilities of the 

firm the foundation for its long-term strategy rests upon two premises: first, internal 

resources and capabilities provide the basic direction for a firm’s strategy, second, 

resources and capabilities are the primary source of profit for the firm” and that “The key 

to a resource-based approach to strategy formulation is understanding the relationships 

between resources, capabilities, competitive advantage, and profitability…” (Grant, 1991, 

p. 116) 

As strategy became more synonymous with competitive advantage, understanding 

sources of competitive advantage became a major area of research in strategic 

management. A framework based on resources being evaluated on their value, rareness, 

imitability, and substitutability was developed (Barney, 1991). 

Another paper researched the underlying economics of the resource-based view of 

competitive advantage and created a new parsimonious model of resources and firm 

performance where four conditions must be met. They are: superior resources 
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(heterogeneity within an industry), ex post limits to competition, imperfect resource 

mobility, and ex ante limits to competition (Peteraf, 1993). Additionally, in an attempt to 

connect psychology to the resource-based view, a narrow study was conducted between 

resource-based theory and entrepreneurship. This study was extended to include 

cognitive theory, which is a psychological approach that attempts to explain human 

behavior by understanding thought processes (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001).   

How resources are used is dependent upon the psychology/motivation of the 

entrepreneur and as was the case in Economic Theory, this is a piece missing in the 

discussion of the Resource-Based View. 

Network theory hypothesizes the role of networks and their relationship with new 

firm start-ups. These roles have received a lot of attention and research over the years. 

One such study that took place in Indiana found a relation between new firm start-up and 

informal networks of the entrepreneur (Birley, 1985). Another study determined that the 

key to entrepreneurial success was found to be in the ability to develop and maintain a 

personal network (Johannisson, 1988). This work and the work of others was later 

substantiated as the Network Success Hypothesis was proven to increase the probability 

of survival and growth of newly founded businesses (Brüderl & Preisendörfer, 1998). 

Later in 2004 Peter Witt suggested a new model for start-up success that built upon 

existing models and research to create new propositions to fill in some existing gaps 

(Witt, 2004). 

Again, how the networks are used is dependent upon the motivation of the 

entrepreneur and is no different than the previous discussion on the Resource-Based 

View. The discussion on the Resource-Based View and Network Theory were concepts 
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on the means to the end where both analyses lacked an understanding of the motivations 

that envision the completed picture. Those gaps are filled via the motivations and 

aspirations previously explored.  

Generic Competitive Strategies: Before we can address the role that motivation 

and aspiration play in informing entrepreneurial strategy and supporting satisfaction, we 

need to define entrepreneurial strategy. The foundation for entrepreneurial strategy is the 

generic business strategies developed by Michael E. Porter. In one of his earlier works, 

Porter, used terms that he later codified into generic competitive strategies. The terms 

‘low cost’ and ‘differentiated’ were used to establish two different ideas or paths that a 

company could follow to achieve above-average profitability. He discussed how a 

company needed to be a low-cost producer in its industry or that its product needed 

unique features. He essentially equated unique with being differentiated (Porter, 1979). 

These generic competitive strategies were codified in Porter’s book Competitive Strategy: 

Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors. There were three generic strategies 

that he named: overall cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. Cost leadership or low-

cost was defined as charging a lower cost for products or services compared to 

competitors where differentiated was defined as creating something that was unique 

industry wide. Focus was defined as concentrating on a particular market segment or 

product (Porter, 1980). In a later book, Porter broke out the third generic competitive 

strategy, focus, into two parts, Cost Focus and Differentiated Focus (Porter, 1985). 

The generic strategies that will be used for the purposes of this dissertation will be 

low-cost and differentiation. Low-cost will be defined following Porter’s own definition 

as charging a lower cost for products or services compared to competitors. In order to 
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better delineate the definitions, differentiation will be defined as NOT charging a lower 

cost for products or services compared to competitors. 

 

Entrepreneurial Satisfaction 

It has been noted that literature concerning Entrepreneurial Satisfaction has been 

limited. (Carree & Verheul, 2012). This does not diminish its importance, it lends to 

opening up new avenues of understanding. Discovering the ‘why’ and ‘how’ could 

provide real insight into human achievement. (Sexton & Smilor, 1997) It has appeared 

that most of the literature has focused on the side of the ‘why’ and discovering those 

motivations that impact Entrepreneurial Satisfaction. Research has been conducted 

around autonomy and personality (Lange, 2012), autonomy, variety, and feedback 

(Schjoedt, 2009), financial optimism (Dawson, 2017), human capital (Caree & Verheul, 

2012), Extrinsic vs. Intrinsic motivation (Salinas-Jimenez & Salinas-Jimenez, 2010), and 

Necessity-based vs. Opportunity-based entrepreneurship (Kautonen & Palmroos, 2010) 

just to name a few. The research appears to be lacking on the side of ‘how’.  

These various motivations that have been linked to entrepreneurial satisfaction, do 

not greatly differ from the previous discussion concerning Entrepreneurial Aspirations 

and Entrepreneurial Motivations and their relations with Entrepreneurial Success. The 

intent of this paper is not to focus on the ‘why’ of Entrepreneurial Satisfaction, but the 

‘how’. Any further relations of motivation and aspiration with satisfaction and/or success 

will only further support the previous body of work around those associations.  

As motivations and aspirations relate to the ‘why’, the Entrepreneurial Strategy 

concerns the ‘how’. This is the gap that will be further scrutinized by this intended 
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research. Where some authors have taken issue with the difference between being an 

Entrepreneur vs. Self Employed (Schjoedt, 2009) which has links to necessity-based vs. 

opportunity-based entrepreneurs (Kautonen & Palmroos, 2010), this paper will not 

differentiate. The terms entrepreneurs and self-employed will be analogous as this 

paper’s focus will be on how motivation and aspiration inform strategy. The 

measurement for entrepreneurial satisfaction will follow the guidance and definition used 

by Kautonen and Palmroos. Entrepreneurial Satisfaction will be defined as: “an 

entrepreneur is satisfied if they have a preference to continue in self-employment as 

opposed to switching back to paid employment.” 

The literature has discussed various aspirations and motivations along with 

economic theory, the resource-based view, network theory, and generic strategies. Most 

of these have focused on the “why” at the expense of the ‘how’. Discovering how 

motivation and aspiration inform entrepreneurial strategy and how that relates to 

satisfaction may potentially aid in determining the success or failure, as defined by 

entrepreneurial satisfaction, of many owner-operator small businesses. 

 

Conceptual Model and Propositions 

In order to complete the process, the potential solution requires the assembly of 

the individual components into the desired holistic picture. From the literature it has been 

determined that aspirations form a view of the intended goal for starting a new venture. 

Motivations formulate the ‘why’ an entrepreneur creates a new venture. It gratifies the 

unfulfilled need(s). Motivations range from financial and economic means, to 

independence, accomplishment, personal development, approval, and everything else in 
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between. Motivation and aspiration join together as antecedents in the development of 

strategy. Entrepreneurial satisfaction has at least, some similarities with entrepreneurial 

motivations. This revelation is not surprising as the view has been applied that aspirations 

are the intended goals and satisfaction is the actual performance. It would be expected 

that these should match up with one another. The Resource-Based View and Network 

Theory sections were included to ensure other pieces were not missed. They actually help 

to form a basis for the ‘how’ satisfaction is accomplished and track a path that connects a 

means to an end. Almost akin to the role that strategy has in the overall picture. 

Joining the pieces together the conceptual model begins to take shape. Aspirations 

and Motivations function as antecedents to inform business strategy, which then supports 

entrepreneurial satisfaction. (Figure 13) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Within this model, the question arises concerning the relationship that Strategy 

has between Aspirations and Motivations and Entrepreneurial Satisfaction. The question 

pertains to its status as a moderator or that of a mediator. For Strategy to function as a 

moderator it must influence or affect the direction and/or strength of the relation (Baron 

& Kenny, 1986) between antecedent (Aspirations and Motivations) and construct 

(Entrepreneurial Satisfaction). For Strategy to perform as a mediator it must account for 

Aspirations 

 

Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction 
Strategy 

Motivation 

(Why?) Figure 13. New Proposed Conceptual Model 
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the relation and depict a causal chain (Baron & Kenny, 1986) between antecedent and 

construct. 

 

Concept Model Definitions 

Based upon the previous literature review and to re-state the definitions, the 

following will be used:  

Entrepreneurial Aspirations will be defined as the initial goals established at the 

time of entrepreneurial creation. 

Entrepreneurial Motivation will be defined as the initial needs or shortcomings 

that the entrepreneur is looking to fulfill. In other words, what aspect of their life is 

missing that they desire to satisfy? 

Economic Gain will be defined as having a focus on “making money” (Blatt, 

1994). 

Non-Economic Gain will be defined as NOT having a focus on “making money” 

(Blatt, 1994). 

Low-cost will be defined as a lower cost for products or services compared to 

competitors. (Porter, 1980) 

Differentiation will be defined as NOT charging a lower cost for products or 

services compared to competitors. 

Entrepreneurial Satisfaction will be defined as: “an entrepreneur is satisfied if 

they have a preference to continue in self-employment as opposed to switching back to 

paid employment.” (Kautonen & Palmroos, 2010) 
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Concept Module Propositions 

As the number of routes to satisfaction could be equal to the sum of motivations 

and aspirations, for better research scope, motivations and aspirations will be categorized 

into two groups, priority on economic gain (i.e., making money) and those that are not 

focused solely on economic gain. Strategy may have the ability to create a common 

dimension through which numerous motivations and aspirations are able to achieve 

satisfaction and may act as a focusing agent. To better categorize strategy two types will 

be used, low-cost and differentiated as defined previously.  

The four categorical dimensions give direction to the first four propositions:  

Proposition 1: Entrepreneurs motivated by ‘making money’ or economic gain will 

use a low-cost strategy to achieve satisfaction.  

Proposition 2: Entrepreneurs motivated by other motivations besides economic gain 

will use a differentiated strategy to achieve satisfaction. 

Proposition 3: Entrepreneurs whose aspirations are economically focused will use a 

low-cost strategy to achieve satisfaction. 

Proposition 4: Entrepreneurs whose aspirations are not economically focused will 

use a differentiated strategy to achieve satisfaction. 

From the pilot study, a second consideration was also discussed for future 

research. One that women entrepreneurs have motivations and aspirations that are not 

profit centered. This leads to the 5th proposition: 

Proposition 5: Women entrepreneurs’ motivations and aspirations will not be as 

economically focused as their male counterparts and they will use a differentiated 

strategy. 
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Methodology for Data Collection 

The research methodology followed that of the pilot study: Grounded Theory. 

This methodology was chosen due to the initial success and allows for the development 

of new concepts based upon empirical data. The continuous data collection and analysis 

of Grounded Theory creates the opportunity to make adjustments as necessary and flows 

as the data directs. 

The mode of data collection was similar to the pilot study and followed a semi-

structured interview process, whereby Grounded Theory, also, provided a format for the 

coding of the data. Semi-structured interviews were chosen to allow for questions that 

seek to clarify responses and allow for other potentially relevant questions to flow as the 

conversation progressed. It was noted in the pilot study that most of the entrepreneurs 

interviewed had not considered their objectives in terms of success and their 

understanding of the questions needed clarification. 

To reduce the possibility of recall bias, entrepreneurs selected for this study will 

be in their first 5 years of operation. Age, gender, ethnicity, and marital status have been 

controlled for in various previous studies noted in the literature review, however, they 

won’t be controlled here as it is how motivations and aspirations inform strategy that is 

the center of this study. 

The questions used in the pilot study were evaluated against the changes to the 

construct and have been modified to the following: 

 

• Tell me your story, how did you come to start your business? 

o What were you doing before you started your business? (If not 

covered in first question.) 
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o What was your motivation for starting your business? (If not 

covered in previous question) 

o What were the top three reasons or goals for starting your 

business? (If not covered in previous question) 

• What do you think makes your business work well (OR what is the secret 

to your success)? 

o What are some of the challenges to your business? 

o How do you develop your offerings, products, or services? 

o How do you establish your pricing structure? 

o In general, how much attention do you pay to your competition? 

• When you think about your life, do you feel successful? 

o How do you define success? (If not covered in previous question) 

o Do you think of your company as successful? (If not covered in 

previous question) 

o Is there anyone you compare yourself to? Why or why not? 

• Are you satisfied with being an entrepreneur? (OR Do you enjoy being an 

entrepreneur?) Why or why not? 

o Have you ever thought about going back to be an employee in 

someone else’s company? Why or why not? 

• Gender?  

• Ethnicity? 

• Born in the US? 

• Marital Status? 

 

As with the pilot study, Snowball Sampling was chosen as the method to find 

interview candidates. During the IRB review process, discussions were held with local 

small business support groups with the hopes of establishing an interview base. Queries 

and discussions were with the New London SCORE Association, University of 

Connecticut SBDC, Temple University SBDC, Temple University MADV, New London 

Chamber of Commerce, Norwich Chamber of Commerce, Foundry 66, Southeastern 

Connecticut Enterprise Region, Thames River Innovation, Hartford SBA, social media 

outlets (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram) and the Women’s Business Development Council 

(WBDC). One other criterion for prospective candidates aside from their tenure of 

operation was that they are currently in business. The majority of interviews were 
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expected to come from small businesses around the Manchester, Hartford, and New 

London, CT areas. 

Once IRB approval for the modifications was attained (Appendix G), the 

interview process began. The goal for this study was to conduct around 40 interviews—

twenty women and twenty men. 

 

Data Collection 

The interviews were conducted over the telephone. Most of the interviews lasted 

around 20-30 minutes with some outliers on both the long and short end. Once consent 

was acquired the conversation was recorded on a laptop using Evernote software. Online 

transcription services were used with accuracy validated by comparison of audio to 

transcription. 

Initial interviews were conducted among acquaintances with some subsequent 

interviews coming from referrals. Later interviews were the results of queries from 

various small business support groups, with a handful of other referrals from the initial 

small businesses. The vast majority of the women were referred from the WBDC. 

The majority of interviewees resided in Connecticut. While it was anticipated that 

most would come from the greater Hartford area and the southeastern part of 

Connecticut, a surprising number of the interviewees lived in the southwestern part of 

Connecticut. These were referred though the WBDC. Also, there was a small number of 

interviewees that resided outside of Connecticut. Semi-structured interviews were chosen 

to compliment Grounded Theory as they allowed for follow-up, clarification, and other 

questions that emerged from previous answers during the interview process.  During the 
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first interview, there were two questions that appeared to flow into the conversation and 

that repeated during the other subsequent interviews. These two questions were, “What is 

your education level?” and “Are you the principle income earner in your household?” 

They were captured in the data set for all interviewees. 

During the interview process, five women and four men, were included who were 

outside of the five-year window of operation. The women included ranged from eight to 

nineteen years of operation and the men between nine and eleven. The initial reaction 

was to exclude their conversations from the data set. However, after reconsideration it 

was decided to evaluate their responses against others for comparison. Noting a lack of 

significant difference, their responses have been included in the overall data set. 

The original plan was for around 40 interviews, 20 with women and 20 with men. 

Interviews with men whose operations were in their first five years were very difficult to 

attain for this project. The end result was 19 interviews with men. The trend for acquiring 

interviews with women followed the trend for the men up to a certain point, and then the 

‘flood gates’ opened and there were 24 women entrepreneurs willing to be interviewed. 

To ensure data richness, all were interviewed, which resulted in 39 women entrepreneurs 

being interviewed. 

 

Methodology for Data Analysis 

Due to the different sums of interviews between the women and men (39 & 19 

respectfully), it is possible that the data may be skewed. For the first four propositions, 

this is not an issue, as there is no comparison between men and women. Instead, the 

propositions lump everyone into the title of ‘entrepreneur’. To prevent skewness, results 
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for the first four propositions look at women vs. women and men vs. men, and then will 

then be synthesized into an overall picture. 

For the fifth proposition, the data for women and men will be normalized by using 

percentages of their respective data sets and the percentages will be compared. The 

analysis will assume that a sample of 20 will provide sufficient directionality of the data, 

so that the use of percentages will provide an acceptable result and that the doubled 

number of women interviewees will not skew the data in favor of women entrepreneurs.  

 

Measurement Definitions Used for Coding 

To reiterate the differences between Economic Gain and Non-Economic Gain, 

motivations and aspirations will be categorized into two groups, priority on economic 

gain (i.e. making money) and those that are not focused solely on economic gain. 

For Motivations, if the focus was not solely on economic gain, then it was defined 

as ‘Non-Economic Gain’. In this instance, monetary gains could be a motivation, but if it 

was not the sole motivation, then it the entrepreneurs’ motivation was categorized as 

‘Non-Economic Gain’. 

For Aspirations, since the question asked for the entrepreneurs’ top three goals 

when they started their venture, it was more difficult to follow the lead of motivations 

and its definition. It was decided that if the number one goal was money or financial, then 

the category that the respective entrepreneur would be placed would be that of ‘Economic 

Gain’. Here a goal could be non-monetary, but if it was number two or three on the 

priority list, then the entrepreneur was still coded ‘Economic Gain’. 

Again, low-cost will be defined as a lower cost for products or services compared 
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to competitors (Porter, 1980) and differentiation will be defined as NOT charging a lower 

cost for products or services compared to competitors. 

 

Data Analysis and Coding 

As stated previously, Grounded Theory provided the foundation for the data 

analysis process. Normally, for Grounded Theory, data is analyzed and coded as it 

occurs. However, since the speed of interviews was considerably slow in the beginning 

the decision was made to code and analyze the data in its entirety following completion 

of the interviews. This consideration was directed at lower variability in analysis 

decisions, as long gaps between interviews would actually increase the chances for higher 

variability in analysis decisions. 

Each interview was conducted by the author to ensure consistency and continuity 

and audio recorded on a laptop computer. Following the completion of the interviews, 

they were transcribed by an online source and were validated for accuracy by comparison 

of the transcription to the audio file. Manual adjustments were made for minor 

discrepancies. No major differences or issues were found. 

Next, the transcriptions were read and data was placed into categories that 

followed the interview questions (i.e., by entrepreneur, motivations, aspirations, goals, 

success, demographics etc.) were listed in a table (See Tables 8-43 in the Tables and 

Figures Section). Once the table was completed, each category was analyzed following 

an affinity categorization. Comments from the interviewees were placed into groups that 

shared a commonality as determined by natural relationships. i.e., personal, financial, 

business related etc. The same categories were used for men and women (Tables 44-74 in 
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the Tables and Figures Section). The same groups were used for Motivation Reasons, 

Aspirations, Life Success, Business Success, and Entrepreneurial Satisfaction for ease of 

comparison and possible visualization of correlation between the different categories.  

After the comments were categorized, the comments in each category were 

summed up and a percentage of the total was calculated. This follows the guidance that 

the only summary measure for nominal qualitative data is the mode (Siegel, 2012). Each 

category was graphed showing the percentages for men and women (Figures 18-33 in the 

Tables and Figures section). A straightforward analysis was completed for Yes/No 

questions and demographic questions, where the subjectivity was considerably lower. 

The raw data table was used to review interviewee comments concerning 

motivations and aspirations for coding of ‘Economic Gain’ vs. ‘Non-Economic Gain’ and 

for strategy determination between ‘Low-Cost’ vs. ‘Differentiation’. These categories 

created two-by-two matrices for ease of analysis and interpretation of research results. 

(Figures 14 and 15) The comparison between the matrices for women and the matrices 

for men will afford the opportunity to address proposition number five. 

Motivation Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain   

 

Non-Economic Gain   

 
Figure 14. Motivation: Gain-Strategy Relationship Model 

 

Aspiration Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain  

 

 

Non-Economic Gain   

 
Figure 15. Aspiration: Gain-Strategy Relationship Model 
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Definitions and examples of interview coding are included in Table 2.  

Table 2 

Examples Of Comments And Their Coding 
Term Definition Citation Examples from Interviews 

Economic Gain - 

Motivations 

“Making money” is the sole 

focus of the entrepreneur 

Blatt, 

1994 

“Bought business as a backup when 

husband’s work slowed down” 

“Business was an investment” 

“Teaching did not get to my financial 

goals. Needed supplemental income” 

“To fundraise money for college program” 

“Wanted to be comfortable. No pressing 

bills” 

“Increase Income” 

“Money” 

“Money was probably the deciding factor” 

Non-Economic Gain - 

Motivations 

Not having a focus solely on 

“making money” 

Blatt, 

1994 

“Bad experience at work with people” 

“Be my own boss” 

“Creativity” 

“Self-driven, I could probably do it better” 

“Couldn’t explore” 

“Don’t want to be micro-managed” 

“Not being on the road” 

“Freedom of time” 

Economic Gain - 

Aspirations 

The first and foremost goal of 

the entrepreneur is to “make 

money” 

Blatt, 

1994 

“Higher Income” 

“Financial Flexibility” 

“Business runs itself” 

“Earn an income and be self-sufficient” 

“Financial goals” 

“Making ‘millions’” 

“Financial, number one incentive” 

“Build an empire” 

Non-Economic Gain - 

Aspirations 

The first and foremost goal of 

the entrepreneur is something 

other than “making money” 

Blatt, 

1994 

“Growth” 

“Interesting” 

“Satisfaction” 

“Don’t want to work for anyone else” 

“Add to business” 

“Beyond a hobby” 

“Ego” 

“To help people” 

Low-Cost Lower costs or services 

compared to competitors 

Porter, 

1980 

“Lower” 

“Lower compared to large box stores” 

“A lot lower” 

“May start lower” 

“I’m the lowest” 

“Little lower” 

Differentiation Not having lower costs 

compared to competitors 

Porter, 

1980 

“Slightly higher on some things” 

“Comparable” 

“Middle” 

“Higher” 

“Higher, then lowered to competition” 

“Higher” 

“Middle of the road” 

“Higher and Lower. Depends on project 

and customer” 
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Table 3 

Demographics 
 Female Male  Female Male 

Ethnicity   Marital Status   

Caucasian 29 17 Divorced 8 1 

Other 10 2 Domestic Partnership 1 0 

   Engaged 1 1 

US Born   Married 23 14 

Yes 34 16 Separated 1 0 

No 5 3 Single 5 3 

Age of Company (Years)   Education Level   

1 4 2 Associate’s 2 0 

2 6 2 Bachelors 12 8 

3 8 3 Bachelors + 2 0 

4 7 5 Doctorate 1 0 

5 7 1 Graduate 4 0 

6 2 1 High School 1 3 

7 0 1 High + Trade 1 0 

8 2 0 Junior Coll 0 1 

9 0 1 Masters 7 2 

10 0 2 Masters in progress 1 0 

11 1 1 PhD 1 0 

13 1 0 Post-Grad 1 0 

19 1 0 Some College 4 4 

   Some College + Tech 2 0 

   Working on MBA 0 1 
 

 
Demographics Discussion 

Several items stood out from the demographic information (Table 3). The first, 

the majority of those interviewed (60% women and 74% men) categorized themselves as 

‘married’ with a few others ‘divorced’ or ‘single. Due to the lack of numbers for other 

marital statuses, no relationship was established with ‘satisfaction’. Of note, all nine 

people listed as ‘divorced’ were satisfied as entrepreneurs, where 78% of those married 

were fully satisfied. A possible insight here that might warrant further examination for 

those that are divorced, is how their view of satisfaction was established following 

something in their lives that was not satisfying? Did satisfaction change? Was it easier or 
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harder to attain? Another consideration that would be intriguing to combine with the 

former would be any changes in entrepreneurial satisfaction for someone that had a 

previous failed company, i.e., another aspect in someone’s life that was potentially not 

satisfying. 

The second item was the high amount of Caucasian participants. Although, the 

mix of other ethnicities was higher than in the pilot study, it was hoped that there would 

be more participants that did not classify themselves as ‘Caucasian’. In the pilot study, 

the majority of participants were friends and acquaintances. To counteract this initial 

bias, a deliberate effort was made to broaden the participation base. Hence, efforts were 

made to utilize various small business groups in the area with the hope that their clientele 

would have a more diverse ethnic background. Sadly, this assumption proved wrong, 

although the endeavor was successful in finding more women small business owners. It is 

uncertain if the clientele of the small business groups are predominantly ‘Caucasian’ or if 

other ethnicities are more hesitant to participate in a study such as this. This should be 

taken into consideration for any follow-on studies so that the research sample has a more 

diverse ethnic background. 

 

Results 

Proposition 1: Entrepreneurs motivated by ‘making money’ or economic gain 
will use a low-cost strategy to achieve satisfaction. 

 
Proposition 2: Entrepreneurs motivated by other motivations besides economic 

gain will use a differentiated strategy to achieve satisfaction. 
 

Proposition 1 is inconclusive. (Table 4 & 5). The lack of data due to the low 

number of entrepreneurs who are motivated by Economic Gain in this sample does not 

allow for a decisive conclusion for support nor non-support. One of the downsides of a 
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Snowball sample is, “you get what you get” and being selective is not much of an option. 

A future study may focus solely on entrepreneurs who are motived by Economic Gain to 

determine their chosen strategy, either Low-Cost or Differentiation. 

Proposition 2 is supported (Table 4 & 5). For women entrepreneurs, 77.77% of 

those that are motivated by Non-Economic Gain motivations use a Differentiated strategy 

and 92% are Satisfied with being an Entrepreneur. For men entrepreneurs, 60% of those 

that are motivated by Non-Economic Gain motivations use a Differentiated strategy and 

88% are Satisfied being an Entrepreneur.  

 

 

 

Table 4 

Motivation - Male 
  

 Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain 49Y  

                     

                       16Y 

                         7Y 

12Y 

 

16Y 

7Y 

Non-Economic Gain 1Y, 3Y, 22Y, 47Y, 

48Y 

50N* 

*The products are not 

sold, but given away. 

4450/50, 850/50 

17Y, 9Y, 18Y, 36Y, 4Y, 46Y 

20N 

 

Superscript = Primary Income Earners: Female: 18 – Yes; 16 – No; 5 – 50/50 

Gray Highlight = Not Satisfied being and Entrepreneur 

Table 5 

Motivation - Female 
  

 Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain  

39N 

 

 

58Y, 37Y 

Non-Economic Gain  

32Y, 55Y, 27Y, 

51Y 

54N, 52N, 6N, 38N 

 

 

550/50, 2650/50, 4350/50, 1150/50, 2350/50 

2Y, 31Y, 45Y, 29Y, 33Y, 41Y, 19Y, 35Y, 56Y, 21Y, 

13Y, 57Y 

10N, 34N, 28N, 30N, 42N, 15N, 24N, 40N, 25N, 

14N, 53N 
 

Gray Highlight = Not Satisfied being and Entrepreneur 

Superscript = Primary Income Earners: Male: 15 – Yes; 2 – No; 2 – 50/50 

Gray Highlight = Not Satisfied being and Entrepreneur 

Arrow indicates a migration from initial strategy to a later strategy 
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Proposition 3: Entrepreneurs whose aspirations are economically focused will 
use a low-cost strategy to achieve satisfaction. 

 
Proposition 4: Entrepreneurs whose aspirations are not economically focused 

will use a differentiated strategy to achieve satisfaction. 
 

Proposition 3 is inconclusive (Tables 6 & 7). Again, the lack of entrepreneurs in 

this study whose aspirations focused on Economic Gain does not allow for a decisive 

conclusion for support nor non-support. Another future study may focus more directly on 

those entrepreneurs whose aspirations are more financial in nature.  

Proposition 4 is supported (Tables 6 & 7). For women entrepreneurs whose 

aspirations are focused on Non-Economic Gain, 78% used a Differentiation strategy and 

92% are Satisfied Entrepreneurs. For men entrepreneurs whose aspirations are focused on 

Non-Economic Gain, 61.5% used a Differentiation strategy and 88% are Satisfied 

Entrepreneurs. 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 6 

Aspiration - Female 
  

 Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain 55, 39 37, 56, 58, 26, 42 

Non-Economic Gain 32, 54, 27, 51, 52, 6, 38 

 

 

10, 34, 28, 2, 30, 31, 45, 5, 29, 

33, 41, 15, 19, 24, 35, 43, 11, 

21, 23, 40, 13, 25, 14, 57, 53 
Underline & Gray Highlight = Different Box than Motivation Coding 

Double underline = Not Satisfied 

Table 7 

Aspiration - Male 
  

 Low-Cost Differentiation 

Economic Gain 1, 49 

                                 16 

                                   7 

12, 36 

16 

7 

Non-Economic Gain 3, 22, 47, 48, 50 

 

17, 9, 18, 20, 44, 8, 4, 46 

Underline & Gray Highlight = Different Box than Motivation Coding 

Double underline = Not Satisfied 

Arrow indicates a migration from initial strategy to a later strategy 
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Proposition 5: Women entrepreneurs’ motivations and aspirations will not be 
as economically focused as their male counterparts and they will use a 
differentiated strategy. 

 
Proposition 5 is supported. Women entrepreneurs whose motivational focus was 

Economic Gain only attributed for 7.69% vs. Men at 21%. Women entrepreneurs whose 

aspirational focus was on Economic Gain only attributed for 17.9 % vs. Men at 31.6%. 

Also, the percentage of women who employed a Differentiation strategy for both 

motivations and aspirations was 76.9% vs. 61.5% for men.  

An assumption was made that the sample of 19 men would be sufficient and that 

the doubled amount of women would not skew the data in favor of women entrepreneurs. 

In an effort to validate this assumption, three random selections of 19 women 

entrepreneurs was conducted. Using the random number function in Microsoft Excel, 

random numbers were assigned each entrepreneur three separate times. The random 

numbers were placed in order smallest to largest for the first and third iteration and 

largest to smallest for the second. The first 19 were then selected, summed up, and 

percentages calculated for the sets of 19. The average was calculated of the three 

iterations and compared against the total number of 39 (Tables 75-77). The differences 

for motivation ranged from .94% to 6.88% and for aspiration from .94% to 4.14%. These 

differences are viewed as acceptable for the purposes of validating the assumptions that 

39 women entrepreneurs does not skew the data in their favor over the smaller sample 

size for the men and that the sample of 19 men was sufficient as going from 19 women to 

39 does not significantly change the directionality of the results. 
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Discussion of Results 

Propositions 1 and 3 

The causes of the inadequate data that drove the inconclusiveness of Propositions 

1 and 3 potentially lead down one of many paths. The ones viewed most likely follow. 

The first, there could be a shift in practice where more entrepreneurs are not focused on 

‘making money’, but on other aspects of company success and/or satisfaction that 

resemble more of a differentiated strategy. To validate or disprove this thought a larger 

sample would be required for comparison.  

Second, the sample size and sources for participants could actually skew the data 

in favor of a differentiated strategy. A comparison with another larger group where all 

participants where compiled from different sources would be requisite.  

Third, the delineation of low-cost vs. differentiation definitions did not account 

and address all nuances experienced in the interviews. This might have allowed for 

entrepreneurs to be coded as differentiated when in fact they were employing more of a 

low-cost strategy. The definition for differentiated strategy was anything that was NOT 

low-cost. Each entrepreneur was asked how their prices compared to their competitors. 

Their responses fit into three categories: Lower, About the Same, and Higher (Figure 

Twenty-four). The pattern between women and men was inverted. The highest response 

for women was ‘about the same’ at 42.86%, followed by ‘higher’ at 33.33%, and rounded 

out with ‘lower’ at 23.81%. The response rate for ‘about the same’ matches the results for 

the question concerning the establishment of prices. For men, the highest response rate 

was tied between ‘lower’ and ‘higher’ at 41.67% and ‘about the same’ was 16.67%. By 

definition the responses for ‘about the same’ were placed in the differentiated category, 
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but under further consideration, the response of ‘about the same’ could in fact be closer to 

low-cost, especially if the product or service was more of a commodity and competitive 

rivalry was very high. Depending on how the ‘about the same’ responses were handled 

would impact the strategy category and may adjust some entrepreneurs coded 

differentiated to low-cost, but it is not believed the impact would change the overall 

directionality completely.  

Also, the change from differentiated to low-cost would not have impacted 

satisfaction. Their response to the question, “Are you satisfied with being an 

entrepreneur?” was a response without regard to strategy categories. When asked about 

pricing, none of them used any term close to low-cost or differentiated. In light of this 

consideration, strategy may have very little influence on satisfaction. The Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction for both women and men were dominated by comments that fit into the 

personal category—women’s comments were at 82.72% and men at 67.86%. The next 

highest category that affected satisfaction for women was business, 9.88% and the same 

for men, but with a 21.43% (Figure Thirty). The responses had very little relation to 

economic practices or theory upon which low-cost and differentiation are founded. There 

appears to be a relation between motivation and aspiration and satisfaction, but the role of 

strategy does not seem to be one of mediator or moderator.  

 

Proposition 2 

There is a correlation between those entrepreneurs who are motivated by Non-

Economic Gains and those who use a Differentiated strategy—77.77% of women and 

60% of men—and those entrepreneurs who are Satisfied—92% women and 88% men—
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with being an Entrepreneur. The need to address the effect of Strategy supporting 

Satisfaction can be accomplished by comparing the motivation reasons with the 

definitions of satisfaction from the participants. An assessment of the two figures (18 & 

30) display a high correlation for women. The patterns are very similar with Personal as 

top, followed by Career/Business reasons, Customer/Family/Other People, and Financial. 

For men, the correlation is not quite as strong with a match between Personal and 

Business reasons in the same order, as Financial and Customer/Family/Other People are 

flipped. Even so, the entrepreneurs’ Motivational Reasons for starting a business appear 

at least similar to how they view Entrepreneurial Satisfaction. As Proposition 2 is 

supported, the question concerning the influence of strategy is again brought into 

question. Strategy does not appear to have a mediating or moderating effect as the 

relationship between motivation and satisfaction appear to have more of a relationship.  

 

Proposition 4 

There is a correlation between those entrepreneurs whose aspirations are focused 

on Non-Economic Gain and use a Differentiated strategy and Satisfaction. There were 

78% women who used a Differentiation strategy and had a 92% Satisfied rate. For men, 

there were 61.5% who used a Differentiation strategy and had an 88% Satisfied rate. As 

with Proposition 2, a comparison was made between Aspirations and Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction (Figures 19 & 30) to aid in the determination of the role that strategy plays in 

supporting Satisfaction. 

The correlation between women’s aspirations and their reasons for being satisfied 

is weaker than the correlation that Motivation has with Satisfaction. While the top 
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responses for both concern personal aspects, the similarities end there. The other three 

reasons are all out of order with each other. Their personal aspirations only account for 

43% where on the motivation side personal reasons was 57%. Financial aspirations have 

a larger comment contribution for aspirations, yet on the Satisfaction side, it is the lowest 

reason.  

For men, it is the same as women entrepreneurs. The top reason is personal with 

the other three following different orders. Financial again, has a higher response rate for 

Aspirations as it came in second for number of comments. Where the discussion of 

Motivation and Satisfaction appeared to exclude business strategy, the conversation for 

Aspirations and Satisfaction seem to include business strategy. With Financial reasons 

playing a greater role in outlining Aspirations, the economic factors in our defined 

strategy types, Low-Cost and Differentiation, give the impression that some relation, 

however minor, exists between Aspirations, Strategy, and Satisfaction. 

 

Proposition 5 

The number of women whose focus was on Economic Gain was lower than that 

of men (i.e., for motivation 7.69% vs. 21% and for aspirations 17.9% vs. 31.6%, 

respectively). This along with the percentage of women who employed a Differentiation 

strategy for both motivations and aspirations was 76.9% as opposed to 61.5% for men. 

The two sets of numbers in opposing directions provides the foundation for support of 

Proposition 5. The unexpected outcome was the numbers were closer together than 

anticipated. The anticipated difference between women and men was believed to have 

been greater based on the previous study that found that Men started businesses “to make 
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money”, women started them because they “always wanted to run my own business” 

(Blatt, 1994). 

This result may go back to the discussion concerning sample size or a potential 

shift in men entrepreneurs. Was the sample more of an anomaly or a product of the 

circumstances surrounding how the participants were collected? Could there be a 

relationship between the sources and strategies employed? Or, is it really indicative of 

that more recent men entrepreneurs are focusing on other aspects then ‘making money’? 

This is a consideration that should be taken into account for any future endeavor. 

 

Other Insights into Entrepreneurial Satisfaction 

What Makes their Business Work (Figure 20) 

It was interesting to note that the majority of the comments about what made the 

business work were personal attributes of the entrepreneur, 54.65% for women and 50% 

for men. From a sustainable competitive advantage perspective, the entrepreneur can not 

be replicated in their entirety and a face validity would point back to the secret of an 

entrepreneur’s success to be themselves. The personal attributes here fall directly in line 

with motivational and aspirational personal attributes that have been linked to 

Entrepreneurial Satisfaction. 

 

Product Development (Figure 22) 

Women place a high regard on their own personal needs/wants (41.8%) for 

product development. These results tie in with the Motivational Reasons and their 

Entrepreneurial Satisfaction numbers. The product itself appears to be a manifestation of 
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those motivations and aspirations as it is created more out of their own needs and wants. 

 

Amount of Attention Paid to Competition (Figure 25) 

Support for the lack of relation of strategy between motivation and aspiration and 

satisfaction was discovered while asking the entrepreneurs about the amount of attention 

they each pay their competition. The answers fell into three responses: Little to none, 

Some, and A lot. For both women and men, the highest response was ‘little to none’ with 

51.28% for women and 66.67% for men. One hallmark of the generic business strategies 

is competition. Competition on an economic front that pushes a company to a Low-Cost 

or Differentiation strategy. Only around 33% of women and men paid any pricing 

attention to their competition. If neither the majority of women nor men are paying 

attention to their competition, then the role of strategy clearly comes to the forefront as a 

non-contributing factor in the entrepreneurial operation. As a non-factor, it is easy to see 

why it is skipped over and the relationship is more of a direct line from Motivation to 

Entrepreneurial Satisfaction. 

 

Life Success – Business Success – Entrepreneurial Satisfaction Comparison (Figures 32 

& 33) 

While comparing Life Success, Business Success, and Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction two interesting patterns emerged. First, for women and men, life success and 

satisfaction were greatly influenced by personal factors/reasons. For women, it was 

52.59% for life success and 82.72% for satisfaction. For men, 54.72% vs. 67.86%. The 

next highest factor was only around 25%. This alludes back to the discussion concerning 
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motivation and satisfaction and their relationship. Those items whereby their success in 

life is measured were very similar to the motivational reasons to start a business, further 

adding support to a direct relation between motivation and satisfaction. 

Second, business ownership success measurements received the highest amount 

of comments, almost being inverse in relationship to the life success and satisfaction 

charts. Those measurements for business success were more closely related to 

aspirations, thus offering support for strategy’s role between aspirations and satisfaction. 

 

Research Contribution 

In life as in business there is a desire for simplicity and constancy. There is a 

desire for the fulfillment of the causal effect, if ‘X’ then ‘Y’. However, there are 

numerous variables in play that exert their influence upon both ‘X’ and ‘Y’ that 

constancy is short lived or the effect is not ‘Y’ but some ‘Y Prime’ whose variance is 

enough to annoy or question the accuracy of intended effects. 

As previously stated, economies are in constant flux, which affects each 

entrepreneur’s motivations and aspirations. Also, as new generations enter the work force 

as old generations leave, motivations and aspirations change. As such, a continuous 

review of motivations and aspirations and their relationship with satisfaction is 

continuously warranted. 

The numerous amounts of aspirations and motivations create a need for a more 

manageable means to connect them to entrepreneurial satisfaction. This study added 

strategy between motivation and aspiration and satisfaction. It was proposed that 

strategy’s role may act as a focusing agent that creates organization around the chaos that 
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is the laundry list of motivations and aspirations. The proposal for strategy’s role was that 

it may give form to the indiscriminate. 

Carland, Carland, and Carland (1995) stated, “If the findings of this study are 

sustained by future research, they have the potential to lead to the establishment of a 

model of entrepreneurship which effectively links the role of individual initiative to the 

process of venture creation, management and growth.”  

This study aimed to generate a model that would benefit the would-be 

entrepreneur and be a determinate between venture satisfaction and failure. Such a model 

in which various governing and business support bodies could develop better directed 

policies that provide greater aid to new and existing business ventures. Further, the 

possibility to provide better advice to organizations that solely aid women entrepreneurs 

who appear to have aspirations and motivations that are not economically focused and the 

contribution would justify itself. Notably, this study may have identified such a model. 

The initial model proposed that motivation and aspiration informed entrepreneurial 

strategy to supporting satisfaction (Figure 16). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aspirations 
(Intended goal) 

Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction Strategy 

Motivation 
(Why?) Figure 16. New Proposed Conceptual Model. 
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Following a discussion of the results and other insights, a model different than the 

proposed one began to materialize pursuant the conversation that Motivation has a direct 

relationship with Entrepreneurial Satisfaction and that Strategy acts as a moderator and 

exerts some influence between Aspirations and Entrepreneurial Satisfaction (Figure 17).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The contribution of this newly generated model would allow for potential and 

current entrepreneurs to better align the operation of their business with their personal 

motivating factors. Seeking satisfaction as opposed to success as defined by the business 

world might ultimately lead to more business success on the entrepreneur’s own terms. 

Support groups armed with this information would ideally be able to guide entrepreneurs 

in the proper direction for achieving satisfaction, which should surely impact the tenure 

of the entrepreneurs’ operations and their successes. 

 

 

Future Research 

While it was discovered that strategy is hardly related to motivations and 

satisfaction, strategy is linked to aspirations and its’ relationship with satisfaction. Future 

studies should attempt to understand this relationship better to discover the directionality 

Aspirations 

 
Strategy Entrepreneurial 

Satisfaction 

Aspirations 

X Strategy 

Motivation 
(Why?) 

Figure 17. Observed Conceptual Model 
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and magnitude of this influence. Aspirations and Motivations work in concert, so 

understanding this relationship would allow for a better comprehension of these variables 

and how they help entrepreneurs achieve satisfaction. 

Additionally, higher than anticipated levels of men entrepreneurs creating 

business ventures for reasons other than ‘making money’. This study did support some 

previous studies who researched why men started new businesses, but not quite at the 

magnitude expected. Future research may find that men are starting to trend more 

towards other factors than making money, more closely resembling women 

entrepreneurs, or it may be this sample is a statistical anomaly that was skewed. Only 

other studies would be able to differentiate. 

This body of work touches may topics that are considered in Self-Determination 

Theory. Future research could be developed to ascertain a relation, if any, between the 

model discussed previously and Self-Determination Theory. 

Another consideration worth noting and potentially worthy of future endeavors is 

how the status as the primary income earner affects motivations, aspirations, and 

satisfaction of the entrepreneur. If the entrepreneur is not the primary income earner for 

their household, what affect does it have on satisfaction? Does it make satisfaction more 

attainable? Does it increase the level of satisfaction or does the opposite hold true that 

satisfaction increases as the entrepreneur is the primary income earner? The answers to 

these questions could potentially impact entrepreneurs and be a difference between being 

satisfied and not. 
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Data Tables and Figures 

 
Table 8 – Women Work History 
 

 
 

ID Number Entrepreneurship History Entrepreneurship History Type Corporate

10 Yes Started 2009

32 No Sales and marketing for last 15 years

34 Yes Husband, entrepreneur News for 22 years

55 No Corporate setting for a number of years

28 Yes Father owned own businesses School Administrator

30 No Worked but knew she wanted to start own business

31 No however, always been interested Been doing contracts, thought of an idea, sat on it

42 No Director of Education - corporate, 30 years

45 No but was told had an entrepreneurial spirit, did not know what to do with it. 15 years corporate, initial goal was to be a performer.

54 No Various jobs

2 Yes one previous business

5 No Yes

26 Yes Had an accounting company (25 years) in another state, then moved.

27 No Worked for other companies 

29 Yes Dad was an entrepreneur Fashion Industry

33 No 40 years publishing experience

41 No Climbed corporate latter for years, then could not go higher, then worked for small business.

58 No Finished up doctoral program, moving out of teaching.

15 Yes Father Worked for others for nine years

19 No 6-7 years

24 Yes background of entrepreneurs worked for other companies, then had kids

35 No Private Chef

43 No 23 years corporate experience

51 No 25 years corporate America

56 Yes Parents Bounced around in my career.

11 No Worked few years, then opened own business

21 Yes 6 different businesses first right out of college

23 Yes One previous business 10 years or so

37 No Work experience, coaching experience

39 No Worked in health field

40 No 10 years corporate then consultant

52 No Corporate

13 Yes Daycare, cleaning business

25 Yes One business for five years, closed down Stay at home Mom

6 No No, Teacher Retired

38 Yes Dabbled with Etsy, that was for money Stay at home Mom

14 Yes Family and Hairdresser

57 Yes Lineage of entrepreneurs, sold mangoes as a business as a kid. Created to be an entrepreneur. I do work full-time, always worked full-time.

53 No Corporate
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Table 9 – Men Work History 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Entrepreneurship History Entrepreneurship History Type Corporate
16 No Worked for a few places for a few years
49 Yes Started a business in high school
17 Yes Entertainer - 25 years
47 Yes Initially part of a family organization 30 yrs., sold out worked for two years, it wasn't for me.

1 Yes Family
3 No

22 No 5-6 years
9 No Retired, Government

18 Yes now 26 first business at 16
20 No 12 years
44 No 23 years corporate experience
48 No 40 years
36 No Military Service

7 No Yes, home depot
8 Yes Started at 16
4 No Yes, 20 years

12 No Business is part time on the side job
46 Yes Family and this is the third or fourth business I've started to run 10+ years in semiconductor business
50 No retired, government
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Table 10 – Women Motivation Comments Part 1 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Motivation 1 Motivation 2 Motivation 3
10 boredom for first business outlet for creativity dated leotards - someone needs to do this.
32 Bad experience at work with people make a stable future, no one could take away
34 Money never motivated me, although it is nice Enough to pay bills, I'm fine Contract was up, disgusted with corporate world
55 Growth was limited, factors effecting, grew up outside of US and had kids received lip-service from corporate about work-life balance Following survival of multiple lay-off rounds, want my own thing.
28 suffered significant work injury, work comp said get a PhD in gifted online education diagnosed with disease that may gradually take away independent life skills Survival
30 Loved what I was doing working for others. Self-driven, I could probably do it better. Self-driven, problem solver
31 Creativity Always interested in food Develop the product and actually turn it into a working business
42 I had run my corporate course, loved what I did, but did not want to stop working. Felt there was a need from something like this. Creative outlet.
45 Needed a job, was currently unemployed. I had the skill, education, mentors. Nothing left to lose. In a financially tough situation
54 Wanted to be the maker of my career do something I enjoyed I enjoy problem solving

2 No indoor situation Enjoyed going it (Bees) A Dare
5 Support People Helping people advising people

26 Taught myself massage therapy Not employable, self employed for too long, can't work for someone else. Make any money, it would be for myself.
27 Single Mom, special needs child Other employers had a hard time with circumstances of special needs child family situation pushed me forward
29 Grew tired, wanted something more satisfying, something to motivate me Significant life event, drove to live the a full life that you want
33 Magazine business was in trouble, didn't want to run another one Customers asked if I could do something else for them. Passionate
41 Small businesses getting ripped off I'm going to do what I love and do it for these small business owners. Reverse their budget.
58 Teaching did not go the way I expected. Needed a different strategy. Some experience doing freelance writing. Used my transferable skills.
15 Always available Freedom to make my life, work day, my work where I want it to be I like to fix things
19 saw others and thought I should do Main Autonomy Main Freedom
24 Wanting to see ideas realized having confidence from seeing family do it Flexibility in my life
35 Do something on my own for fun and the experience. always had the entrepreneurial experience Creative need
43 Had juice in the tank following retirement Former customers wanted to know how they could work with us. Wanted to bring mine and husbands disciplines together.
51 took a break from corporate, family issues helped me to re-think, corporate not appealing Endemic serial sexism working for people less qualified than me.
56 Meeting needs of clients. Reoccurring theme in the industry that weren't meeting needs. Integrity is my biggest character flaw. If I can't sleep, I have an issue. Made it about as high as I would ever make it.
11 Loved doing it gratifying I can do this
21 Entrepreneurial Management professor said, let's start a business Didn't want to work with my ex-husband
23 Experience There was a need a better solution
37 To fundraise money for college program for teams to travel to events Creativity
39 Bought business as a back up for the family when husbands work slowed down Think about what family needs for tomorrow Make sure could put something away for children's future
40 Didn't like consulting, don't want this life, I want to do something. Always wanted to own my own business. To be my own boss
52 Bought a property in Italy and it had a small vineyard. I worked in a winery and it caught my enthusiasm Be own boss
13 Save lives, watched someone drown Make a difference I knew I could do it
25 Needed something to show for the next 10 years to learn challenge myself

6 Needed to do something, following family member death antiques a passion, a hobby Provide different products to prior owners
38 Creative outlet Developing myself - learn something new People liked my gifts
14 Needed a creative outlet Wanted to laugh more, life got stressful Wanted joy and happiness
57 Have drive that working full-time is not enough. Not who I was created to be. I have a passion for the business. My business has to do with creating. I like to create.
53 Needed something to be there for my kids and work full time out my house
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Table 11 – Women Motivation Comments Part 2 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Motivation 4 Motivation 5 Motivation 6

10 Exciting may have changed industry Finding my real true reason Fell into place

32

34 Had resources off of inheritance freedom flexibility

55 Eventually laid off at work financial considerations Make it on my own

28 maintain family legacy Others (customers) verify you somehow Developed a love for dad's business

30 never been just a worker, like more people under me than over more flexibility

31

42 Report to yourself, you have great ideas that you feel others will benefit from Have expertise to benefit others. Being able to satisfy a need that out's there

45 Nothing to lose. Needed something creative. Passionate

54 Enjoy teaching enjoyed working with children Have fun

2 Didn't want to go to work Teaching Helping others

5

26

27 be a good mother

29

33 Love independence of an entrepreneur Voracious learner, teach myself something new I'm not in it for the money, in it for the community

41 Educate and train small businesses

58 Teaching did not get to my financial goals. Needed supplemental income.

15 Support myself

19 Commuting costs not paid reasonable salary, same pay whether work hard or not

24 Balance having a family and accomplish things on my own Had financial flexibility, husband had salary Make people feel good and respect their dignity

35

43 Could be scalable We had a lot to offer someone To help others. We can offer a product for a $150K company that would normally be for a $150M company

51

56 Resigned, now unemployed. Unmet needs of clients. Targeting customers that really need the product. Biggest motivation is there are a million and one reasons by people don't exercise. They know they should, but don't.

11 Control Tough to make a living working for someone else If you want to be successful, go out on your own

21

23 after first, had entrepreneurial bug Bored at big companies Autonomy

37

39 Business was an investment

40 make a difference in employees and in the world autonomy I'm a very good nurturer. The business is mine (my baby) and I can nurture it.

52 freedom Producing something tangible Have a product that you are proud of, that you will enjoy, that others will enjoy

13 Right thing to do make money, but still add value to the family

25 measured against commercial values

6 Create a nice/sweet shop

38 Bring to life customers want

14 flexibility to set own schedule Love what I was doing be own boss

57 Why not sell things I create and others can enjoy. Personal passion to make something beautiful, to share Let people know words on your clothing are more than just words.

53
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Table 12 – Women Motivation Comments Part 3 
 

 
  

ID Number Motivation 7 Motivation 8 Motivation 9
10
32
34 Tired of punching a clock for someone else being at the whim of bosses Being there for my daughter.
55 Passionate about what I do.
28 Excitement of someone else
30
31
42 Personal satisfaction and growth for profitability, success and profitability are two different things.
45
54

2
5

26
27
29
33
41
58
15
19
24
35
43
51
56
11 Love making own schedule Making own decisions
21
23 Love doing 10 different things at once very much into design
37
39
40 I can build the business relationships that I want.
52 Being able to be outside and the physical element.
13
25

6
38
14
57
53
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Table 13 – Men Motivation Comments Part 1 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Motivation 1 Motivation 2 Motivation 3

16 Get out of debt Increase income how can I make money on the side

49 Grew up poor Wanted to be comfortable, no pressing bills, no nagging fears or anxieties Figure out how to eradicate generational poverty

17 Not being on the road show underappreciated art in best possible light

47 Not accustomed to, not agreeing with, not what I was looking for. Don't want to be micro managed, had 30 years experience in my pocket Limited as to growth within the organization and having control, responsibilities and ownership

1 Passionate about entrepreneurship Lack of self respect from employers couldn't explore

3 Previous owner passed away Like what I do See how far I could push myself

22 Questionable ethics at other companies Did not agree to industry standard contracts did not like industry pricing practice

9 Subject always interested me. For personal use Bottle and sell

18 fun project passion for running living life on own terms

20 Love of building things, creating things Didn't like just designing, wanted to see something built Could be gone at anytime with a company

44 Had juice in the tank following retirement Former customers wanted to know how they could work with us. Wanted to bring mine and husbands disciplines together.

48 Not meant for retirement, bored, I wanted to do something

36 Found out counterfeiting costs pharma companies $200M a year

7 Money Being Hungry Not being able to pay bills

8 Freedom of time Freedom of income Future in someone else's hands

4 "Rebel", questioned motivation of others American Dream Lift, personal and professional

12 Dad and I did for fun Money was probably the deciding factor Not many people do it.

46 Control time Make own decisions Laid off job.

50 movement to inspire kindness and perseverance Get message out to change the world. Been on a journey I don't wish on anyone
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Table 14 – Men Motivation Comments Part 2 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Motivation 4 Motivation 5 Motivation 6
16 Enough on side, could be full time limited by location live wherever
49 Not about giving money, but opportunities
17
47 Wanted to control my own destiny

1 Couldn't take risks desire to be creative Regret not trying
3 See if I could do it on my own Be happy

22 How could I do it better Make a difference Home office
9 Good for environment

18 being free, freedom and time not how much, but how I make money
20 Work 14 on my hands and be happy Doing something worthwhile with my hands, forget about financial reward Personal reward, created something, used talents
44 Could be scalable We had a lot to offer someone To help others. We can offer a product for a $150K company that would normally be for a $150M company
48
36

7 taking a hobby and turning it into a business Being responsible for someone else
8 Other jobs not working
4 Now's the time Sense of accomplishment freedom

12 Love what I do
46
50 bring light to dark places Taken kids out of the game Need a change.
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Table 15 – Men Motivation Comments Part 3 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Motivation 7 Motivation 8 Motivation 9
16
49
17
47

1 prove to others felt right, love creating, love working for self
3

22 love making things happen love creating things, businesses love growing businesses
9

18
20 Opened other ways, church mission work bring up kids to have summer job with me
44
48
36

7
8
4 built something learned lessons made people grow

12
46
50 Make it about others. Change one person at a time.
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Table 16 – Women Aspiration (Goal) Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4
10 hole in the market learning new things - personal growth Prove I can do it
32 Learning processes how to spend money wisely balance my needs and family's
34 Being my own boss flexibility being creative
55 Higher income target and help women-owned businesses Target small business owners
28 growth initial goal is sales driven Don't want life to get out of balance Have husband retire and afford health insurance
30 Create an environment that everybody loves to come to, create longevity Back to the roots of SB, pay well, treat well and employees do the same. Give different experience to clients and a good one Not work paycheck to paycheck
31 Longevity, sustainability, strong foundation to grow upon Financial independence Endless creative opportunity
42 Profitability See where the brand would go. To see if my model would work. Do it in a fun way.
45 What I put into it, I get out of it. I need profit from my efforts not someone else.
54 Job satisfaction Helping other human beings develop and progress Earn money, didn't have to earn money for the family, but wanted to.

2 Interesting Enjoy it Give back to community
5 Strengthen core business structure Help people

26 Successful on my own, earn an income and be self-sufficient
27 Keep the doors open help as many people as I could Show daughter a single woman can be super successful
29 Control of own destiny, did not want salary dictated off of corporate politics Part of being an entrepreneur was in my from my dad. Can I do this? Am I capable? Self-fulfillment
33 Help women Do something different
41 Educate Just get people to know you. That you are trustworthy and truly want to help. Fix the marketing issues that the small businesses have. Saving small businesses from cookie-cutter web-sites
58 Besides Financial, flexibility. Work own schedule and where.
15 I want to travel Make a serious impact be in the driver's seat
19 Make business work Max salary not work at other company
24 Create a business that I'm proud of, and lastly financially successful Something with deeper significance Better designed products for baby boomers including myself Overall positive experience and products that I'm proud of
35 Loved pizza, grew up in New Haven. Put a different twist on it. Buy local product Create a fun working environment.
43 To help people To give back to local community.
51 Had an idea and wanted to see if it would work, something that never really existed before. I did not want to go back to large corporate, saw how the sausage was made and was disgusted
56 Tangible numbers and spreadsheet goals Type of lifestyle business ownership would afford me. Financially and flexibility.
11 Fully support myself office on my own
21 Don't want to work for anyone else freedom
23 Treat women for incontinence, devices designed by men design a product that women would want to use Make money and be self-sustaining
37 To fundraise for team scale it have myself as the only customer
39 get business running to a point it takes care of itself put money aside Planning for the future
40 Own my own business Choose to serve the population I choose. Make money To learn
52 Produce wine that was actually drinkable Sell at a good enough price and position it well to break even
13 Product into the right hands
25 Wanted kids to see her work hard with grit one foot in front of the other

6 Finding a great find Create a nice/sweet shop Positive interactions with people A little income
38 Creative outlet Not in it for the money, not lucrative or scalable #1 goal to bring happiness and satisfaction to the receiver
14 Build to stop hairdressing Get to a point for time off for vacations
57 To make beautiful garments. Protect children and their innocence. Other kids clothes little bit mature for them. Studying the word of God and realized words have power.
53 Create things on my own terms.
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Table 17 – Men Aspiration (Goal) Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4
16 Mainly Make money - financial goals make a difference help others grow
49 Go from treading water to building an empire
17 add to business - be successful sustain make the theater better and better
47 To make it. Established company with little debt and pay off my business loan Decent living for myself and my employees At the end, sell the company and the assets

1 Making 'millions' Resilience Freedom
3 Hire more people have good health

22 Own boss, make own decisions Better way
9 Beyond a hobby stay small

18 simplify the way things are being done on behalf of other companies
20 Longevity and choosing what I'm doing, not just bringing home a paycheck Love what I do and run business better creating project, would do it for free if able Getting my soul back, 
44 To help people To give back to local community.
48 Work from home. Find something that fit what I was used to. Keep mind sharp (75%) 25% make some money at it
36 Financial, number one incentive I'm a bit of a zealot, disliked bullies and thugs Social conscience, problem costs 1M lives a year Work for myself exercise creativity, don't love authority over me

7 How long can I run this be successful how much money can I make
8 Ego Be in control
4 Freedom Counterculture to large company "Do I have the balls"

12 Something my son will be able to do Make money meet people build cool stuff
46
50 Make change. If you make it about others, the end dollar comes. Make a difference. The more you spread the love, the more you care, blessings come
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Table 18 – Women What Makes Their Business Work 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Makes Business work 1 Makes Business work 2 Makes Business work 3 Makes Business work 4

10 Fills a hole in the market Create a community

32 Me. Nothing special or unique that I do. My knowledge

34 Me and my brand.

55 I'm interested in helping them develop their business

28 Family history, good reputation social media presence

30 People enjoy what they do and where they work, like family

31 Emphasis on the system focusing on long-term direction

42 Me. You drive your business. Market yourself as your business. My being creative helps. If you give people something to feel good about, they will. As an individual business owner, your product is secondary. You are the one they want to do business with.

45 I don't have a clue. I don't want to work on debt. Set goals and achieve them. Mindful of my ROI for marketing.

54 Having fun, helps the kids to grow

2 flair for design eye for products "snob" Good convincing customers they need the product

5 My ability to simplify things people trust me

26 Treat every session as the most important one.

27 I'm in it for the people Treat clients like family or friends

29 Always looking to improve Care about clients long run benefits

33 I have a national profile, People know my name, who I am.

41 Customers are frustrated They can call one person (me) to help them You get me.

58 Incredible business coach. Focusing, narrowing down what I was interested in, but who were my ideal clients.

15 I call myself an HR fanatic, I'm obsessed I'm unique

19 Experience Transparency and honesty, do the right thing

24 Clear idea of what is motivating me strong motivation and determination

35 The dough. It’s the foundation. When I was happy with the dough, hoped others would be too.

43 We are an intimate business, when you connect, we engage. We are a workshop, not a contract. Our expertise. We complement one another. You get two skill sets.

51 We identified a need in the marketplace and we are educating the market place that it is a need.

56 No membership fees 100% dedicated. Three locations are an extension of me. Incredible team behind me. I'm the biggest talent asset of my business.

11 No one will ever care about your business as much as you do. Just me.

21 Faster to delegate this time Learned from other 5 businesses

23 Design experience of medical products Experience with the problem We just do it. No consultants or others

37 A lot of support, volunteer work. Model was given by an alum

39 Offer a good product Convenient location community service

40 My value system, my attention to detail, my process oriented I had a recipe book and I could make my own dish.

52 Kept overhead low. Very good raw materials, high standard of grape I think the product is very good.

13 My blood sweat and tears My credibility

25 Does not work particularly well. Don't think I've been successful failed, not making money Don't take no for an answer and I'm an optimist I keep coming back. Grit. Excellent product, ahead of its time.

6 My partner

38 Communicating with my customers. Want to give them what they want

14 World needs more laughter I never give up People enjoy me My creative side

57 Marketing, allowing people to connect with you. It goes from a product to something that I'm living and breathing. My passion is being related o the customers.

53 Combination, discipline and passionate about what I do
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Table 19 – Men What Makes Their Business Work 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Makes Business work 1 Makes Business work 2 Makes Business work 3 Makes Business work 4
16 Not super pushy, upfront and honest Partner, we help each other
49 My partner and his partnership Honesty
17 Monopoly in the area - industry leader
47 Me, myself, and I. My experience. Persistence. Be organized, be professional Give the customer what they look for at a fair price.

1 Valuing Employees Being surrounded by people Learn from mistakes
3 Help people fid their problems

22 Very sensible business Businesses work with me
9 Knowledgeable people Marketing

18 The people, my business partner
20 High demand for skilled tradesmen We’re business owners, what we do is in our name Make sure people are happy
44 We are an intimate business, when you connect, we engage. We are a workshop, not a contract. Our expertise. We complement one another. You get two skill sets.
48 The value proposition that we offer.
36 Finding a real problem

7 What I provide is pretty unique What I create
8 Experience Education
4 People Knowing strengths and Weaknesses People in right places

12 No many people do it. There is a demand.

46 Growing market Finding good customers that will work with us long term. Good engineering team.

50 Bringing in faith first, the kids aren't yours, they were gifts from God. Life is a gift, enjoy every minute of it. All stems from Love, you build your business on that, make it about others, you will be successful
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Table 20 – Women Challenges To Their Businesses Comments 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Challenges 1 Challenges 2 Challenges 3 Challenges 4 Challenges 5
10 As a niche, finding audience
32 Having enough time Ramping up business to hire my first employee Doing all aspects of the business
34 Advertising dollars
55 find the right niche, right clients
28 Growing faster than anticipated No support for community businesses. Lack of funding resources for growth People not believing in the business opportunity
30 Proper time management Doing it all
31 Number one is that its me, have to do more myself which slows the growth
42 Money. Making sure you don't overspend. Having enough inventory. Right space. Don't get caught up in the fun part of the business. You have to always keep in mind it is a business. Everything I create has a purpose.
45 Financial Management Delegation, hiring other business services
54 I'm creative, but don't think about advertising and marketing Doing other aspects of business, been learning and growing to do those things.

2 Loyalty Commitment Nobody does you as well as you do Overhead seasonal
5 Charging fees realizing the system shouldn't be so cray and complex

26 Massages not being taken seriously. Finding the right employees rent
27 Only so many hours in a day I need some people to help me.
29 I'm a one-man show. I do everything, accountant, marketing etc.…
33 Isolation, working 24/7 Don't know how to monetize product
41 Only so much one person can do. Would like to bring in another person, but lack resources. 
58 Going out there on my own, pretty nervous. Making the numbers make sense.
15 getting people to understand the value of what I do Time and resources
19 Subjective point of view making people happy growing pains
24 How to scale Need to find person with certain skill set
35 Finding help Long hours, no air conditioning. "Pay to play" at events.
43 Scale, we can only do so much. finding or making time to develop your business You are doing everything.
51 Invented something that did not exist, so we have to explain to people what we do. Defining our target market, it different than what I thought Getting the value proposition to the customers Financing
56 This is the hardest thing I've done in terms of resiliency. Financials, cash flow. Nobody above me to motivate me.
11 Learning what to outsource learning to factor in own financial needs in the business
21 Creating structure for business to scale better and be more efficient
23 Fundraising, VC are almost all men, they can't relate
37 It's project based and I'm the only customer It's based on my needs.
39 Paperwork and keeping up on inventory Watch the business via camera while at home
40 My employees and caregivers. Crowded market
52 Weather Full market, difficult to get your footing
13 Price Point New product
25 Everything. 4% population vegan food is kind of a mafia-driven business distribution

6 Location on too busy of road Road construction Getting people to know you exist
38 Time
14 Business side tough to maintain Doing it all by myself Following up with potential customers
57 Not enough marketing. Competing with bigger brands.
53 Working as my own boss, keeping the flow of jobs coming consistently Ups and downs, really busy to nothing
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Table 21 – Men Challenges To Their Businesses Comments 
 

 
 
 
 
  

ID Number Challenges 1 Challenges 2 Challenges 3 Challenges 4 Challenges 5
16 Both have day jobs, this is a side job Balance time between jobs and grow the side business
49 Being remote with my partner We're in initial client acquisition phase
17 No one knows the category (industry) exists
47 Trying to win over business Devil the customer knows better then the devil they don't. Finding salesmen.

1 Cash flow Cutting edge technology product
3 Not enough hours in the day Hiring the right employees

22 scale more
9 State regulations Capital intensive Things you can't control - weather, illnesses

18 Cash flow growing pains making the right decision with every dollar spent
20 Making sure getting paid for the value we're offering Balance managing income, costs and compensation
44 Scale, we can only do so much. finding or making time to develop your business You are doing everything.
48 Making people aware of our service
36 As a physical product, there's a little more financing involved. Difficult to get it. Solution has to be to complex to be counterfeited.

7 Long hours Time
8 Small Market
4 Personal/Health Admitting I'm a crappy manager What you say matters

12 Time
46 Mostly selling in tech things change every six months
50 Took two years to find the right team.
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Table 22 – Women How They Develop Their Offerings Comments 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Develop Offerings 1 Develop Offerings 2 Develop Offerings 3

10 My style and vibe

32 Conduct client needs analysis

34 I target people. Look for people I want to be aligned with.

55 Experience and customer needs, not a one size fits all Training people how to do what I could do for them.

28 Experience Knowing what self-sellers need Listening to customers needs

30 Partner is the visionary, up to date on trends, what is not working

31 I love food. What would I enjoy seeing in the market? It's what do I think people would want to buy. What product would be unique.

42 I don't sleep a lot. I'm a creative person and look at different ways to attract people. If you are the same as others, you will have their same success. If you take chances and get creative you can attract different people.

45 Hair cut is a hair cut. Looked at how people were purchasing services to create packages. I listened to my clients. Seeing what the trends are.

54 Past experience

2 No one was selling confections Needed local ingredient

5 Past experience

26 Listen to my clients

27 Can't be everything to everyone. Started out that way, did not work. Enjoy manufacturing and sales, so focus there now

29 I sell my brain. Listen to clients

33 Research, what do the consumers want

41 100% customized My experience and knowledge Research what customers have and market picture

58 Focus on my specialty.

15 Constantly evolving What makes the most sense for what I'm trying to accomplish Clients are experiencing and needing most

19 I had a specific skill set look for ways to make passive income

24 We knew what product we wanted to develop

35 Wanted to be different. Took the foods I like and what I know people like.

43 Experience Stay in touch with what's next, what's coming.

51 I've always been creative and was talking to a friend. Logical next step from what I used to do.

56 Listen to my clients Break down the barrier of why they know they should, but don't exercise. Our development continue to happen in response to our client, not competition.

11 Asked, "is there a need?"

21 Look for pain points where our approach can create an offering

23 Design ourselves

37 Compare other meets, adjust based on participant comments.

39 We listen to what the customers want.

40 Initial came with the franchise selection. Adjust to market

52 Grapes that grew in geographic area, too hot for white grapes Chose area for our hose for the distinct taste of the grapes.

13 Need to save people from drowning If this existed, I would not have lost my best friend

25 Listened to customers

6 Things I find attractive Things I think others might find attractive/collect Blend art with antiques

38 Communicate with customers

14 Interviewing and asking customers what they want.

57 Through prayer and reading the bible.

53 Analyze the fields that I have, grow and evolve Utilize social media as it’s the biggest outlet
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Table 23 – Men How They Develop Their Offerings Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Develop Offerings 1 Develop Offerings 2 Develop Offerings 3
16 Had experience with
49 Look at what is redundant that can be automated. Finding something no one wants to do, doing it for them and then charging them. Try to sell them a solution that hits the customer's pain points
17 Live entertainment Other theaters discuss who was good and who wasn't
47 Customer requirements

1 "good eye"
3 Sell everything Knows customers wants

22 Experience Case by case of customer
9 Internet Special Events

18 Started with consulting, then morphed based on client needs
20 Tackle just about any solution, solve customer's problem Creative solutions
44 Experience Stay in touch with what's next, what's coming.
48 Chose the home based business that fit what I'd like to do.
36 Recruited a team of scientists to develop a solution.

7 I tell their story
8 Watching trends
4 Understanding the market place what customers tell they need develop services around clients

12 What customer needs Experience

46 Customers define the market and stay abreast with the latest technologies. If we see an opportunity, we will build our own apps.

50 Created something I thought the world needed.
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Table 24 – Women Pricing Comments 
 

 
 

ID Number Establish Pricing Pricing Compared to Competition
10 Looked at competition and looked at costs mid-range
32 A lot lower, but mixed.
34 Prices are all over the place depending on who they are. Get to know clients. Competitive
55 Start lower and look to raise prices as I become more established Lower
28 Lower than large corporations. Most at MSRP. Competitive, but we don't offer same products or services
30 Comparison with competition, Not lowest, not highest
31 Cost plus margin Competitive for most products, one higher
42 Need to be competitive Competitive, anything unique of mine would be higher.
45 Lower than competitors for products, services lower than high end competitors. Want to be a little higher than mid-point. Competitive items lower, unique, higher.
54 Asked around, found out was charging too little and increased prices, first year wasn't lower as I was figuring it out Still lower

2 Magic number About same
5 Sliding scale About same

26 Undercharging what I'm worth. Started with what school said, increasing since then. Charge what I think clients can afford Competitive
27 Industry standard and will adjust depending on circumstances Lower end. Want to be affordable
29 Started underselling to get initial clients. Then it became knowing your value. About the same for some.
33 stratified subscriptions, some benchmarked Unique, nobody really doing what I'm doing.
41 Fixed based on conglomerates. Transparent and upfront On high end, but competitive with those on my level
58 Shifted from hourly wage to something that sustainable for my financial goals and look at my competitors. About the same. Looking to be higher later.
15 What I wanted to make and how many hours I wanted to work Middle of the range
19 competitive, at first at the lower end, now equal Competitive
24 Started with sale price, weren't making money, so upped the price, had to go with gut in the end Higher
35 Make it on volume than overcharge. Compare with competitors. About the same
43 By time invested and any outside resources. Then keep a feel for what is competitive, what the market can bear. Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer.
51 Discovery process. Believe that women generally underprice themselves. Trial and error. Lower
56 Definitely on market with some things slightly higher. Slightly higher on some things.
11 Kind of market value High End
21 Margin and compared to competitors Middle
23 Look at competitors, look at reimbursement, doctors say patients can afford, look to lower Higher
37 Comparison with competition, Comparable
39 Costs plus margin Lower for large box stores, comparable to other convenient stores
40 Competitive analysis Slightly above average. (High quality, high touch.)
52 We're still trying it out a little bit. Almost to a point where we feel at home. Market dictates We find a quality fit and then go a little lower to get a foothold
13 Manufacturing costs and customer cost point, wanted to sell a lot so lowered price No competition, new product
25 Retail: higher; Food service: competitive

6 Invest 1 make 5, 10 make 10 Lower
38 Played with it as I've grown. Guessed for friends at the beginning. Now look at costs. Ask customer about their budget. Lower, I'm different, tough to compare
14 Started low, moved up with experience Competitive
57 I want everyone to be able to afford my product and not shortchange myself, add value, write a free prayer for each garment. A little higher.
53 Keep in touch with the industry, participate in conferences, belong to associations About the same
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Table 25 – Men Pricing Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Establish Pricing Pricing Compared to Competition

16 Started low, as more customers, increased pricing, was hourly now percentage of spend Originally lower, now higher

49 Variety of ways, charge as much as the client can afford. Sell it to them at the price they are looking to pay or a little more. Depends. May start lower than competitors and then increase to be higher.

17 Comparison with competition, fair to customers competitive

47 Costs plus margin and overhead. Theoretically, I can come in lower than competition

1 cost plus margin Lower

3 Lowest I'm the lowest

22 Here's what I can do with your budget. Little Lower, quality higher, overhead lower

9 Comparison to similar products Little higher

18 What the market will bear Higher

20 Software program, Fair price Middle of the road

44 By time invested and any outside resources. Then keep a feel for what is competitive, what the market can bear. Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer.

48 Established A little bit lower

36 Market driven, will vary by market (global) Higher

7 Every year go higher, if business steadies, then re-evaluate Higher

8 By competition Little higher and little lower

4 hourly, what the market dictates and experience lower and higher

12 Per job, what I feel comfortable for both buyer and seller Higher, then lowered to competitive

46 What the market will bear, being cost competitive but make sure we are covering our costs and giving a value. It depends. I call it a blended rate

50 Books are given away
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Table 26 – Women Competition Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Attention to Competition Attention Reason 1 Attention Reason 2
10 Some attention Pricing
32 Constantly looking to see what is out there. Pricing
34 A lot.
55 I've done some analysis
28 Not much around for me
30 A decent amount Staying different Make sure staying relevant
31 I pay attention to one more than the others. Not excessive, just to know what's going on. He's new
42 You have to pay a lot of attention to them, but don't let them scare you into doing things differently.
45 Frequent basis Pricing Quality Level
54 Not a ton of competition in my county, don't keep track of those 1.5 hours away.

2 No I know what my product is
5 Not a lot of attention

26 A little at first, now no longer. They don't mean anything to me.
27 Not a ton, but I do pay attention.
29 Not too much. I don't worry about my competition. I worry about me.
33 Not much out there, a few
41 I know who they are and who I'm going to win against.
58 Pretty regularly. Pricing
15 Not much around for me Competition is the larger companies, I'm different Enough work to go around
19 don't really pay a ton of attention to others agencies bottom of priority list, don't want to model or copy them
24 Not a ton, our product is novel, if they buy their product, they won't buy ours
35 I don't really pat too much attention. Everybody's my competition.
43 We're aware. We spend very little time. Small percentage. Pricing
51 There are other competitors that do a lot of different pieces of what we do, but they are way different Pricing Product
56 I'm unique, not at all. Competition is all noise. Don't want development to happen in response to someone else.
11 Zero Only competition is with yourself
21 Not enough according to some advisors For pricing
23 A lot
37 Not really competition, goes hand in hand. Product is unique, very timely, efficient, and fun
39 Every time we are out I check on prices. Pricing
40 Frequent basis
52 Yes Pricing Product, not at all, we do our thing, they do their.
13 None
25 I don't pay them any attention. My product is unique. I don't feel like I have another direct competitor.

6 Thinks should treat other stores as assets to each other
38 Not much, don't have time. Keep my toe in the water
14 Not a lot of local competition comparing myself to others is when problems happen
57 I don't, when I did I noticed I was creating things like my competitor, that wasn't fair to me or my customers, so I stopped.
53 Tremendous amount of time Know what they are doing.
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Table 27 – Men Competition Comments 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Attention to Competition Attention Reason 1 Attention Reason 2
16 Not much Just what they are charging
49 Competition is everything. Treat as siblings, not enemies. Can't forget they exist
17 Minimal, no direct competition, there is indirect other forms of entertainment
47 I pay attention to a good part of my competition. Pricing, customer base

1 "Not much" enough business to go around "Collaborative approach"
3 I don't care about the competition

22 Fairly often We are fundamentally different
9 Not pay a lot of attention not trying to care out a market share

18 Every other month, generally don't pay them much mind check web-sites to see what they are up to
20 Don't have to pay a lot of attention to them
44 We're aware. We spend very little time. Small percentage. Pricing
48 I pay a lot of attention to the competition. What their service offerings are.
36 A little bit. Unique product

7 Absolutely zero looking at others, you lose focus on your own
8 A lot For pricing
4 "not really", plenty of business for everyone, I could care less what they do We know our story focus too much become obsessed and then replicate

12 Some Just for pricing
46 Don't have luxury of being able to pay too much attention to them. Pricing, when in a competitive quote situation
50
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Table 28 – Women Life Successful Comments Part 1 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Life Successful Define Success 1 Define Success 2
10 Yes Family life personal feeling - build a hobby
32 Yes Single mom, overcome a lot of adversarial things. Involved in my community
34 Yes Great career, made six figures beautiful house
55 Successful in a lot of ways, but can be more successful Not just accumulating wealth Making life work for me in all aspects of my life
28 Yes Wonderful career, two amazing children, amazing husband, great dad Making it my best life.
30 Yes Business instant success, growing Engaged, planning a wedding
31 No, horribly unsuccessful by sustainability, not there yet
42 Yes I love what I'm doing. Success is personal. If you feel you are meeting your goals, serving the customer, then you are meeting one goal.
45 Yes Career wise, I know that I own it. Survived cancer.
54 Yes If I'm growing and developing as a human then I'm successful Every time I do something new and try something new and don't quit, I define that as a success.

2 Yes Sense of Pride
5 Yes Working for me whole new world opened

26 Yes, room to grow Set goal and have not achieved it yet. Earn $7K a month, now to earn $10K a month
27 Yes, fairly successful Hitting as many main life points family, health, financial, spiritual Be a little bit better today than yesterday
29 Yes and no Happiness, accomplished this fulfillment, always trying to improve
33 Yes Made a ton of money. I was on the big stage, traveled with Mrs. Obama. 
41 Yes and no Financially, no. Successful because in the sense I have a nice big community that respects me
58 Yes I was able to transition into something that I love to do. Help clients write books.
15 No I won't ever feel successful Not in my nature
19 Yes Passionate about career Good life for family and myself
24 Yes Set goals and achieved Youngest child senior in high school
35 Absolutely. Totally blessed. Doing what I love. Job is hard, good outweighs the bad. Love cooking. Love pizza.
43 Yes We're blessed. I work with the love of my life. We have more balance in our lives than we could working for someone else.
51 Mostly, yes Always been goal-oriented Business is hardest thing I've done, being a Mom was easier.
56 I don't. It's a struggle for me. The financial piece. I don't think I was ever somebody who equated success money per se. Something right now messes with my head that I'm not financially stable, the business is not.
11 Yes Created outside of the business achieve personal goals
21 Sometimes Some say got lucky, others say why haven't I done more Doing what I want on a daily basis, having control
23 Yes We have a great life. Work close to home Autonomy
37 Yes I'm enriching other people's lives. Helping others grow to be self-sufficient and self-actualized
39 Yes As a wife, mother, life is successful and full.
40 No Upbringing not to brag. I feel I can and should be doing more.
52 Happy, yes, I guess success and happiness go hand in hand. Happiness. Proud that I created a product that I knew zero about before. Changed over time.
13 Yes My kids, successful because of them, they are proud of me
25 Yes Life has far exceeded any expectations. My marriage and my children and personal happiness. Great kids and husband

6 Yes Retired from teaching, receives compliments on the store Positive Energy
38 Certainly give someone a gift and they enjoy it.
14 Yes Do what it takes to make it happen Room to grow
57 I do feel successful. Would love to be more successful. Money is nice, but success for me is hearing, "thank you very much. That prayer was really personal." When customers say, "I'm grateful for what you do."
53 Very successful Healthy woman, my kids, biggest success
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Table 29 – Women Life Successful Comments Part 2 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Define Success 3 Define Success 4 Define Success 5 Define Success 6
10
32
34 family daughter and husband My own happiness, being able to support my family
55 Gives me time and money freedom Want to feel accomplished in my vocation, where I'm helping others.
28
30 Been able to travel Tired, but happy little bit more expendable income
31
42 Creating my brand, being recognized. People in the industry respect me.
45 Have money in my savings account, has not been in the red since started business.
54

2
5

26
27
29 financials
33 Won awards and honors. Beyond what I thought I would do.
41 People know that I'm honest, educated and they ask my opinions. 
58
15 What's best for my clients
19 created jobs for other people, especially women I feel good at the end of the day
24 Family successful, husband, very positive would like more success on finance side
35 Able to help out in the community.
43 Time to give back to the community.
51 Don't like the other business aspects, enjoy the fun parts.
56 In the past success equated with stability. Right now have zero. I've been around 3.5 years, won awards and impacted countless people's lives. I guess that is incredible, I have to remind myself that I'm responsible for making it happen.
11 Business does not impact personal life negatively Achieve highest rung of whatever ladder you choose to climb Supported without outside intervention gives pride
21 advisors say I should be more financially motivated
23 Flexibility Don't live extravagantly, content
37 For the kids to make serious moral character decisions
39
40 To reach God, reach Nirvana. I live my life in service to others. Very happy when people around or through me are successful.
52 Still a lot to go.
13
25

6
38
14 It how you make them feel
57
53
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Table 30 – Men Life Successful Comments Part 1 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Life Successful Define Success 1 Define Success 2
16 Yes Life isn't just financial Getting married
49 No Long-term goals and ambitions are not there. Achieved some. Happy wife. Out of generational poverty. 
17 Yes People say, "He's living the dream" Doing what I love
47 Yes I do enjoy what I do. Do I wish I had more money, sure.

1 Yes Taught self made something of value
3 Yes Knowledge

22 Yes Achieving personal goal time to have an actual life
9 Yes Family Past Career

18 Yes Motto, Be happy, spread happiness entrepreneurship is a gateway to live your life upon your own terms
20 Yes Raising four kids in the process, chase passion, not dollars Happiness will come if you chase your passions
44 Yes We're blessed. I work with the love of my life. We have more balance in our lives than we could working for someone else.
48 Yes Came from broken home, served in the navy worked from shipping clerk to EVP
36 No Not until the product is on the market. define success materially, I want a fortune

7 Yes Don't get complacent Family, kid, vacation
8 Yes Grew up in poverty Masters degree
4 Yes can you make a difference employees, clients, marketplace establish as a thought leader

12 Yes I can do it myself

46 Yes Out of debt now. Most important, I get to do what I like to do.

50 Yes in one aspect I have done what I was supposed to do. Success is really taking care of your children that God blessed you with.
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Table 31 – Men Life Successful Comments Part 2 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Define Success 3 Define Success 4 Define Success 5 Define Success 6
16 love life is successful, financial plus job life successful Was creative, now data setting up lofty goals and achieving them
49 Haven't gotten anyone else out of generational poverty.
17 I entertain, the clap and pay me
47 Nice home, nice friends With family business bought what I wanted, now penny pinching. Yes, I have a lot of work ahead.

1
3

22
9 Positive Feedback

18 enjoying simple things, being present, live each day happy
20
44 Time to give back to the community.
48
36

7
8 Help someone, inspire dreams, make them successful
4 How people are treated and the work done

12
46 Control my day. I'm happy.
50 Kids are healthy and don't need anything. Success is more than financial
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Table 32 – Women Company Successful Comments 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Company Successful Define Company Success 1 Define Company Success 2 Define Company Success 3 Define Company Success 4
10 Yes feel fulfilled - enjoy Feel happy Lot of sales
32 Yes, on its way How many people know I exist Where my sales are. Growth
34 Yes Look at invoices and books, I do.
55
28 Yes Freedom. Freedom to love, to care. Independence, family, being loved, being reliable 
30 Yes Accountant says it is How busy we are. Bookings, how many in advance How is the staff doing? Are they happy? Clients happy?
31 Yes, micro success Room to grow. Longevity, sustainability
42 Yes My students love learning, that is the best part of the offering. Its still growing. The brand is recognized. It delivers good customer service and good products. Profitability, it is on its way.
45 Yes 600 clients in data base, 30-40% retention I've outgrown my suite. Added a second person, Developing interesting niches third, fourth, fifth generation referrals now
54 Yes For where I am, I do feel successful

2 Yes made products dropped "expectations" from vocabulary
5 Yes People calling me all the time

26 Yes based on reviews of clients revenue is a minor criteria, too many outside factors effect.
27 Yes, moving in the right direction Doing better everyday
29 Yes Did well although emotionally and physically removed in 2018
33 Yes, weirdly People tell me that I have revenue is astounding. Not successful enough.
41 Yes for the one person it has. People pass along reputation that I can teach to do everything. Successful for the amount of attention I can give it for personal and financial reasons.
58 Yes I'm getting a lot more attention as far as those seeking me out for my services.
15 Mildly I should always have a lot of work to do. Would like to be able to outsource certain things I want to be evolving
19 Yes Profitable growing
24 On its way growth financial improvement honest company
35 Yes Want to grow. Trying to figure out next step.
43 Yes What we have added to our community. Flexibility We created an alternative that didn't exist before. It just not out there.
51 Yes Many levels successful, just not profitable
56 Yes We are ahead of where I anticipated we would be, in terms of reach and impact. It goes back to the financial.
11 Yes It exists continues to grow schedule is full continues to make an impact
21 Yes 4.5 years old, no debt, expanding payroll
23 Not yet No sales yet
37 Yes, to a certain extent It has grown Not quite sustainable without me, that would be successful Because it is not steady income, then no.
39 Not so much As a store owner, don't always feel appreciated Can't take a vacation Not making millions, always reinvesting Good customer comments, bad customer comments
40 Yes According to statistical norms. Still here and grown. Set goals and achieve them.
52 Still some way to go Concentrating on sales, we don't have income, we can't operate. Product, successful, sales, not successful
13 Yes Gaining respect
25 No Get to another level Does not make me happy, makes me stressed. I won't quit.

6 Yes, baby steps Positive Energy
38 Yes Hobby that creates some income. Way to pay for my own hobby. If by word of mouth company could be successful.
14 Yes happy, growing, learning, sharing and giving Not about how much money you have in the bank Clients view it as successful
57 Yes Haven't allowed myself to give up and quit.
53 Mostly Have a lot of recognition, been on tv and media
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Table 33 – Men Company Successful Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Company Successful Define Company Success 1 Define Company Success 2 Define Company Success 3 Define Company Success 4
16 Yes, initially, but want more Growth More
49 No Money is a tool, the business is not a success because it hasn't answered the problems and motivations I set out to find.
17 Yes Still here Room for improvement, will get there
47 Yes No one else has gone out and started a new company in this industry.

1 Yes Being around for three years Getting great meetings doing stuff Product new
3 Yes More locations More People

22 Yes Churn rate low, long tenured employees
9 Yes, could be more Meeting most aims

18 Yes Achieved a lot in three years, more can be done
20 Yes Can be more successful Busy, booked out months in advance
44 Yes What we have added to our community. Flexibility We created an alternative that didn't exist before. It just not out there.
48 Yes Great product Making money helping people run their businesses and go and be successful
36 Yes Amazing traction, in product development, customer interest Right where we should be at this time.

7 Yes Could say "no" to customers can share work with colleagues
8 Yes Little Start up High Quality Customization of goods
4 Yes People Product

12 Yes always something in the garage Customer base growth
46 Yes 10 years in business, made good money grown as much as I thought
50 Yes Others say failure. Failure? We prevented two suicides and help hundreds of people smile
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Table 34 – Women Comparison Comments 
 

 

ID Number Compare yourself
10 No
32 Not really, I do thing very uniquely
34 Couple of other publicists, I'm my best client.
55 Motivational speakers
28 Grandmother and Christ
30 Yes, restaurant owner
31 Yes, for certain things
42 No
45 I really just want to be me.
54 Yes, other Suzuki violin teachers

2 No
5 Yes, previous business

26 No. I know I'm different.
27 Mostly myself
29 Yes, other nutritionists
33 A little bit. Used to a lot. Less after age 50.
41 My mom. One competitor
58 Not one individual. Competitors more as mentors
15 Everyone
19 No, to people, agencies aspire to
24 I really don't, no.
35 Not really, no.
43 Yes, church pastor
51 No
56 No, goes back to competition thing. I compare myself to me.
11 Yes, others in industry
21 Not really
23 No, not really
37 No, entity in and of itself
39 No, just try to be me.
40 No comparison, everyone is different.
52 No, not really. I'm my own worst critic.
13 Yes
25 No, not that I know of.

6 No one specific
38 Don't know any who does what I do.
14 Yes, industry
57 Not at the moment.
53 Definitely, people in my industry
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Table 35 – Men Comparison Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Compare yourself
16 Yes, Friend
49 No, winners focus on winning, losers focus on winners.
17 Yes and No, other venues
47 Yes, parents

1 Wiley (previous boss)
3 No

22 Not anymore, focus on best job I can
9 No, but have mentors

18 No, life my own life
20 Yes, Father
44 Yes, church pastor
48 No, identify with yes
36 Elon Musk, guys who too idea of WhizzCar to India

7 Yes, Dad
8 Yes
4 No, unique individual

12 Yes, Dad

46 Not really

50 No
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Table 36 – Women Satisfied Entrepreneur Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Satisfied Entrepreneur Define Satisfied 1 Define Satisfied 2 Define Satisfied 3 Define Satisfied 4
10 Yes All aspects
32 Yes, I think I am Can't go back to work for someone else, fear they take it away from me. define own destiny
34 Not yet. Adding a broader client base.
55 I'm an enthusiast Just barely starting out. Excited and scared
28 Yes Kept company alive and improved it
30 Yes Couldn't see myself anywhere different
31 Yes, on right track Needs to be Stronger and bigger Enjoy it
42 Yes Because it's me. If it makes it or not, it's because of me. I'm okay with that. I like it.
45 Yes I'm a control freak Can combine personal talents, business strengths and mentor people.
54 Yes, I enjoy it. Yes, sometimes.

2 Yes curious creative buys what I created
5 Yes Its working feel motivated Generally happy running the business

26 Yes Ups and Downs
27 Yes, in general I feel unemployable now. I like it. It’s a great opportunity. Million times more work than realized.
29 Yes Good days and bad can't see myself working for anyone else
33 Yes, I love it. Love speed. Love learning. Love creativity
41 Yes I get to do things I like to do. Run my business the way I want to. I get full interaction with the client. Create a relationship.
58 Yes, but I have more work to do. Have not met my goals.
15 Yes Each day is a choice Outcome is a direct result of the energy I put in. Having control over my day, design, over my life
19 Yes Work hard and that equates to pay
24 Yes Make more money, be profitable Happy and frustrated make it to the next level
35 Yes, 100%. When entrepreneur you can do anything. Not limited by corporate ladder.
43 Yes Wish we did it sooner. We were boxed in, no outlet for creativity.
51 Yes Overwhelmed, but not dissatisfied Nothing lacking, I like being challenged Sometimes more than I bargained for, but given me a lot.
56 Yes It has fulfilled a part of me I didn't know was unfulfilled. There's no end game and that is precarious.
11 Yes Because I love it. Feel gratified My schedule vs. other's I make the call
21 Yes Great life Wake up and do what I want responsible for own decisions
23 Yes, I love it. Get to do what I love. Help people Lifestyle is exciting and fun
37 No and yes. Yes, I do enjoy it, it gives me a creative outlet. It’s a means to an end. I want to coach.
39 Yes I enjoy what I do. Wish I had more time.
40 I'll look forward to this year. It's hard work. Hard to wear seven hats. hard to balance personal life and business ownership
52 Yes and No Happy with it. Freedom, control my success by my effort of work Independence Can be lonely. Miss some interactions of previous work.
13 Yes Doing is rewarding Nobody telling you what you are worth Don't have to ask someone permission to go to the bathroom
25 Yes, 80% Satisfied because I'm in control Not satisfied, I feel very lonely. Doing all the heavy lifting.

6 Yes Be own boss
38 Yes I love the idea of being able to create something and share it. People want and need and desire my product.
14 Yes Been there done that. Rather work for myself.
57 Yes You don't just wake up and say I'm going to try this. It has to be in you. No satisfaction until you know you've tried your best.
53 Never fully satisfied Satisfied spiritually speaking, at peace with myself Very ambitious, working towards making, creating another project
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Table 37 – Men Satisfied Entrepreneur Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Satisfied Entrepreneur Define Satisfied 1 Define Satisfied 2 Define Satisfied 3 Define Satisfied 4
16 Roller coaster Stuff is stressful fun, learned a lot
49 No Haven't achieved goals yet.
17 Yes
47 Yes Gave up $160K salary for $30K, but I'm happier.

1 Yes In control of destiny Freedom
3 Yes and No Ups and Downs

22 Yes Started other businesses
9 Yes Rewarding Being in charge You have to do whatever it takes

18 Yes Freely create what I want to do
20 Yes Sense of Pride Creating something
44 Yes Wish we did it sooner. We were boxed in, no outlet for creativity.
48 Yes Enjoy it, but always striving to grow and get bigger. Time Freedom, set own hours financial freedom
36 Yes Look for only expensive restaurants on corporate credit card

7 Yes Wish could have ended earlier business is on mind all the time
8 Yes Reap reward of effort
4 Yes, most part Health an issue

12 Yes Broaden own horizon grown capabilities
46 Yes Wouldn't have it any other way. Have more control.
50 Yes because of the children and the impact that we've had on people
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Table 38 – Women Work For Someone Else Comments 
 

 
 
  

ID Number Work for someone else? Why work for someone else?
10 No Enjoy the freedom, own boss
32 Maybe contract work to help supplement
34 No, never, no. Can't be at the whim of someone else.
55 Currently working for someone else, but looking to go full-time own business
28 No, I can't and wouldn't if I could
30 Absolutely not. Could not backtrack.
31 No, don't ever want to do that again. It’s a dead end.
42 No If only about money, I would go back tomorrow. I'm not ready to go back.
45 Once in a while. Slow months, would still want to retain business For extra money.
54 Yes, sometimes. You don't have to create, its's easy, you can take a back seat. Sometimes you don't want to drive.

2 No Enjoying what I'm doing.
5 Yes Finance, benefits, running the business

26 Yes, thought about it during low points. When exhausted and overwhelmed.
27 Yes, have interviewed Dip in clients, created self doubt
29 Did interview, then realized how much I don't want to go back to that environment. Did interview as a tester.
33 I think about it all the time. put on my spanx and my makeup every day, not worth it
41 Due to medical, I can't. I like having full control.
58 No I enjoy a lot of flexibility and the freedom of being my own boss and making a paycheck as opposed to earning one.
15 No Unless really have to
19 Yes but no desire to do so. Stress of owning but the independence and the autonomy outweighs
24 No I don't think I could. Used to being my own boss. Like flexibility. Won't compromise my vision.
35 I have not. Never entered my mind. I'm looking for the next step.
43 Never. Rather be poor but have freedom of mind, freedom of ability to do what we want is worth everything.
51 Yes, but not in a positive way It would be a fallback because I can't make this successful.
56 Yes, I haven't had a lunch hour, I haven't had two days off in a row. There are so many options now (work from home) and that intrigues me.
11 No After this still be my own boss
21 Hell no.
23 Thought about it. If company acquired, would probably have to work for them
37 I want to coach
39 Often. Don't have to deal with customers 
40 I think about it, the answer is no. Never. Here I can create things. Make things happen. Lots of possibilities, for someone else, bound by their objectives.
52 No, not really. I've seen the worst of what senior management can bring.
13 Yes Medical Benefits
25 Yes, thought about it. No, zero interest in working for someone else. It would be terrible. I don't think I'd make a good employee. Wouldn't be compensated for my skill set working for someone else.

6 No
38 Lots of times To make money. Camaraderie of working with others, social aspects. Something bigger than myself.
14 No
57 I work full time to fund my business. Would go full time in my business if revenue allowed.
53 Yes, there are times. When challenged, then I think about it, but thank God most of the time I'm too busy that I don't
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Table 39 – Men Work For Someone Else Comments 
 

 
 
 
  

ID Number Work for someone else? Why work for someone else?

16 Prefer my own business Not limited by location

49 Still do, this business is part time trying to grow to full time

17 No, never You work harder for you, flexibility of being the boss

47 Absolutely not.

1 Yes Comfort

3 Yes Stability, but wouldn't like it

22 Never, zero interest I enjoy what I do too much, in charge of own destiny

9 No Only in order to live

18 No Joke about the money, but can't provide more value

20 Yes and No Run my own schedule, would not go back if they could help it.

44 Never. Rather be poor but have freedom of mind, freedom of ability to do what we want is worth everything.

48 No. A ton of reasons don't want to work for someone else.

36 Nope, if this fails, I'll start another project. Maybe someone else's startup.

7 Yes and No Someone else bear the responsibility

8 Yes Only if have to

4 Yes When retire

12 Already do, but would go solo if could

46 Yes, but a long time ago

50 Work for a homeless shelter part-time and in schools with my security background
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Table 40 – Women Demographics Part 1 
 

 
  

ID Number Gender Ethnicity Born in the US? Marital Status Education Level Principle Income Earner Company Revenue
10 Female Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors No $15K last month
32 Female White Yes Divorced Some College Yes $14K last month
34 Female Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors No $4K a month
55 Female Asian No Divorced Masters Yes No revenue yet
28 Female White Yes Married PhD No $20K a month
30 Female Caucasian Yes Engaged Some College, technical certification No, not necessarily $500k a year
31 Female Palestinian American Yes Single Masters Yes $30K Last Year
42 Female White Yes Married High School No $3k last month
45 Female Caucasian Yes Divorced Bachelors plus certification Yes $42K last year
54 Female Caucasian Yes Married Some College No $600 per month

2 Female White Yes Divorced Bachelors Yes $30K Last Year
5 Female American Yes Married Bachelors 50/50 $10K last month

26 Female Caucasian Yes Married Some College, technical certification 50/50 $7K a month
27 Female Caucasian Yes Divorced Bachelors Yes $65K last year
29 Female White Yes Single Masters Yes $6K last month
33 Female White Yes Married Masters - in progress Yes $30K Last Year
41 Female Latino No Divorced Bachelors plus certification Yes $40K last year
58 Female African-American Yes Single Doctorate Yes $2K last month
15 Female Caucasian Yes Domestic Partnership Masters No $6.5K a month
19 Female Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors Yes $90K last year
24 Female Caucasian Yes Married Masters No $100K last year
35 Female Cape Veridian Yes Single Bachelors Yes I don't share.
43 Female Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors 50/50 $80K last year
51 Female White Yes Married Graduate Degree Yes $400K last year
56 Female Caucasian Yes Divorced Ba Yes $750K last year
11 Female Caucasian Yes Married Some College 50/50 $52K last year
21 Female White Yes Divorced Bachelors Yes $1.8M last year
23 Female Asian Yes Married Post-Graduate 50/50 No sales yet
37 Female Other. Guyanese and Filipino Yes Single Masters Yes $25K last year
39 Female White Yes Married Some College No $2K summer $700 winter per day
40 Female Caucasian Yes Married Graduate Degree No $850K last year
52 Female White No Married Graduate Degree No Did not have available
13 Female White Yes Separated High School, some trade Yes $75K last year
25 Female White Yes Married Graduate Degree No $200K last year

6 Female White Yes Married Masters No $3K in December
38 Female Caucasian Yes Married Associate's degree No $100 per month
14 Female White Yes Married Associate's degree No $7K a year
57 Female Multicultural No Married Bachelors Yes $160 a couple of months ago
53 Female Latino No Married Bachelors No Would not say
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Table 41– Women Demographics Part 2 
 

 
  

ID Number Number of Employees For Profit Founded Age Industry Investors or Partners?
10 1 Yes 2018 1 Apparel, Clothing No
32 1 Yes 2018 1 Marketing and Advertising No
34 1 Yes 2018 1 Public Relations, Publicist No
55 1 Yes 2018 1 Finance No
28 1 Yes 2017 2 Retail My son.
30 4 Yes 2017 2 Health and beauty wellness 1
31 1 Yes 2017 2 Food and manufacturing No
42 1 Yes 2017 2 Arts and Crafts No
45 1.5 Yes 2017 2 Cosmetology Parents
54 1 Yes 2017 2 Music Husband

2 2 Yes 2016 3 Food No
5 1 Yes 2016 3 Healthcare Consulting No

26 1 Yes 2016 3 Massage Therapy No
27 1 Yes 2016 3 Staffing and employment No
29 1 Yes 2016 3 Health None
33 1 full 2 part time Yes 2016 3 Media No
41 1 Yes 2016 3 Marketing No
58 1 Yes 2016 3 Writing No
15 1 Yes 2015 4 Consulting No
19 5 excluding self Yes 2015 4 Marketing No
24 1.5 Yes 2015 4 Consumer product good brother partner
35 I don't share. Yes 2015 4 Hospitality field I don't share.
43 2 Yes 2015 4 Consulting Husband
51 5 Yes 2015 4 Management Consulting 1
56 15 contract 2 full time Yes 2015 4 Health and Fitness No
11 0.5 Yes 2014 5 Message Therapy No
21 25 Yes 2014 5 Digital Marketing No
23 4 Yes 2014 5 Medical designs Angel Investors, husband partner
37 1 Yes 2014 5 Organizational Development No
39 3 Yes 2014 5 Retail Husband
40 35-40 Yes 2014 5 Home care Husband
52 4 Yes 2014 5 Agricultural Husband
13 2 Yes 2013 6 Rescue 32
25 1 Yes 2013 6 Food No

6 1 Yes 2011 8 Retail One
38 1 Yes 2011 8 Craft 1
14 1 Yes 2008 11 Arts and Entertainment No
57 1 Yes 2006 13 Manufacturing No
53 1 Yes 2000 19 Culinary No
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Table 42 – Men Demographics Part 1 
 

 
  

ID Number Gender Ethnicity Born in the US? Marital Status Education Level Principle Income Earner Company Revenue
16 Male White Yes Engaged Some College Yes Side 80% of income
49 Male White Yes Married High School Yes $80K over the last six months
17 Male White Yes Married Some College Yes $100K a year
47 Male Caucasian Yes Divorced Bachelors Yes $400K last year

1 Male Caucasian Yes Single Masters Yes $160K Last Year
3 Male White No Married Bachelors Yes Does not share

22 Male Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors Yes Not report
9 Male Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors Yes $500 a year

18 Male White Yes Single Bachelors Yes $250K last year
20 Male Caucasian Yes Married Bachelors No $250K last year
44 Male Caucasian No Married Junior College 50/50 $80K last year
48 Male Caucasian Yes Married High School Yes $50K last year
36 Male White Yes Single Working on MBA Yes None yet

7 Male Pacific Islander Yes Married Some College Yes $189K last year
8 Male African-American Yes Married Masters 50/50 $90K last year
4 Male White No Married Bachelors Yes $11.6M

12 Male Caucasian Yes Married High School Yes $50K ave year
46 Male White Yes Married Bachelors Yes Between $500K and $1M
50 Male White Yes Married Some College No No revenue, $50K in funding
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Table 43 – Men Demographics Part 2 
 

 
  

ID Number Number of Employees For Profit Founded Age Industry Investors or Partners?
16 1 Yes 2018 1 Marketing One partner
49 2 Yes 2018 1 Advertising 1
17 3 Yes 2017 2 Entertainment Two investors, one partner
47 1 full 2 part time Yes 2017 2 Manufacturing No

1 3 Yes 2016 3 Technology Software Development One
3 6 Yes 2016 3 Estate Jewelry No

22 3 Yes 2016 3 Marketing No
9 1.5 Yes 2015 4 Agricultural No

18 10 Yes 2015 4 Media and Communications One partner
20 3 Owners Yes 2015 4 Construction 2 Partners/ Owners
44 2 Yes 2015 4 Consulting Wife
48 1 Yes 2015 4 Legal Services No
36 3 Yes 2014 5 Pharmaceutical 2 have equity

7 1 Yes 2013 6 Video Production No
8 4 Yes 2012 7 Health and Fitness Apparel No
4 96 Yes 2010 9 Marketing and Advertising Five

12 1 Yes 2009 10 Fabrication No
46 0 Direct Yes 2009 10 Software No
50 4 Yes 2008 11 Children Supporters
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Table 44 – Women Motivation Coding Part 1 
 

 
  

Personal Family/Community/Others/Customers Career/Job/Business Ownership Financial
Autonomy advising people Always wanted to own my own business. Enough to pay bills, I'm fine
autonomy Educate and train small businesses always had the entrepreneurial experience financial considerations
Be own boss Enjoy teaching after first, had entrepreneurial bug for profitability, success and profitability are two different things.
be own boss gratifying Entrepreneurial Management professor said, let's start a business Had financial flexibility, husband had salary
Control Have expertise to benefit others. having confidence from seeing family do it Had resources off of inheritance
Do something on my own for fun and the experience. Helping others maintain family legacy In a financially tough situation
flexibility Helping people saw others and thought I should do make money, but still add value to the family
Flexibility in my life I'm not in it for the money, in it for the community Could be scalable Money never motivated me, although it is nice
flexibility to set own schedule Teaching Bad experience at work with people Business was an investment
freedom To help others. We can offer a product for a $150K company that would normally be for a $150M company being at the whim of bosses Make sure could put something away for children's future
freedom Being able to satisfy a need that out's there Bored at big companies measured against commercial values
Freedom to make my life, work day, my work where I want it to be a better solution boredom for first business Think about what family needs for tomorrow
I can build the business relationships that I want. Biggest motivation is there are a million and one reasons by people don't exercise. They know they should, but don't. Endemic serial sexism Bought business as a back up for the family when husbands work slowed down
Love independence of an entrepreneur Bring to life customers want Contract was up, disgusted with corporate world
Love making own schedule Customers asked if I could do something else for them. Didn't like consulting, don't want this life, I want to do something.
Main Autonomy Felt there was a need from something like this. Didn't want to go to work
Main Freedom Former customers wanted to know how they could work with us. Didn't want to work with my ex-husband
make a stable future, no one could take away Meeting needs of clients. Reoccurring theme in the industry that weren't meeting needs. Commuting costs
Make it on my own People liked my gifts Eventually laid off at work
Making own decisions Producing something tangible Following survival of multiple lay-off rounds, want my own thing.
Report to yourself, you have great ideas that you feel others will benefit from Provide different products to prior owners Grew tired, wanted something more satisfying, something to motivate me
To be my own boss Save lives, watched someone drown Growth was limited, factors effecting, grew up outside of US and had kids
Always available Support People I had run my corporate course, loved what I did, but did not want to stop working.
Balance having a family and accomplish things on my own There was a need Made it about as high as I would ever make it.
Being there for my daughter. To fundraise money for college program for teams to travel to events Magazine business was in trouble, didn't want to run another one
diagnosed with disease that may gradually take away independent life skills Unmet needs of clients. Targeting customers that really need the product. Make any money, it would be for myself.
If you want to be successful, go out on your own Reverse their budget. Needed a job, was currently unemployed.
more flexibility Let people know words on your clothing are more than just words. Teaching did not get to my financial goals. Needed supplemental income.
Needed something to be there for my kids and work full time out my house Make people feel good and respect their dignity Teaching did not go the way I expected. Needed a different strategy.
Other employers had a hard time with circumstances of special needs child We had a lot to offer someone received lip-service from corporate about work-life balance
Single Mom, special needs child Small businesses getting ripped off Resigned, now unemployed.
Self-driven, I could probably do it better. Tired of punching a clock for someone else
Self-driven, problem solver took a break from corporate, family issues helped me to re-think, corporate not appealing
Support myself Tough to make a living working for someone else
Survival working for people less qualified than me.
Wanted to be the maker of my career Have drive that working full-time is not enough. Not who I was created to be.
Always interested in food never been just a worker, like more people under me than over
antiques a passion, a hobby not paid reasonable salary, same pay whether work hard or not
Developed a love for dad's business Some experience doing freelance writing.
do something I enjoyed
Enjoyed going it (Bees)
enjoyed working with children
Have fun
I enjoy problem solving
I have a passion for the business.
I like to fix things
I worked in a winery and it caught my enthusiasm
I'm a very good nurturer. The business is mine (my baby) and I can nurture it.
I'm going to do what I love and do it for these small business owners.
Love what I was doing
Loved doing it
Loved what I was doing working for others.
Passionate
Passionate
Passionate about what I do.
very much into design
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Table 45 – Women Motivation Coding Part 2 
 

 
  

Personal Family/Community/Others/Customers Career/Job/Business Ownership Financial
Have a product that you are proud of, that you will enjoy, that others will enjoy
Love doing 10 different things at once
Personal passion to make something beautiful, to share
Create a nice/sweet shop
Creative need
Creative outlet
Creative outlet.
Creativity
Creativity
My business has to do with creating. I like to create.
Needed a creative outlet
Needed something creative.
Why not sell things I create and others can enjoy.
outlet for creativity
challenge myself
Developing myself - learn something new
Experience
to learn
Personal satisfaction and growth
Voracious learner, teach myself something new
A Dare
be a good mother
Being able to be outside and the physical element.
Excitement of someone else
Exciting may have changed industry
family situation pushed me forward
Fell into place
Had juice in the tank following retirement
I can do this
I had the skill, education, mentors. Nothing left to lose.
I knew I could do it
Integrity is my biggest character flaw. If I can't sleep, I have an issue.
Wanted to laugh more, life got stressful
Wanting to see ideas realized
suffered significant work injury, work comp said get a PhD in gifted online education
Taught myself massage therapy
Used my transferable skills.
Bought a property in Italy and it had a small vineyard.
dated leotards - someone needs to do this.
Develop the product and actually turn it into a working business
Make a difference
make a difference in employees and in the world
Needed something to show for the next 10 years
Needed to do something, following family member death
No indoor situation
Not employable, self employed for too long, can't work for someone else.
Nothing to lose.
Right thing to do
Significant life event, drove to live the a full life that you want
Wanted joy and happiness
Wanted to bring mine and husbands disciplines together.
Finding my real true reason
Others (customers) verify you somehow
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Table 46 – Men Motivation Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Family/Community/Others/Customers Career/Job/Business Ownership Financial
being free, freedom and time bring light to dark places Could be scalable Get out of debt
Control time Change one person at a time. Passionate about entrepreneurship Grew up poor
love working for self Former customers wanted to know how they could work with us. Enough on side, could be full time how can I make money on the side
freedom Get message out to change the world. Did not agree to industry standard contracts Increase income
Freedom of income Figure out how to eradicate generational poverty Could be gone at anytime with a company Money was probably the deciding factor
Freedom of time Found out counterfeiting costs pharma companies $200M a year Been on a journey I don't wish on anyone Not being able to pay bills
Home office Good for environment did not like industry pricing practice Money
live wherever made people grow Didn't like just designing, wanted to see something built Being Hungry
living life on own terms Make it about others. Don't want to be micro managed, had 30 years experience in my pocket Wanted to be comfortable, no pressing bills, no nagging fears or anxieties
Make own decisions Not about giving money, but opportunities Couldn't take risks
Wanted to control my own destiny We had a lot to offer someone Future in someone else's hands
limited by location To help others. We can offer a product for a $150K company that would normally be for a $150M company Lack of self respect from employers
not how much, but how I make money bring up kids to have summer job with me Laid off job.
See if I could do it on my own movement to inspire kindness and perseverance Limited as to growth within the organization and having control, responsibilities and ownership
Like what I do Opened other ways, church mission work Other jobs not working
love growing businesses Taken kids out of the game Questionable ethics at other companies
love making things happen show underappreciated art in best possible light Previous owner passed away
Love of building things, creating things couldn't explore
Love what I do Not accustomed to, not agreeing with, not what I was looking for.
passion for running "Rebel", questioned motivation of others
Subject always interested me. How could I do it better
taking a hobby and turning it into a business Need a change.
fun project
desire to be creative
 love creating
love creating things, businesses
built something
Personal reward, created something, used talents
Doing something worthwhile with my hands, forget about financial reward
Lift, personal and professional
felt right
Not being on the road
American Dream
Be happy
Being responsible for someone else
Bottle and sell
Dad and I did for fun
For personal use
Had juice in the tank following retirement
learned lessons
Make a difference
Not many people do it.
Not meant for retirement, bored, I wanted to do something
Now's the time
prove to others
Regret not trying
See how far I could push myself
Sense of accomplishment
Wanted to bring mine and wife's disciplines together.
Work 14 on my hands and be happy
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Table 47 – Women Aspiration (Goals) Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Family/Community/Others/Customers Career/Job/Business Ownership Financial
be in the driver's seat #1 goal to bring happiness and satisfaction to the receiver office on my own A little income
Being my own boss help as many people as I could Own my own business lastly financially successful
Control of own destiny, did not want salary dictated off of corporate politics Help people Create a business that I'm proud of Financial independence
Create things on my own terms. Help women get business running to a point it takes care of itself Fully support myself
Don't want life to get out of balance Helping other human beings develop and progress growth Higher income
Don't want to work for anyone else Give back to community Job satisfaction how to spend money wisely
flexibility Give different experience to clients and a good one Longevity, sustainability, strong foundation to grow upon I need profit from my efforts not someone else.
freedom target and help women-owned businesses Make business work Make money
Get to a point for time off for vacations Target small business owners Part of being an entrepreneur was in my from my dad. Make money and be self-sustaining
Besides Financial, flexibility. Work own schedule and where. To fundraise for team Produce wine that was actually drinkable Max salary
balance my needs and family's To give back to local community. Product into the right hands Not work paycheck to paycheck
Build to stop hairdressing To help people Put a different twist on it. Buy local product Profitability
Can I do this? Am I capable? Better designed products for baby boomers including myself scale it Earn money, didn't have to earn money for the family, but wanted to.
Create a nice/sweet shop design a product that women would want to use See where the brand would go. Have husband retire and afford health insurance
Do it in a fun way. Educate Strengthen core business structure initial goal is sales driven
Do something different Fix the marketing issues that the small businesses have. Back to the roots of Small Business(SB), pay well, treat well and employees do the same. Planning for the future
Enjoy it hole in the market put money aside
Finding a great find Overall positive experience and products that I'm proud of Sell at a good enough price and position it well to break even
Had an idea and wanted to see if it would work, something that never really existed before. Protect children and their innocence. Other kids clothes little bit mature for them. Successful on my own, earn an income and be self-sufficient
I did not want to go back to large corporate, saw how the sausage was made and was disgusted Saving small businesses from cookie-cutter web-sites Type of lifestyle business ownership would afford me. Financially and flexibility.
I want to travel Treat women for incontinence, devices designed by men
Interesting Create a fun working environment.
Just get people to know you. That you are trustworthy and truly want to help. Create an environment that everybody loves to come to, create longevity
Keep the doors open have myself as the only customer
learning new things - personal growth Choose to serve the population I choose.
Learning processes
Make a serious impact
Not in it for the money, not lucrative or scalable
not work at other company
one foot in front of the other
Positive interactions with people
Prove I can do it
Self-fulfillment
Show daughter a single woman can be super successful
Something with deeper significance
Studying the word of God and realized words have power.
Tangible numbers and spreadsheet goals
To learn
To make beautiful garments.
To see if my model would work.
Wanted kids to see her work hard with grit
What I put into it, I get out of it.
Loved pizza, grew up in New Haven.
being creative
Creative outlet
Endless creative opportunity
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Table 48 – Men Aspiration (Goals) Coding 
 

 
 
  

Personal Family/Community/Others/Customers Career/Job/Business Ownership Financial
creating project, would do it for free if able simplify the way things are being done on behalf of other companies add to business - be successful Mainly Make money - financial goals
Freedom To help people Hire more people Go from treading water to building an empire
Freedom To give back to local community. build cool stuff To make it. Established company with little debt and pay off my business loan
Be in control help others grow Resilience Making 'millions'
Work for myself exercise creativity, don't love authority over me Something my son will be able to do stay small Financial, number one incentive
Own boss, make own decisions Make change. If you make it about others, the end dollar comes. sustain Make money
Beyond a hobby Social conscience, problem costs 1M lives a year Decent living for myself and my employees
Longevity and choosing what I'm doing, not just bringing home a paycheck meet people At the end, sell the company and the assets
Work from home. Find something that fit what I was used to. 25% make some money at it
How long can I run this how much money can I make
Ego
"Do I have the balls"
be successful
Better way
Counterculture to large company
Getting my soul back, 
have good health
I'm a bit of a zealot, disliked bullies and thugs
Keep mind sharp (75%) 
Love what I do and run business better
make a difference
Make a difference. The more you spread the love, the more you care, blessings come
make the theater better and better
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Table 49 – Women Business Work Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Attributes Support from Others Customer Attributes Not Working Product/ Materials/Physical/Other Focus
100% dedicated. Three locations are an extension of me. A lot of support, volunteer work. Care about clients Does not work particularly well. Don't think I've been successful Offer a good product
Always looking to improve Family history, good reputation Communicating with my customers. Want to give them what they want failed, not making money Model was given by an alum
As an individual business owner, your product is secondary. Incredible business coach. Customers are frustrated I don't have a clue. I don't want to work on debt. The dough. It’s the foundation.
Clear idea of what is motivating me Incredible team behind me. Fills a hole in the market Very good raw materials, high standard of grape
Combination, discipline and passionate about what I do My partner Good convincing customers they need the product When I was happy with the dough, hoped others would be too.
Design experience of medical products People enjoy what they do and where they work, like family I'm in it for the people Convenient location
Don't take no for an answer and I'm an optimist Faster to delegate this time I'm interested in helping them develop their business Emphasis on the system
Experience If you give people something to feel good about, they will. focusing on long-term direction
Experience with the problem Marketing, allowing people to connect with you. Kept overhead low.
eye for products Treat clients like family or friends long run benefits
flair for design Treat every session as the most important one. Mindful of my ROI for marketing.
I call myself an HR fanatic, I'm obsessed World needs more laughter No membership fees
I had a recipe book and I could make my own dish. community service social media presence
I have a national profile, People know my name, who I am. Create a community
I keep coming back. Grit. Excellent product, ahead of its time. Focusing, narrowing down what I was interested in, but who were my ideal clients.
I never give up We identified a need in the marketplace and we are educating the market place that it is a need.
I think the product is very good.
I'm the biggest talent asset of my business.
I'm unique
It goes from a product to something that I'm living and breathing.
Just me.
Learned from other 5 businesses
Me. Nothing special or unique that I do.
Me. You drive your business. Market yourself as your business. My being creative helps.
My ability to simplify things
My blood sweat and tears
My creative side
My credibility
My knowledge
My passion is being related to the customers.
My value system, my attention to detail, my process oriented
People enjoy me
people trust me
Set goals and achieve them.
strong motivation and determination
They can call one person (me) to help them
Transparency and honesty, do the right thing
No one will ever care about your business as much as you do.
Our expertise.
We are an intimate business, when you connect, we engage. We are a workshop, not a contract.
We complement one another. You get two skill sets.
We just do it. No consultants or others
You are the one they want to do business with.
You get me.
Having fun, helps the kids to grow
Me and my brand.
"snob"
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Table 50 – Men Business Work Coding 
 

  

Personal Attributes Support from Others Customer Attributes Not Working Product/ Materials/Physical/Other Focus
Businesses work with me Good engineering team. Give the customer what they look for at a fair price. Monopoly in the area - industry leader
Education Being surrounded by people Finding good customers that will work with us long term. The value proposition that we offer.
Experience Knowledgeable people Make it about others, you will be successful Very sensible business
Be organized, be professional Make sure people are happy Help people fix their problems
All stems from Love, you build your business on that My partner and his partnership There is a demand.
Bringing in faith first, the kids aren't yours, they were gifts from God. Partner, we help each other Finding a real problem
High demand for skilled tradesmen People Growing market
Honesty People in right places Marketing
Knowing strengths and Weaknesses The people, my business partner
Learn from mistakes Valuing Employees
Me, myself, and I. My experience.
Not super pushy, upfront and honest
Our expertise.
Persistence.
We are an intimate business, when you connect, we engage. We are a workshop, not a contract.
We complement one another. You get two skill sets.
We’re business owners, what we do is in our name
What I create
What I provide is pretty unique
Life is a gift, enjoy every minute of it.
No many people do it.
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Table 51– Women Business Challenges Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Finance Business Aspects Competition
Commitment As a niche, finding audience "Pay to play" at events. Business side tough to maintain Competing with bigger brands.
Going out there on my own, pretty nervous. Defining our target market, it different than what I thought Advertising dollars Creating structure for business to scale better and be more efficient Crowded market
Having enough time Everything. 4% population vegan Charging fees Delegation, hiring other business services
Isolation, working 24/7 find the right niche, right clients Don't know how to monetize product distribution
It's based on my needs. Getting people to know you exist Financial Management Doing all aspects of the business
It's project based and I'm the only customer getting people to understand the value of what I do Financials, cash flow. Doing it all
Loyalty Getting the value proposition to the customers Financing Doing it all by myself
Nobody above me to motivate me. Invented something that did not exist, so we have to explain to people what we do. Following up with potential customers Doing other aspects of business, been learning and growing to do those things.
Nobody does you as well as you do making people happy Fundraising, VC are almost all men, they can't relate Don't get caught up in the fun part of the business.
Number one is that its me, have to do more myself which slows the growth Lack of funding resources for growth Everything I create has a purpose.
Only so many hours in a day learning to factor in own financial needs in the business Finding help
Only so much one person can do. Overhead finding or making time to develop your business
Subjective point of view Proper time management Finding the right employees
This is the hardest thing I've done in terms of resiliency. rent food is kind of a mafia-driven business
Time Would like to bring in another person, but lack resources. Full market, difficult to get your footing
Time and resources Growing faster than anticipated
Working as my own boss, keeping the flow of jobs coming consistently growing pains
You are doing everything. Having enough inventory. Right space.
You have to always keep in mind it is a business. How to scale

I need some people to help me.
I'm a one-man show. I do everything, accountant, marketing etc.…
I'm creative, but don't think about advertising and marketing
Learning what to outsource
Location on too busy of road
Long hours, no air conditioning.
Making the numbers make sense.
Massages not being taken seriously.
Money. Making sure you don't overspend. 
My employees and caregivers.
Need to find person with certain skill set
New product
No support for community businesses.
Not enough marketing.
Paperwork and keeping up on inventory
People not believing in the business opportunity
Price Point
Ramping up business to hire my first employee
realizing the system shouldn't be so cray and complex
Road construction
Scale, we can only do so much.
seasonal
Ups and downs, really busy to nothing
Watch the business via camera while at home
Weather
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Table 52 – Men Business Challenges Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Finance Business Aspects Competition
Admitting I'm a crappy manager Devil the customer knows better then the devil they don't. As a physical product, there's a little more financing involved. Difficult to get it.Balance managing income, costs and compensation
Balance time between jobs and grow the side business Making people aware of our service Capital intensive Cutting edge technology product
Being remote with my partner We're in initial client acquisition phase Cash flow finding or making time to develop your business
Both have day jobs, this is a side job Cash flow Finding salesmen.
Long hours Making sure getting paid for the value we're offering growing pains
Not enough hours in the day making the right decision with every dollar spent Hiring the right employees
Personal/Health Small Market in tech things change every six months
Time Trying to win over business Mostly selling
Time No one knows the category (industry) exists
What you say matters scale more
You are doing everything. Scale, we can only do so much.

Solution has to be to complex to be counterfeited.
State regulations
Things you can't control - weather, illnesses
Took two years to find the right team.
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Table 53 – Women Develop Products Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Needs Wants Customer/Market Needs/Wants Product Focused
Analyze the fields that I have, grow and evolve 100% customized Hair cut is a hair cut.
Blend art with antiques Adjust to market What product would be unique.
Chose area for our house for the distinct taste of the grapes. Asked, "is there a need?" We knew what product we wanted to develop
Designing ourselves Break down the barrier of why they know they should, but don't exercise. Needed local ingredient
Enjoy manufacturing and sales, so focus there now Can't be everything to everyone. Started out that way, did not work. No one was selling confections
Experience Clients are experiencing and needing most Stay in touch with what's next, what's coming.
Experience Communicate with customers Utilize social media as it’s the biggest outlet
Experience Compare other meets, adjust based on participant comments. Partner is the visionary, up to date on trends, what is not working
Focus on my specialty. Conduct client needs analysis Constantly evolving
Grapes that grew in geographic area, too hot for white grapes Customer needs, not a one size fits all
I had a specific skill set I don't sleep a lot. I'm a creative person and look at different ways to attract people.
I love food. What would I enjoy seeing in the market? I listened to my clients. Seeing what the trends are.
I sell my brain. I target people. Look for people I want to be aligned with.
Initial came with the franchise selection. I've always been creative and was talking to a friend. 
It's what do I think people would want to buy. If this existed, I would not have lost my best friend
Knowing what self-sellers need Interviewing and asking customers what they want.
Logical next step from what I used to do. Listen to clients
What makes the most sense for what I'm trying to accomplish Listen to my clients
Wanted to be different. Listen to my clients
Took the foods I like and what I know people like. Listened to customers
Things I find attractive Listening to customers needs
Through prayer and reading the bible. We listen to what the customers want.
Past experience Training people how to do what I could do for them.
Past experience Things I think others might find attractive/collect
My style and vibe Research what customers have and market picture
My experience and knowledge Research, what do the consumers want
If you are the same as others, you will have their same success. Our development continue to happen in response to our client, not competition.
look for ways to make passive income Need to save people from drowning

Looked at how people were purchasing services to create packages.
If you take chances and get creative you can attract different people.
Look for pain points where our approach can create an offering
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Table 54 – Men Develop Products Coding 
 

 
 
 
  

Male
Personal Needs Wants Customer/Market Needs/Wants Product Focused
"good eye" Case by case of customer Internet
Chose the home based business that fit what I'd like to do. Finding something no one wants to do, doing it for them and then charging them. Look at what is redundant that can be automated.
Created something I thought the world needed. Customer requirements Recruited a team of scientists to develop a solution.
Creative solutions Customers define the market and stay abreast with the latest technologies. Watching trends
Experience develop services around clients Stay in touch with what's next, what's coming.
Experience I tell their story
Experience Knows customers wants
Had experience with Live entertainment
If we see an opportunity, we will build our own apps. Other theaters discuss who was good and who wasn't

What customer needs
what customers tell they need
Understanding the market place
Tackle just about any solution, solve customer's problem
Try to sell them a solution that hits the customer's pain points
Started with consulting, then morphed based on client needs
Sell everything
Special Events
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Table 55 – Women Establish Pricing Coding 
 

 
  

Owner Based Customer Based Competition Based
Cost plus margin Prices are all over the place depending on who they are. Get to know clients. Looked at competition and looked at costs
Magic number Kind of market value Start lower and look to raise prices as I become more established
Sliding scale We're still trying it out a little bit. Almost to a point where we feel at home. Market dictates Lower than large corporations. Most at MSRP.
Discovery process. Believe that women generally underprice themselves. Trial and error. Definitely on market with some things slightly higher. Comparison with competition,
By time invested and any outside resources. Then keep a feel for what is competitive, what the market can bear. Played with it as I've grown. Guessed for friends at the beginning. Now look at costs. Ask customer about their budget. Need to be competitive
Costs plus margin I want everyone to be able to afford my product and not shortchange myself, add value, write a free prayer for each garment. Lower than competitors for products, services lower than high end competitors. Want to be a little higher than mid-point.
Manufacturing costs and customer cost point, wanted to sell a lot so lowered price Asked around, found out was charging too little and increased prices, first year wasn't lower as I was figuring it out
Invest 1 make 5, 10 make 10 Look at competitors, look at reimbursement, doctors say patients can afford, look to lower
Started low, moved up with experience Comparison with competition,
Margin and compared to competitors Competitive analysis
Started with sale price, weren't making money, so upped the price, had to go with gut in the end Keep in touch with the industry, participate in conferences, belong to associations
What I wanted to make and how many hours I wanted to work Make it on volume than overcharge. Compare with competitors.
Shifted from hourly wage to something that sustainable for my financial goals and look at my competitors. competitive, at first at the lower end, now equal
Started underselling to get initial clients. Then it became knowing your value. Fixed based on conglomerates. Transparent and upfront
Undercharging what I'm worth. Started with what school said, increasing since then. Charge what I think clients can afford stratified subscriptions, some benchmarked

Industry standard and will adjust depending on circumstances
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Table 56 – Men Establish Pricing Coding 
 

 
  

Owner Based Customer Based Competition Based
Started low, as more customers, increased pricing, was hourly now percentage of spend Variety of ways, charge as much as the client can afford. Sell it to them at the price they are looking to pay or a little more. Comparison with competition, fair to customers
Costs plus margin and overhead. Here's what I can do with your budget. Lowest
cost plus margin What the market will bear Comparison to similar products
By time invested and any outside resources. Then keep a feel for what is competitive, what the market can bear. Software program, Fair price Established
Every year go higher, if business steadies, then re-evaluate Market driven, will vary by market (global) By competition
Per job, what I feel comfortable for both buyer and seller hourly, what the market dictates and experience
Books are given away What the market will bear, being cost competitive but make sure we are covering our costs and giving a value.
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Table 57 – Women Pricing Compared To Competitors Coding 
 

 
  

Lower About Same Higher
A lot lower, but mixed. mid-range On high end, but competitive with those on my level
Lower Competitive About the same. Looking to be higher later.
Still lower Competitive, but we don't offer same products or services Middle of the range
Lower end. Want to be affordable Not lowest, not highest Competitive
Lower Competitive for most products, one higher Higher
Lower Competitive, anything unique of mine would be higher. Slightly higher on some things.
Lower, I'm different, tough to compareCompetitive items lower, unique, higher. High End
We find a quality fit and then go a little lower to get a footholdAbout same Higher
Lower for large box stores About same A little higher.
Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer.Competitive Slightly above average. (High quality, high touch.)

About the same for some. No competition, new product
About the same Retail: higher
Middle Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer.
Comparable Unique, nobody really doing what I'm doing.
About the same
Competitive
Food service: competitive
Comparable to other convenient stores
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Table 58 – Men Pricing Compared To Competitors Coding 
 

 
  

Lower About Same Higher
Originally lower, now higher competitive Originally lower, now higher
Lower Middle of the road Little higher
I'm the lowest It depends. I call it a blended rate Higher
Little Lower, quality higher, overhead lower Higher, then lowered to competitive Higher
Theoretically, I can come in lower than competition Higher
Depends. May start lower than competitors and then increase to be higher. Depends. May start lower than competitors and then increase to be higher.
Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer. Higher and lower. Depends on project and customer.
A little bit lower Little higher and little lower
Little higher and little lower Higher, then lowered to competitive
lower and higher lower and higher
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Table 59 – Women Amount Of Attention Paid To Competition Coding 
 

 
  

Little to None Some A Lot
Not much around for me Some attention Constantly looking to see what is out there.
Not a ton of competition in my county, don't keep track of those 1.5 hours away. I've done some analysis A lot.
No A decent amount You have to pay a lot of attention to them, but don't let them scare you into doing things differently.
Not a lot of attention I pay attention to one more than the others. Not excessive, just to know what's going on. Frequent basis
A little at first, now no longer. They don't mean anything to me. Not a ton, but I do pay attention. A lot
Not too much. I don't worry about my competition. I worry about me. I know who they are and who I'm going to win against. Every time we are out I check on prices.
Not much out there, a few Pretty regularly. Frequent basis
Not much around for me We're aware. We spend very little time. Small percentage. Tremendous amount of time
don't really pay a ton of attention to others agencies There are other competitors that do a lot of different pieces of what we do, but they are way different Yes
Not a ton, our product is novel, if they buy their product, they won't buy ours Thinks should treat other stores as assets to each other
I don't really pay too much attention. Everybody's my competition.
I'm unique, not at all. Competition is all noise. Don't want development to happen in response to someone else.
Zero
Not enough according to some advisors
I don't pay them any attention.
I don't, when I did I noticed I was creating things like my competitor, that wasn't fair to me or my customers, so I stopped.
None
Not a lot of local competition
Not much, don't have time.
Not really competition, goes hand in hand. Product is unique, very timely, efficient, and fun
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Table 60 – Men Amount Of Attention Paid To Competition Coding 
 

 
  

Little to None Some A Lot
"Not much" Competition is everything. Treat as siblings, not enemies. Can't forget they exist A lot
"not really", plenty of business for everyone, I could care less what they do Fairly often I pay a lot of attention to the competition.
A little bit. Some I pay attention to a good part of my competition.
Absolutely zero
Don't have luxury of being able to pay too much attention to them.
Don't have to pay a lot of attention to them
Every other month, generally don't pay them much mind
I don't care about the competition
Minimal, no direct competition, there is indirect
Not much
Not pay a lot of attention
We're aware. We spend very little time. Small percentage.
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Table 61 – Women Reasons For Paying Attention To The Competition 
 

 
  

Pricing Product Don't Business Reasons
Pricing Product Product, not at all, we do our thing, they do theirs. He's new
Pricing Quality Level bottom of priority list, don't want to model or copy them Keep my toe in the water
Pricing Staying different comparing myself to others is when problems happen Know what they are doing.
Pricing Competition is the larger companies, I'm different Make sure staying relevant
Pricing Enough work to go around
Pricing I know what my product is
Pricing My product is unique. I don't feel like I have another direct competitor.
Pricing Only competition is with yourself
For pricing
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Table 62 – Men Reasons For Paying Attention To The Competition 
 

 
  

Pricing Product Don't Business Reasons
For pricing other forms of entertainment enough business to go around "Collaborative approach"
Just for pricing focus too much become obsessed and then replicate check web-sites to see what they are up to
Just what they are charging looking at others, you lose focus on your own customer base
Pricing not trying to carve out a market share What their service offerings are.
Pricing, Unique product
Pricing, when in a competitive quote situation We are fundamentally different

We know our story
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Table 63 – Women Life Success Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Family/Community/Others Career/Job/Business Ownership Personal Financial
As a wife, mother, life is successful and full. Career wise, I know that I own it. Achieve highest rung of whatever ladder you choose to climb advisors say I should be more financially motivated
Able to help out in the community. Business instant success, growing achieve personal goals Don't live extravagantly, content
created jobs for other people, especially women Business is hardest thing I've done, being a Mom was easier. Autonomy Earn $7K a month, now to earn $10K a month
Engaged, planning a wedding by sustainability, not there yet Be a little bit better today than yesterday Financially, no. 
family daughter and husband Creating my brand, being recognized. beautiful house financials
Family life Great career, made six figures Been able to travel Gives me time and money freedom
Family successful, husband, very positive I've been around 3.5 years, won awards and impacted countless people's lives. Beyond what I thought I would do. Great career, made six figures
For the kids to make serious moral character decisions Wonderful career, two amazing children, amazing husband, great dad Business does not impact personal life negatively Have money in my savings account, has not been in the red since started business.
fulfillment, always trying to improve Always been goal-oriented little bit more expendable income
give someone a gift and they enjoy it. Changed over time. Made a ton of money.
Good life for family and myself Created outside of the business Not just accumulating wealth
Healthy woman, my kids, biggest success Do what it takes to make it happen Something right now messes with my head that I'm not financially stable, the business is not.
Help clients write books. Doing what I love. Job is hard, good outweighs the bad. The financial piece. I don't think I was ever somebody who equated success money per se.
Helping others grow to be self-sufficient and self-actualized Doing what I want on a daily basis, having control would like more success on finance side
Hitting as many main life points family, health, financial, spiritual Don't like the other business aspects, enjoy the fun parts.
I live my life in service to others. Every time I do something new and try something new and don't quit, I define that as a success.
I'm enriching other people's lives. Flexibility
I've been around 3.5 years, won awards and impacted countless people's lives. Gives me time and money freedom
Involved in my community gives pride
It's how you make them feel Happiness, accomplished this
Money is nice, but success for me is hearing, "thank you very much. That prayer was really personal." Happiness. Proud that I created a product that I knew zero about before.
My kids, successful because of them, they are proud of me Healthy woman, my kids, biggest success
My marriage and my children and personal happiness. Great kids and husband Hitting as many main life points family, health, financial, spiritual
Retired from teaching, receives compliments on the store I feel good at the end of the day
Successful because in the sense I have a nice big community that respects me I feel I can and should be doing more.
Time to give back to the community. I guess that is incredible, I have to remind myself that I'm responsible for making it happen.
Very happy when people around or through me are successful. I love what I'm doing. Success is personal.
Want to feel accomplished in my vocation, where I'm helping others. I was able to transition into something that I love to do.
We're blessed. I work with the love of my life. I was on the big stage, traveled with Mrs. Obama. 
What's best for my clients I won't ever feel successful
When customers say, "I'm grateful for what you do." If I'm growing and developing as a human then I'm successful
Wonderful career, two amazing children, amazing husband, great dad If you feel you are meeting your goals, serving the customer, then you are meeting one goal.
Youngest child senior in high school In the past success equated with stability. Right now have zero.

Life has far exceeded any expectations.
Love cooking. Love pizza.
Making it my best life.
Making life work for me in all aspects of my life
My own happiness, being able to support my family
Not in my nature
Passionate about career
People in the industry respect me.
People know that I'm honest, educated and they ask my opinions. 
personal feeling - build a hobby
Positive Energy
Room to grow
Sense of Pride
Set goal and have not achieved it yet. 
Set goals and achieved
Single mom, overcome a lot of adversarial things.
Some say got lucky, others say why haven't I done more
Supported without outside intervention
Survived cancer.
Still a lot to go.
Tired, but happy
To reach God, reach Nirvana.
Upbringing not to brag.
We have a great life. Work close to home
We have more balance in our lives than we could working for someone else.
whole new world opened
Won awards and honors.
Working for me
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Table 64 – Men Life Success Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Family/Community/Others Career/Job/Business Ownership Personal Financial
Family Was creative, now data Achieving personal goal define success materially, I want a fortune
Family, kid, vacation Past Career Came from broken home, served in the navy worked from shipping clerk to EVP Do I wish I had more money, sure.
Getting married Not until the product is on the market. Control my day. With family business bought what I wanted, now penny pinching.
Happy wife. Out of generational poverty. made something of value Doing what I love Success is more than financial
Help someone, inspire dreams, make them successful Don't get complacent Out of debt now.
How people are treated and the work done enjoying simple things, being present, live each day happy love life is successful, financial plus job life successful
Kids are healthy and don't need anything. entrepreneurship is a gateway to live your life upon your own terms
We're blessed. I work with the love of my life. establish as a thought leader
Time to give back to the community. Grew up in poverty
Success is really taking care of your children that God blessed you with. Happiness will come if you chase your passions
Raising four kids in the process, chase passion, not dollars Haven't gotten anyone else out of generational poverty.
Nice home, nice friends I can do it myself
love life is successful, financial plus job life successful I do enjoy what I do.
can you make a difference employees, clients, marketplace I entertain, they clap and pay me

I have done what I was supposed to do.
I'm happy.
Knowledge
Life isn't just financial
Long-term goals and ambitions are not there. Achieved some.
Yes, I have a lot of work ahead.
We have more balance in our lives than we could working for someone else.
time to have an actual life
Taught self
setting up lofty goals and achieving them
People say, "He's living the dream"
Positive Feedback
Motto, Be happy, spread happiness
Most important, I get to do what I like to do.
Masters degree
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Table 65 – Women Company Success Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Business Financial
As a store owner, don't always feel appreciated 600 clients in data base, 30-40% retention 4.5 years old, no debt, expanding payroll Accountant says it is
Can't take a vacation based on reviews of clients According to statistical norms. Because it is not steady income, then no.
Does not make me happy, makes me stressed. I won't quit. Clients happy? Added a second person, Developing interesting niches Concentrating on sales, we don't have income, we can't operate.
feel fulfilled - enjoy Clients view it as successful continues to grow financial improvement
Feel happy Good customer comments, bad customer comments continues to make an impact It goes back to the financial.
Flexibility How busy we are. Bookings, how many in advance Did well although emotionally and physically removed in 2018 Look at invoices and books, I do.
for the one person it has. If by word of mouth company could be successful. Doing better everyday Lot of sales
For where I am, I do feel successful It delivers good customer service and good products. dropped "expectations" from vocabulary Many levels successful, just not profitable
Freedom. Freedom to love, to care. People calling me all the time Get to another level No sales yet
Gaining respect People pass along reputation that I can teach to do everything. growing Not about how much money you have in the bank
happy, growing, learning, sharing and giving third, fourth, fifth generation referrals now growth Not making millions, always reinvesting
Have a lot of recognition, been on tv and media Growth People tell me that I have revenue is astounding.
Haven't allowed myself to give up and quit. honest company Profitability, it is on its way.
Hobby that creates some income. Way to pay for my own hobby. How is the staff doing? Are they happy? Profitable
I want to be evolving How many people know I exist Product, successful, sales, not successful
I'm getting a lot more attention as far as those seeking me out for my services. I should always have a lot of work to do. revenue is a minor criteria, too many outside factors effect.
Independence, family, being loved, being reliable I've outgrown my suite. Room to grow.
Not quite sustainable without me, that would be successful It exists schedule is full
Positive Energy It has grown Set goals and achieve them.
Would like to be able to outsource certain things Its still growing. The brand is recognized. Still here and grown.
Successful for the amount of attention I can give it for personal and financial reasons. Longevity, sustainability Where my sales are.

made products
My students love learning, that is the best part of the offering.
Not successful enough.
Product, successful, sales, not successful
Want to grow. Trying to figure out next step.
We are ahead of where I anticipated we would be, in terms of reach and impact.
We created an alternative that didn't exist before. It just not out there.
What we have added to our community.
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Table 66 – Men Company Success Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Business Financial
Flexibility Customer base Achieved a lot in three years, more can be done 10 years in business, made good money

Could say "no" to customers always something in the garage Making money helping people run their businesses and go and be successful
Churn rate low, long tenured employees Being around for three years Money is a tool, the business is not a success because it hasn't answered the problems and motivations I set out to find.
Amazing traction, in product development, customer interest Busy, booked out months in advance
Making money helping people run their businesses and go and be successful Can be more successful

can share work with colleagues
More
More locations
More People
No one else has gone out and started a new company in this industry.
Product
Product new
Right where we should be at this time.
Room for improvement, will get there
Still here
We created an alternative that didn't exist before. It just not out there.
What we have added to our community.
Meeting most aims
People
Others say failure. Failure? We prevented two suicides and help hundreds of people smile
doing stuff
Getting great meetings 
Great product
grown as much as I thought
Growth
growth
High Quality Customization of goods
Churn rate low, long tenured employees
Amazing traction, in product development, customer interest
Little Start up
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Table 67 – Women Comparison To Others Coding 
 

 
  

Yes No
Couple of other publicists, I'm my best client. No
Motivational speakers Not really, I do thing very uniquely
Grandmother and Christ No
Yes, restaurant owner I really just want to be me.
Yes, for certain things No
Yes, other Suzuki violin teachers No
Yes No comparison, everyone is different.
Yes, church pastor No one specific
Yes, industry No, entity in and of itself
Yes, other nutritionists No, goes back to competition thing. I compare myself to me.
Yes, others in industry No, just try to be me.
Yes, previous business No, not really
Everyone No, not really. I'm my own worst critic.
A little bit. Used to a lot. Less after age 50. No, not that I know of.
Definitely, people in my industry No, to people, agencies aspire to
My mom. One competitor No. I know I'm different.

Not at the moment.
Not one individual. Competitors more as mentors
Not really
Not really, no.
Mostly myself
I really don't, no.
Don't know any who does what I do.
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Table 68 – Men Comparison To Others Coding 
 

 
  

Yes No
Elon Musk, guys who too idea of WhizzCar to India No
Wiley (previous boss) No
Yes No, but have mentors
Yes and No, other venues No, identify with yes
Yes, church pastor No, life my own life
Yes, Dad No, unique individual
Yes, Dad No, winners focus on winning, losers focus on winners.
Yes, Father Not anymore, focus on best job I can
Yes, Friend Not really
Yes, parents
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Table 69 – Women Satisfied Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Business Financial
Lifestyle is exciting and fun Adding a broader client base. All aspects Make more money, be profitable
Love creativity buys what I created Hard to wear seven hats.
Love speed. Love learning. Help people Have not met my goals.
make it to the next level I get full interaction with the client. Create a relationship. Kept company alive and improved it
Million times more work than realized. People want and need and desire my product. Its working
My schedule vs. other's Needs to be Stronger and bigger
No satisfaction until you know you've tried your best. There's no end game and that is precarious.
Nobody telling you what you are worth Ups and Downs
Not limited by corporate ladder.
Not satisfied, I feel very lonely. Doing all the heavy lifting.
Nothing lacking, I like being challenged
Outcome is a direct result of the energy I put in.
Overwhelmed, but not dissatisfied
Rather work for myself.
responsible for own decisions
Run my business the way I want to.
running the business
Satisfied because I'm in control
Satisfied spiritually speaking, at peace with myself
Sometimes more than I bargained for, but given me a lot.
Very ambitious, working towards making, creating another project
Wake up and do what I want
When entrepreneur you can do anything.
Wish I had more time.
Wish we did it sooner. We were boxed in, no outlet for creativity.
Work hard and that equates to pay
Yes, I do enjoy it, it gives me a creative outlet.
Yes, sometimes.
You don't just wake up and say I'm going to try this. It has to be in you.
Be own boss
Because I love it.
Because it's me. If it makes it or not, it's because of me. I'm okay with that. I like it.
Been there done that. 
Can be lonely. Miss some interactions of previous work.
Can combine personal talents, business strengths and mentor people.
Can't go back to work for someone else, fear they take it away from me.
can't see myself working for anyone else
Couldn't see myself anywhere different
creative
curious
define own destiny
Doing is rewarding
Don't have to ask someone permission to go to the bathroom
Each day is a choice
Enjoy it
Feel gratified
feel motivated
Generally happy
Get to do what I love.
Good days and bad
Great life
Happy and frustrated
Happy with it. Freedom, control my success by my effort of work
hard to balance personal life and business ownership
Having control over my day, design, over my life
I enjoy what I do.
I feel unemployable now.
I get to do things I like to do.
I like it. It’s a great opportunity.
I love the idea of being able to create something and share it.
I make the call
I'm a control freak
Independence
It has fulfilled a part of me I didn't know was unfulfilled.
It's hard work.
It’s a means to an end. I want to coach.
Just barely starting out. Excited and scared
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Table 70 – Men Satisfied Definitions Coding 
 

 
  

Personal Customer Business Financial
Being in charge because of the children and the impact that we've had on people business is on mind all the time financial freedom
Broaden own horizon Enjoy it, but always striving to grow and get bigger.Look for only expensive restaurants on corporate credit card
Freely create what I want to do grown capabilities
fun, learned a lot Haven't achieved goals yet.
Gave up $160K salary for $30K, but I'm happier. Ups and Downs
Freedom Wish could have ended earlier
Creating something
Have more control.
Health an issue
In control of destiny
Reap reward of effort
Rewarding
Sense of Pride
Started other businesses
Stuff is stressful
Time Freedom, set own hours
Wish we did it sooner. We were boxed in, no outlet for creativity.
Wouldn't have it any other way.
You have to do whatever it takes
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Table 71– Women Work For Someone Else 
 

 
  

Yes Yes, but… No
I think about it all the time. Currently working for someone else, but looking to go full-time own business Never. 
I want to coach Did interview, then realized how much I don't want to go back to that environment. No
Lots of times Maybe contract work No
Often. Once in a while. Slow months, would still want to retain business No
Yes Thought about it. No
Yes Yes, but not in a positive way No
Yes Yes, have interviewed No
Yes, Yes, sometimes. No

Yes, there are times. No
Yes, thought about it during low points. No
Yes, thought about it. No, zero interest in working for someone else. No, don't ever want to do that again.
I work full time to fund my business. No, I can't and wouldn't if I could

No, never, no.
No, not really. 
Absolutely not. Could not backtrack.
Due to medical, I can't.
Hell no.
I have not. Never entered my mind.
I think about it, the answer is no. Never.
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Table 72 – Men Work For Someone Else 
 

 
  

Yes Yes, but… No
Yes Yes and No Absolutely not.
Yes Yes and No Never, zero interest
Yes Yes, but a long time ago Never. 
Yes Prefer my own business No

Still do, this business is part time trying to grow to full time No
Work for a homeless shelter part-time and in schools with my security background No, never
Already do, but would go solo if could No.

Nope, if this fails, I'll start another project. Maybe someone else's startup.
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Table 73 – Women Why They Would Work For Someone Else Coding 
 

 
  

Why, no. Why, Yes.
After this still be my own boss Did interview as a test.
but no desire to do so. Stress of owning but the independence and the autonomy outweighs Dip in clients, created self doubt
Can't be at the whim of someone else. Don't have to deal with customers 
Enjoy the freedom, own boss For extra money.
Enjoying what I'm doing. I haven't had a lunch hour, I haven't had two days off in a row. There are so many options now (work from home) and that intrigues me.
Finance, benefits, running the business I'm looking for the next step.
Here I can create things. Make things happen. Lots of possibilities, for someone else, bound by their objectives. If company acquired, would probably have to work for them
I don't think I could. Used to being my own boss. Like flexibility. Won't compromise my vision. It would be a fallback because I can't make this successful.
I enjoy a lot of flexibility and the freedom of being my own boss and making a paycheck as opposed to earning one. Medical Benefits
I like having full control. to help supplement
I've seen the worst of what senior management can bring. To make money. Camaraderie of working with others, social aspects. Something bigger than myself.
If only about money, I would go back tomorrow. I'm not ready to go back. Unless really have to
It would be terrible. I don't think I'd make a good employee. Wouldn't be compensated for my skill set working for someone else. When exhausted and overwhelmed.
It’s a dead end. You don't have to create, its's easy, you can take a back seat. Sometimes you don't want to drive.
put on my spanx and my makeup every day, not worth it
Rather be poor but have freedom of mind, freedom of ability to do what we want is worth everything.
When challenged, then I think about it, but thank God most of the time I'm too busy that I don't
Would go full time in my business if revenue allowed.
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Table 74 – Men Why They Would Work For Someone Else Coding 
 

 
  

Why, no. Why, Yes.
You work harder for you, flexibility of being the boss When retire
Rather be poor but have freedom of mind, freedom of ability to do what we want is worth everything. Stability, but wouldn't like it
Run my own schedule, would not go back if they could help it. Someone else bear the responsibility
I enjoy what I do too much, in charge of own destiny Only if have to
A ton of reasons don't want to work for someone else. Only in order to live
Not limited by location Comfort
Joke about the money, but can't provide more value
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Figure 18 – Motivations Coding Comparison 
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Figure 19 – Aspirations (Goals) Coding Comparison 
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Figure 20 – Makes Business Work Coding Comparison 
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Figure 21 – Challenges To Business Coding Comparison 
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Figure 22 – How Products Are Developed Coding Comparison 
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Figure 23 – How Pricing Is Established Coding Comparison 
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Figure 24 – Pricing Compared To Competition Coding Comparison 
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Figure 25 – Amount Of Attention Paid To Competition Coding Comparison 
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Figure 26 – Reason Paid To Competition Coding Comparison 
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Figure 27 – Comparison To Others Coding 
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Figure 28 – Life Success Defined Coding Comparison 
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Figure 29 – Company Success Defined Coding Comparison  
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Figure 30 – Entrepreneurial Satisfaction Definition Coding Comparison 
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Figure 31 – Thought Of Working For Someone Else Coding Comparison 
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Figure 32 – Women Life Success/Business Success/Entrepreneurial Satisfaction Comparison 
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Figure 33 – Men Life Success/Business Success/Entrepreneurial Satisfaction Comparison 
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Table 75 – Random Selection Of 19 Women Entrepreneurs: Motivation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Low-Cost/Eco Gain Diff/Eco Gain Low-Cost/Non-Eco Diff/Non-Eco 
Random Selection #1 – 
Highlighted Gray 

1/19 = 5.26% 2/19 = 10.52% 7/19 = 36.8% 9/19 = 47.37% 

Random Selection #2 – 
Underlined 

1/19 = 5.26% 1/19 = 5.26% 4/19 = 21.05% 13/19 = 68.42% 

Random Selection #3 - 
Strikethrough 

0/19 = 0% 1/19 = 5.26% 3/19 = 15.79% 15/19 = 78.95% 

Average Percentage 3.5% 7.01% 24.55% 64.91% 
     
Percentage all 39 1/39 = 2.56% 2/39 = 5.13% 8/39 = 20.51% 28/39 = 71.79% 
     
Difference (Ave-% All) .94% 1.88% 4.04% 6.88% 

 

Motivation - Female Low-Cost Differentiation 
Economic Gain  

39N 

 

 
58Y, 37Y 

Non-Economic Gain  
32Y, 55Y, 27Y, 51Y 
54N, 52N, 6N, 38N 

 

 
550/50, 2650/50, 4350/50, 1150/50, 2350/50 
2Y, 31Y, 45Y, 29Y, 33Y, 41Y, 19Y, 35Y, 56Y, 21Y, 13Y, 
57Y 
10N, 34N, 28N, 30N, 42N, 15N, 24N, 40N, 25N, 14N, 53N 
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Table 76– Random Selection Of 19 Women Entrepreneurs: Aspiration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Low-Cost/Eco Gain Diff/Eco Gain Low-Cost/Non-Eco Diff/Non-Eco 
Random Selection #1 – 
Highlighted Gray 

2/19 = 10.52% 3/19 = 15.79% 6/19 = 31.58% 8/19 = 42.10% 

Random Selection #2 – 
Underlined 

2/19 = 10.52% 1/19 = 5.26% 3/19 = 15.79% 13/19 = 68.42% 

Random Selection #3 - 
Strikethrough 

0/19 = 0% 1/19 = 5.26% 3/19 = 15.79% 15/19 = 78.95% 

Average Percentage 7.01% 8.68% 21.05% 63.16% 
     
Percentage all 39 2/39 = 10.52% 5/39 = 12.82% 7/39 = 17.95% 25/39 = 64.10% 
     
Difference (Ave-% All) 3.51% 4.14% 3.1% .94% 

 

Aspiration - Female Low-Cost Differentiation 
Economic Gain  

55, 39 
 

 
37, 56, 58, 26, 42 

Non-Economic Gain  
32, 54, 27, 51, 52, 6, 38 
 
 
 

 
10, 34, 28, 2, 30, 31, 45, 5, 29, 
33, 41, 15, 19, 24, 35, 43, 11, 
21, 23, 40, 13, 25, 14, 57, 53 
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Table 77 – Random Selection Table, 1-19 Were Chosen From The Three Iterations 
 
 

 
 

45 0.0201595 1 0.15744873 34 0.0839409 4
11 0.06459462 2 0.15077352 35 0.69315287 27
39 0.06559142 3 0.55356881 17 0.82273771 34
30 0.12914301 4 0.70415431 9 0.4948105 18
2 0.18391973 5 0.59792254 15 0.10833821 6
27 0.23818207 6 0.82087651 4 0.58404868 23
54 0.23958767 7 0.38871667 22 0.48841277 17
56 0.25040078 8 0.0046568 38 0.71014961 29
38 0.28964057 9 0.00825237 37 0.23999221 9
43 0.29402675 10 0.45425299 19 0.9300895 39
51 0.31767419 11 0.9744507 2 0.88221882 38
21 0.35456635 12 0.64167429 12 0.33706266 13
10 0.36206964 13 0.11476385 36 0.84532169 36
55 0.36436964 14 0.77899792 6 0.87113981 37
32 0.3821581 15 0.20719466 30 0.02702015 2
58 0.38385506 16 0.7392372 7 0.70879516 28
37 0.38613921 17 0.32603287 23 0.32306873 12
52 0.4040912 18 0.40426809 21 0.83401022 35
23 0.41116015 19 0.17728327 32 0.64753225 26
15 0.41220087 20 0.28802856 26 0.52856978 19
24 0.46747302 21 0.22645171 29 0.00362064 1
35 0.48393266 22 0.22668928 28 0.82034885 32
28 0.48407089 23 0.53983035 18 0.44018591 15
13 0.5059931 24 0.30101263 24 0.28703153 10
14 0.65241368 25 0.68540563 10 0.55028128 21
40 0.65325206 26 0.00330054 39 0.28742406 11
5 0.65916029 27 0.25691451 27 0.11412244 7
53 0.65969376 28 0.16248037 33 0.39800189 14
34 0.66639471 29 0.98680699 1 0.09292181 5
6 0.668631 30 0.95406317 3 0.59357963 24
42 0.69854211 31 0.29240259 25 0.81617414 31
19 0.71695859 32 0.19742526 31 0.06331709 3
41 0.71960762 33 0.71120076 8 0.82263849 33
57 0.73991649 34 0.57244257 16 0.13045542 8
26 0.74907511 35 0.43023344 20 0.64567054 25
31 0.88442781 36 0.64015605 13 0.7941232 30
29 0.90189378 37 0.80296033 5 0.57033796 22
33 0.91413366 38 0.62040412 14 0.47993243 16
25 0.94667238 39 0.66177449 11 0.53140226 20
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APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW WORKSHEET – PILOT STUDY - MUSIC TEACHER 
 
Opening Comment: 
 
This interview is being conducted to help develop a finalized version that will be used for 
academic research purposes. The answers collected today will not be used in the research 
study and will only be used to evaluate the current interview questions for the purpose of 
modification, addition, or deletion for the final version of the interview worksheet. 
 

1) Tell me a story, how did you get here? 
 

Almost 16 taking lessons, teacher moving, student could teach daughter. Started teaching. 
Love music and love to share it with others. Was taking viola lessons learned to love 
music and enjoy it. Love to be able to share that music with others. Developed a love for 
music. Started teaching for several months and then others found out. Started getting 
more and more people.  
 
Started taking piano lessons, years later to teach piano. Over the years learned a lot in 
teaching and learned how much you love to teach.  
 
One way measure success, number of clients, biggest ways is how the students are doing. 
Are they moving forward, where are they in the learning process. They are finally 
practicing. They finally got the song. Success is measured against each student and where 
they are as opposed to where I think they should be.  
 
How much are they enjoying the learning experience? Are they learning to love music? 
The little things to measure success. Learning, having fun, enjoying it.  
 
Goals at first trying it out. Goals changed, goal to make a difference in their lives. That 
they enjoy it and do well. Success by customer’s abilities. Not just learn music, help them 
to be the person they will become. More to life than music, helping to use that to change 
them for the good. 
 
Other goal to make money. Don’t make a lot of money. Don’t do it for the money. Need 
money for certain expenditures. 
 
Try the first time and see what happened. Give it a shot and see if I can do it. 
 
Found myself leading at difficult moments in the interview. 
 

2) Make sure they cover: 
a. During their entrepreneurial periods, what was their Entrepreneurial 

Orientation (EO)? Was it necessity or opportunity? 
b. What was their motivation for making changes? 
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c. What was lacking, if anything, in their lives? 
d. What was their motivation and/or rationale for starting their own 

company? Why did they do it? 
e. Work History 

i. Age at beginning of first work experience? 
ii. Age at end of first work experience? 

iii. Owner operator? (Y/N) 
iv. Service or Product of first work experience? 
v. Job title? 

vi. Responsibilities? 
vii. Why did you undertake this work experience? 

viii. What were your professional factors or motivations for taking this 
work experience?  

ix. What were your personal motivating factors for taking this work 
experience?  

x. What initial goals were you trying to accomplish? 
xi. Did you accomplish your initial goals?  

xii. Did your goals change during this work experience? 
xiii. If yes, what were your new goals? 
xiv. Did you accomplish your new goals? 
xv. If no, are they still in progress or what blocked you from achieving 

your goals? 
xvi. How did you measure your goals? 

xvii. If you were/are the owner operator, what was your initial business 
strategy? 

1. What customers were you targeting?  
2. How were you providing your customers with your service 

or product? 
3. What did you consider to be success?  
4. How did you measure success? 
5. How often did you compare your measurement of success 

vs. actual performance? 
6. During ownership, did your customer base change? 
7. If yes, how? 
8. During ownership, did you change the way your provided 

your product or service? 
9. If yes, how? 
10. During ownership, did you change your product or service? 
11. If yes, how and to what? 
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xviii. What was your reason/motivating factors for leaving employment 
or closing down your business venture? 

f. Demographics: 
i. Sex? 

ii. Race? 
iii. Country of Birth?  
iv. Marital Status?  
v. If currently married or previously married, years married? 

vi. Dependents? (Children? Elderly?) How many and ages of each? 
vii. Education Level?  

viii. Major or concentration of each level? 
ix. Ages at beginning and end of each education level? 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW WORKSHEET – PILOT STUDY – IT/IS 
ENTREPRENEUR 
 
Opening Comment: 
 
This interview is being conducted to help develop a finalized version that will be used for 
academic research purposes. The answers collected today will not be used in the research 
study and will only be used to evaluate the current interview questions for the purpose of 
modification, addition, or deletion for the final version of the interview worksheet. 
 

1) Tell me a story, how did you get here? 
 

Worked for home depot, move up the chain quick, was goal, found out that work ethic 
did not reflect on raises and promotions, networking was more important. Passed on 
promotion. Now work for self was a consideration. Tried a couple of business ventures 
failed, failed really quick, didn’t get off the ground. 
 
Had left Home Depot. Money from Mom passing away. Landscaping and computers 
interest, found software to visualize landscaping in early 1990s. Customers didn’t 
understand. Went after wrong crowd. Loved landscaping, but not the work. More into the 
vision. 
 
No goals, didn’t want to work for corporate. Wanted to be in charge of something. No 
measurement for success. 
 
Tried opening a computer repair shop. Wouldn’t sign a long lease. Spent another year 
doing odd jobs.  
 
Low overhead, crappy apartment. $500 bucks into marketing 13 years ago. Wife said go 
for it. Went via the ‘reminder’ to every household. They showed marketing rotation base. 
5-6 week rotation. Gained clients very quickly. Free look before client deciding for 
services. No one really said, “No.” 
 
Two goals, (1) if money returned from marketing, keep going. Wife making enough to 
get by. The second goal, didn’t want wife to work. (2) Wanted money so she could stay at 
home. Working part-time job at a restaurant, 3 months quit. Wife was pregnant and done 
working.  
 
2005 company formed.  
 
Goal to allow wife to stay at home stayed same.  
 
Making company successful. In business, employed, he has a salary. Staff paid and 
employed. Don’t want to let someone go in downturn. Beat competition. Most 
competitors are gone. Industry was dying 4-5 years ago and made changes and moved to 
services from hardware and repairs. Clients had need to drop computers. Opened an 
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office in Vernon 6 years ago, successful in that clients showed up. Not fix, cheaper to buy 
a new one. Was looking to expand, but stopped. Not a lot of profit in repairs, closed 
repair shop and moved to Manchester and focused on services. Last competitor closing 
last shop.  
 
Why constantly looking for changes. Can’t innovate, you will die. Motivated so that the 
company does not die.  
 
Thought $50,000 was the top, then realized it wasn’t as much as he thought. Internally 
don’t want current lifestyle to change. Don’t want to not to be able to support wife and 
kids, kids going to college. 
 
Eventually would like to sell the company and do more “fun” things. Company not as 
important, need to get to a point to get out and live off of the sale price.  
 
The industry is not as important. Used to love computers, it was a hobby you turned into 
a business, that now is a business and you have other hobbies that you would like to 
spend time on. Industry does not matter.  
 

2) Make sure they cover: 
a. During their entrepreneurial periods, what was their Entrepreneurial 

Orientation (EO)? Was it necessity or opportunity? 
b. What was their motivation for making changes? 
c. What was lacking, if anything, in their lives? 
d. What was their motivation and/or rationale for starting their own 

company? Why did they do it? 
e. Work History 

i. Age at beginning of first work experience? 
ii. Age at end of first work experience? 

iii. Owner operator? (Y/N) 
iv. Service or Product of first work experience? 
v. Job title? 

vi. Responsibilities? 
vii. Why did you undertake this work experience? 

viii. What were your professional factors or motivations for taking this 
work experience?  

ix. What were your personal motivating factors for taking this work 
experience?  

x. What initial goals were you trying to accomplish? 
xi. Did you accomplish your initial goals?  

xii. Did your goals change during this work experience? 
xiii. If yes, what were your new goals? 
xiv. Did you accomplish your new goals? 
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xv. If no, are they still in progress or what blocked you from achieving 
your goals? 

xvi. How did you measure your goals? 
xvii. If you were/are the owner operator, what was your initial business 

strategy? 
1. What customers were you targeting?  
2. How were you providing your customers with your service 

or product? 
3. What did you consider to be success?  
4. How did you measure success? 
5. How often did you compare your measurement of success 

vs. actual performance? 
6. During ownership, did your customer base change? 
7. If yes, how? 
8. During ownership, did you change the way your provided 

your product or service? 
9. If yes, how? 
10. During ownership, did you change your product or service? 
11. If yes, how and to what? 

xviii. What was your reason/motivating factors for leaving employment 
or closing down your business venture? 

f. Demographics: 
i. Sex? 

ii. Race? 
iii. Country of Birth?  
iv. Marital Status?  
v. If currently married or previously married, years married? 

vi. Dependents? (Children? Elderly?) How many and ages of each? 
vii. Education Level?  

viii. Major or concentration of each level? 
ix. Ages at beginning and end of each education level? 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW DOCUMENT FOR IRB SUBMISSION 
 

1) What were you doing before you started your business? 
2) Why did you start your business?  
3) What were your initial goals for success? 
4) Are your current reasons for the business still valid or did they change? 
5) If yes, what are they now? 
6) Are your goals different now from when you started your business? 
7) If yes, what are they now? 
8) What was your initial cost strategy? Did you want to have the lowest costs against 

your competitors or charge a premium on your services/product, or did you target 
somewhere in the middle? 

9) Demographics: 
i. Sex?  

ii. Race? 
iii. Born in the US? 
iv. Marital Status?  
v. Dependents? (Children? Elderly?) 

vi. Education Level? 
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APPENDIX D: BUSINESS INTERVIEW CONSENT STATEMENT  
 
Title of research: The relationship between motivation and owner-operated small 
business firm success. 

Investigator and Department: Interviewer Interviewer / DBA student 

Why am I being invited to take part in this research? 
We invite you to take part in a research study because you are an owner-operator of a 
small business. 

What should I know about this research? 
Someone will explain this research to you. 
Whether or not you take part is up to you. 
You can choose not to take part. 
You can agree to take part and later change your mind. 
Your decision will not be held against you. 
You can ask all the questions you want before you decide. 

Who can I talk to about this research? 
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the research has hurt you, contact 
the following: 
Interviewer Interviewer 
tug66117@temple.edu 
or 
Dr. Michael Rivera 
tuf83046@temple.edu 
 
This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You 
may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the 
following: 

Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the research 
team. 

You cannot reach the research team. 
You want to talk to someone besides the research team. 
You have questions about your rights as a research subject. 
You want to get information or provide input about this research. 

Why is this research being done? 
To investigate the relationship between motivation and success. I will consider if 

some different types of motivation will lead to success when compared to other types 
of motivation. 
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How long will I be in this research? 
We expect that you will be in this research for approximately one hour 

What happens if I agree to be in this research? 
Respondents will be interviewed and surveyed along the dimensions of motivation types 
(defined by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs) and their measurements of success. The 
interviews will occur only on one day and will last no longer than one hour, and will be 
done over the telephone.  Additionally, the interviewee will be given the potential end 
date of the research and if the interviewee desires the aggregated results, they can contact 
Interviewer Interviewer after the project end and request a written follow-up with 
aggregated results.  

Will being in this research help me in any way? 
We cannot promise any benefits to you or others from taking part in this research. 
However, possible benefits include: 
Completing the surveys or participating in the interviews may provide the informants and 
respondents a stimulus to reflect on their firms’ success and now and in the future.  
Additionally, the interviewee will be given the potential end date of the research and if 
the interviewee desires the aggregated results, they can contact Interviewer Interviewer 
after the project end and request a written follow-up with aggregated results.  

What happens to the information collected for this research? 
To the extent allowed by law, we limit the viewing of your personal information to 
people who have to review it. We cannot promise complete secrecy. The IRB, Temple 
University, and its affiliates, and other representatives of these organizations may inspect 
and copy your information.  
Data will be stored via in password protected files via PC.  The data is expected to be 
saved at least seven years.  
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APPENDIX E: BUSINESS INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

1) Abstract of the study 

The proposed research will investigate the motivation of the entrepreneur to 
satisfy their need(s) and motivation’s relation to owner-operated small 
business firm success. The proposed research will examine the extent to which 
different motivations lead to greater success than other types of motivations. 
Data will be collected from owner-operated small business owners. Success of 
the business will be defined by the owner of the business.  

2) Investigator  
 
Interviewer Wesley Interviewer 
 

3) Objectives 
 

To investigate the relative importance of different types of Motivation defined by 
Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs. I will consider if some types of motivation lead to 
more success than others. 
 

4) Rationale and Significance  
 

According to the Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy, about two-
thirds of businesses with employees survive at least 2 years and about half survive at 
least 5 years. As one would expect, after the first few relatively volatile years, 
survival rates flatten out, see Figure 5 (SBA Small Business Facts 2012). The trends 
do not appear to show a significant difference between businesses started in 1995, 
2000, 2005, or 2010. In a comparison across industries, there appears to be only small 
differences in failure rates, but the curves appear to follow the same trend (Figure 6). 
Gaining understanding of the relationship between motivation and owner-operator 
small business success would benefit the owner, any employees, and the 
economy/society as a whole. It would improve upon current failure trends and allow 
for greater success rates. The relationship comprehension would aid in owner-
operator success in that it would allow for entrepreneurs to focus their business’ 
strategy around those motivations that would yield the greater opportunity for 
success. It would aid in the start-up decision-making process for new ventures to 
determine whether or not the company starts on a path to success.  

 
One other purpose of this research is to fill in a gap of understanding of what drives 
owner-operated small business success. Economic Theory, Network Theory, and 
Resource-Based Theory have all looked at success from their respective angles. 
Researchers in these theories have acknowledged that psychology plays an important 
role in success, but that it is difficult to measure and at times assumptions need to be 
made in order to conduct research in these areas. The contribution would be to reduce 
or eliminate assumptions so that psychology may be better understood as a driver of 
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success and potentially create an interdisciplinary link between psychology and 
business strategy, which could lead to other models and even greater success rates of 
small business ventures. 

 
5) Resources and Setting  

 

Interviewer Wesley Interviewer will be the only person conducting interviews. 
Interviews will be conducted via telephone and will be recorded on a personal 
computer. The computer will be password protected. Identities including 
email, phone, numbers, and names will not be kept. 
 

6) Study Design 

a) Recruitment Methods 
 
The proposed research will be a field study interview with small business owner-
operators. Interviewees will be volunteers who may be acquaintances, referees from 
the local SCORE Association (www.score.org), from the Connecticut Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation (www.ccei.uconn.edu), or Temple University 
resources. The recruitment will be via word of mouth and follow the Snowball effect. 
Consent will be acquired before the interview begins and will be attained verbally. 
Once consent is given, the interview will follow the submitted questions. 

 
Interviews will be used to determine the role of motivation (defined by Maslow’s 
Hierarch of Needs) in small business owner-operated success.  

 
Table 3 illustrates a semi-structured interview guide will be used to gather data from 
small business owner-operators. Formal interviews will be conducted asking specific 
questions in a particular order to support data gathering. 

 
Semi-Structured Interview Guide 

Construct Semi-Structured Interview Questions  

Motivation 
and Success 
 
 
 

- What were you doing before you started your business? 
- Why did you start your business?  
- What were your initial goals for success? 
- Are your current reasons for the business still valid or did they 

change? 
- If yes, what are they now? 
- Are your goals different now from when you started your business? 
- If yes, what are they now? 
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Construct Semi-Structured Interview Questions  

- What was your initial cost strategy? Did you want to have the lowest 
costs against your competitors or charge a premium on your 
services/product, or did you target somewhere in the middle? 

Demographics 
 
 

- Sex?  
- Race? 
- Born in the US? 
- Marital Status?  
- Dependents? (Children? Elderly?) 
- Education Level? 

 
 

The recruitment of small business owner-operators will come from industry associations 
and professional networking, no materials will be used to recruit respondents. 
 
No payments of any type will be offered as a result of participating in the interviews.  
Respondents may request the aggregated results if they so choose and they will be given 
the contact information for Interviewer Interviewer. 

 
b) Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

 
Inclusion: Must me a current owner-operator of their small business. Business must 
be currently in operation. 
 
c) Study Timelines 

 
It is estimated that the interview participants will spend up one hour answering the 
questions (listed above). 
 
It is expected that the interviews will occur from January 2018 through the Fall of 
2018. 
 
d) Study Procedures and Data Analysis 

 
Motivations will be bucketed into the categories of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and 
success will be bucketed into accounting profitability vs. a triple bottom line 
(accounting profitability, social measurements, ecological measurements.) Results of 
success and motivation will then be compared and correlated to determine of some 
types of success lead to success more so than others. 
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e) Withdrawal of Subjects 
 

No anticipated reasons are expected whereas subjects will “pull-out” of the study, and 
if such occurs, no issues exist. 
 
Privacy & Confidentiality 
 
No health information will be collected during the study. 
 

7) Risks to Subjects 

There are no anticipated risks to the survey or interview respondents. 
 

8) Potential Benefits to Subjects 
 
Participating in the interviews may provide the informants and respondents a stimulus 
to reflect on their firms’ success and their more beneficial motivations. Respondents 
may request the aggregated results if they so choose and they will be given the 
contact information for Interviewer Interviewer. 
 

9) Costs to Subjects 
 
There are no costs expected to be incurred by the respondents. 
 

10) Informed Consent  
 
It is expected that the interview respondents will offer verbal consent prior to the 

interview. 
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APPENDIX F: INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD – APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX G - INTERNAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL OF 
MODIFICATIONS 

 


